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Zusammenfassung

Kontext: Sich schnell verändernde Märkte und das Zeitalter der Digitalisierung erfordern, dass Software innerhalb von kurzer Zeit angepasst oder mit
neuer Funktionalität erweitert werden kann. Das zugehörige Qualitätsattribut wird im Englischen Evolvability (Evolutionsfähigkeit) genannt, also der
Grad an Effektivität und Effizienz, mit dem ein System verändert oder erweitert werden kann. Evolvability ist besonders wichtig für Software, deren
Anforderungen sich häufig ändern, z.B. internet-basierte Systeme.
Mehrere Vorteile für Evolvability wurden durch den Aufstieg des ServiceOriented Computings (SOC) erzielt, das sich über das letzte Jahrzehnt als
eines der wichtigsten Paradigmen für verteilte Systeme etabliert hat. Die
Implementierung von unternehmensweiten Softwarelandschaften im Stil
von service-orientierten Architekturen (SOA) priorisiert dabei lose Kopplung,
Datenkapselung, Interoperabilität, Komposition und Wiederverwendbarkeit.
In den letzten Jahren haben wiederum Microservices als eine agile, DevOpsfokussierte und dezentralisierte Variante mit fein-granularen Services schnell
an Beliebtheit gewonnen. Eine Kernidee dabei ist, dass kleine und lose
gekoppelte Services, die unabhängig voneinander ausgerollt werden können,
einfach zu ändern und zu ersetzen sind. Gleichzeitig soll sich Evolutionary
Design (evolutionäres Design) als eine der geforderten Eigenschaften von
Microservices ähnlich positiv auswirken.
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Problembeschreibung: Diese Eigenschaften bieten zwar ein vorteilhaftes theoretisches Fundament für evolvierbare Systeme, aber dennoch keine
konkreten und universell einsetzbaren Lösungen. Wie bei jedem Architekturstil kann die Implementierung eines einzelnen microservice-basierten
Systems von beliebiger Qualität sein. Auch haben mehrere Studien gezeigt,
dass Softwareentwickler ein hohes Vertrauen in das grundsätzlich durch
Serviceorientierung bereit gestellte Level an Wartbarkeit haben, vor allem
bei Microservices. Blinder Glaube an diese Eigenschaften ohne gleichzeitige
Absicherung der Evolvability kann dazu führen, dass wichtige Designprinzipien verletzt werden, was sich negativ auf die Softwareevolution auswirkt.
Gleichzeitig gibt es im Rahmen von Microservices sehr wenig Forschung zu
den Themen Wartung, Evolution und technischer Schuld.
Ziele: Das Ziel dieser Thesis ist es deshalb, Entwickler von microservicebasierten Systemen mit geeigneten Methoden, Techniken und Werkzeugen
zu unterstützen, um Evolvability zu bewerten oder zu verbessern und so
nachhaltige, langfristige Softwareentwicklung zu ermöglichen. Konkreter
gesprochen wollen wir Empfehlungen und Werkzeugunterstützung für die
Evaluierungen mit Metriken und Szenarien bereitstellen. Außerdem wollen
wir die Wirkung von service-basierten Patterns auf die Evolutionsfähigkeit
analysieren und relevante Antipatterns sammeln.
Methoden: Dafür haben wir mit Hilfe empirischer Methoden die in der
Industrie verwendeten Praktiken sowie den akademischen Stand der Technik
analysiert, wodurch wir bestehende Techniken, Herausforderungen und Forschungslücken identifizieren konnten. Auf Basis dieser Ergebnisse entwarfen
wir anschließend neue Techniken zur Absicherung von Evolvability und
führten zusätzliche empirische Studien durch, um deren Wirksamkeit zu
demonstrieren und zu validieren. Verwendete empirische Methoden waren
zum Beispiel Umfragen, Interviews, (systematische) Literaturstudien oder
kontrollierte Experimente.
Beiträge: Zusätzlich zu unseren Analysen der Industriepraxis und der wissenschaftlichen Literatur liefern wir Beiträge in drei verschiedenen Bereichen.
Für die Bewertung von Evolvability mit Metriken haben wir eine Reihe von
strukturellen Metriken identifiziert, die speziell für die Serviceorientierung
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entwickelt wurden, und ihre Anwendbarkeit für Microservices analysiert.
Anschließend entwarfen wir werkzeuggestützte Ansätze, um eine Teilmenge
dieser Metriken automatisch zu erfassen, zum einen aus maschinenlesbaren
RESTful-API-Beschreibungen und zum anderen über einen Mechanismus
der verteilten Ablaufverfolgung zur Laufzeit.
Im Bereich der szenario-basierten Evaluation entwickelten wir eine werkzeuggestützte, leichtgewichtige Methode zur Evolvability-Analyse von servicebasierten Systemen mittels hypothetischer Evolutionsszenarien. Die Methode
wurde mit einer Umfrage (N=40) sowie interaktiven Befragungen (N=7)
evaluiert und auf Grundlage der Ergebnisse weiter verbessert.
Im Hinblick auf Patterns und Antipatterns sammelten wir eine große Zahl
service-basierter Patterns und analysierten ihre Anwendbarkeit für Microservices. Aus diesem ersten Katalog wählten wir anschließend mittels des
Instruments der architekturellen Modifizierbarkeitstaktiken eine Reihe von
Kandidaten als Evolvability Patterns aus. Der Einfluss von vier dieser Patterns
auf Evolvability wurde dann in einem kontrollierten Experiment (N=69)
und mit einer metrikbasierten Analyse empirisch untersucht. Die Ergebnisse
deuten darauf hin, dass die durch die Muster eingeführte zusätzliche strukturelle Komplexität sowie das Wissen der Entwickler über Patterns einen
Einfluss auf deren Wirksamkeit haben, auch wenn generell ein positiver
Effekt sichtbar war. Als letzten Beitrag haben wir eine holistische Sammlung
von service-basierten Antipatterns für SOA und Microservices erstellt und in
einem kollaborativen Repository veröffentlicht.
Fazit: Unsere Beiträge liefern erste Grundlagen für eine ganzheitliche
Sichtweise auf die Absicherung der Evolvability von Microservices und decken mehrere Perspektiven ab. Metrik- und szenariobasierte Evaluation sowie
service-basierte Antipatterns können zur Identifizierung von Schwachstellen
verwendet werden, wohingegen service-basierte Patterns diese beheben und
als Mittel zum systematischen Design von Evolvability dienen können. Alles
in allem können Wissenschaft und Industrie unsere Artefakte nutzen, um
die Evolutionsfähigkeit ihrer microservice-basierten Systeme zu analysieren und zu verbessern, sowie um sich ein konzeptuelles Verständnis von
service-basierter Evolvability und deren Absicherung aufzubauen.
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Abstract

Context: Fast moving markets and the age of digitization require that software can be quickly changed or extended with new features. The associated
quality attribute is referred to as evolvability: the degree of effectiveness and
efficiency with which a system can be adapted or extended. Evolvability is
especially important for software with frequently changing requirements,
e.g. internet-based systems.
Several evolvability-related benefits were arguably gained with the rise
of service-oriented computing (SOC) that established itself as one of the
most important paradigms for distributed systems over the last decade.
The implementation of enterprise-wide software landscapes in the style of
service-oriented architecture (SOA) prioritizes loose coupling, encapsulation, interoperability, composition, and reuse. In recent years, microservices
quickly gained in popularity as an agile, DevOps-focused, and decentralized service-oriented variant with fine-grained services. A key idea here is
that small and loosely coupled services that are independently deployable
should be easy to change and to replace. Moreover, one of the postulated
microservices characteristics is evolutionary design.
Problem Statement: While these properties provide a favorable theoretical basis for evolvable systems, they offer no concrete and universally
applicable solutions. As with each architectural style, the implementation
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of a concrete microservice-based system can be of arbitrary quality. Several
studies also report that software professionals trust in the foundational maintainability of service orientation and microservices in particular. A blind
belief in these qualities without appropriate evolvability assurance can lead
to violations of important principles and therefore negatively impact software evolution. In addition to this, very little scientific research has covered
the areas of maintenance, evolution, or technical debt of microservices.
Objectives: To address this, the aim of this research is to support developers of microservices with appropriate methods, techniques, and tools
to evaluate or improve evolvability and to facilitate sustainable long-term
development. In particular, we want to provide recommendations and tool
support for metric-based as well as scenario-based evaluation. In the context
of service-based evolvability, we furthermore want to analyze the effectiveness of patterns and collect relevant antipatterns.
Methods: Using empirical methods, we analyzed the industry state of
the practice and the academic state of the art, which helped us to identify
existing techniques, challenges, and research gaps. Based on these findings,
we then designed new evolvability assurance techniques and used additional
empirical studies to demonstrate and evaluate their effectiveness. Applied
empirical methods were for example surveys, interviews, (systematic) literature studies, or controlled experiments.
Contributions: In addition to our analyses of industry practice and scientific literature, we provide contributions in three different areas. With respect
to metric-based evolvability evaluation, we identified a set of structural metrics specifically designed for service orientation and analyzed their value for
microservices. Subsequently, we designed tool-supported approaches to automatically gather a subset of these metrics from machine-readable RESTful
API descriptions and via a distributed tracing mechanism at runtime.
In the area of scenario-based evaluation, we developed a tool-supported
lightweight method to analyze the evolvability of a service-based system
based on hypothetical evolution scenarios. We evaluated the method with
a survey (N=40) as well as hands-on interviews (N=7) and improved it
further based on the findings.
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Lastly with respect to patterns and antipatterns, we collected a large set
of service-based patterns and analyzed their applicability for microservices.
From this initial catalogue, we synthesized a set of candidate evolvability
patterns via the proxy of architectural modifiability tactics. The impact of four
of these patterns on evolvability was then empirically tested in a controlled
experiment (N=69) and with a metric-based analysis. The results suggest
that the additional structural complexity introduced by the patterns as well as
developers’ pattern knowledge have an influence on their effectiveness. As a
last contribution, we created a holistic collection of service-based antipatterns
for both SOA and microservices and published it in a collaborative repository.
Conclusion: Our contributions provide first foundations for a holistic
view on the evolvability assurance of microservices and address several perspectives. Metric- and scenario-based evaluation as well as service-based
antipatterns can be used to identify “hot spots” while service-based patterns
can remediate them and provide means for systematic evolvability construction. All in all, researchers and practitioners in the field of microservices can
use our artifacts to analyze and improve the evolvability of their systems
as well as to gain a conceptual understanding of service-based evolvability
assurance.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
This introductory chapter first motivates the research field of this thesis
by describing its general context. For this context, we then derive existing
problems. We subsequently formulate our research objective and guiding
research questions to address these problems. We also describe the used
research methodology to work towards this objective. This methodology
section is then followed by a short description of our contributions and the
list of our associated publications. Lastly, we outline the structure of the
remainder of this thesis.
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1.1. Motivational Context
While there are a lot of different aspects to software quality, attributes related
to software maintenance and evolution have often been in the dilemma
of being poorly understood despite being seen as generally important for
any system of business value [PMVV12]. The quality attribute associated
with software evolution is referred to as evolvability, i.e. the degree of
effectiveness and efficiency with which a system can be adapted or extended
(see Section 2.4). One reason for the conflicted role of evolvability is that
deficiencies with it usually are not visible to the end-users of a system,
i.e. quality attributes like performance or functional correctness often take
priority. Additionally, the consequences of neglecting evolvability usually
manifest many months after the initial development.
However, studies have repeatedly shown that costs for software maintenance and evolution activities take up a considerable fraction of the complete
development budget [BR00; JB11; LST78], although the current popularity
of agile and continuous practices obfuscates a clear point in time when
initial development stops and maintenance actually starts. Nonetheless, it
is still important to suitably address evolvability to ensure the sustainable
long-term development of software systems. Furthermore, in a time of globalization and digital transformation where more and more companies rely
on software as core business assets important for value creation [And11;
MHB15], the costs for changes are sometimes outweighed by the duration
it takes to implement them. If business models are not only supported by
software, but software is the key component generating value for a company,
it is critical to introduce changes to these systems at a fast pace. To prepare
their systems for this, software professionals apply a diverse set of activities,
which we refer to as evolvability assurance (see Section 2.5). Examples for
such techniques are the analysis of the system with metrics or scenarios
to identify weak spots and the application of design patterns to improve
structural properties.
In the past, object-oriented programming brought significant progress for
maintainable software by positively influencing properties like reusability
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and overall structuring. Meanwhile, service-oriented computing has emerged
as a prominent paradigm for developing evolvable and interoperable enterprise software systems in the form of service-oriented architecture (SOA).
Service orientation allegedly provides a high base degree of evolvability,
since it focuses on beneficial principles like loose coupling, high cohesion,
encapsulation, reuse, and composition (see Section 2.2).
In recent years, a decentralized, lightweight, and DevOps-focused serviceoriented variant called microservices (see Section 2.3) quickly gained in
popularity and is now trying to renew this promise for a second time. The
general idea with microservices is that fine-grained, loosely coupled, and
independently deployable services should be easy to change and to replace.
Moreover, one key principle of microservices is evolutionary design and
maintainability is one of the most frequent drivers reported by practitioners
for migrating to microservices [BFWZ19b; KH19; TLP17].

1.2. Problem Statement
Even though service orientation and microservices can bring several benefits
for evolvability, the different levels of abstraction – i.e. services on top of
modules and classes – make it also important to revise and adapt design,
development, and quality assurance techniques. Technological heterogeneity [SME+17] and decentralization [LS18] may also negatively affect quality
assurance, maintenance, and evolution, even though these attributes are
generally seen as advantages of microservices. There is also evidence that
software professionals self-reportedly have a strong belief in the inherent
qualities of service orientation. In fact, this trust is so strong in some cases
that developers may even deliberately reduce maintainability assurance
efforts [AGAF16; VG10]. It is very hard, however, to abstract the evolution
qualities of service-based systems and to compare them to e.g. the ones of
object-oriented systems. Generalizable empirical support for this is difficult
to provide (see e.g. [BD05; MM11; PRF05; YFLY07]). A blind belief in the
inherent evolution qualities of service- and microservice-based systems with-
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out having a clear understanding of influencing factors can lead to violations
of important principles and therefore negatively impact evolvability. As with
each architectural style, the implementation of a concrete microservice-based
system can be of arbitrary quality, regardless of advantageous theoretical
foundations.
Above issues were supported by our own industrial analysis (see Chapter 5).
Especially for microservices as a fairly young architectural style, there is a lot
of uncertainty how an effective evolvability assurance process should look like
and what instruments are available for systematic evolvability construction.
Currently used techniques and tools are very focused on source code and
therefore unfit for the reported challenges, which are mostly related to
software architecture. Simultaneously, the current scientific state of the art
in the field of microservices maintenance and evolution does not comprise
many publications, which we confirmed with a systematic literature study
(see Chapter 4). While approaches proposed for SOA may be adaptable in
some areas, the concrete implications of this are not clear so far, e.g. with
respect to decentralization or a high degree of technological heterogeneity.
In summary, neither industry nor academia has a sound understanding or
a holistic strategy for the evolvability assurance of microservices, which we
aim to change with this thesis.

1.3. Research Objective and Scope
Using Wieringa’s template for design goals [Wie14], we formulate our overarching research objective to address the described problems in the following
way:
Support developers of microservices
with methods, techniques, or tools
that are lightweight, multifaceted, and designed for service orientation
to evaluate or improve software evolvability
We refine this objective further with research questions that already hint
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at the applied research process. The central research question of this thesis
(RQ) is concerned with our main contributions.
RQ: How can developers of microservices be supported to efficiently evaluate and improve software evolvability?
This central question is framed by two analytical knowledge questions
(RQ1 and RQ2) and one design question (RQ3). All three of them guided
the research leading to our proposed contributions.
RQ1: What are existing approaches to evaluate and improve maintainability and evolvability for service-based systems?
RQ2: Are these approaches also applicable to microservice-based systems
and what are potential limitations?
RQ3: What new approaches can be used to evaluate and improve evolvability for microservice-based systems?
Since these research questions are rather general, most individual studies
presented in this thesis rely on a set of more specific research questions.
While there still is an ongoing discussion about differences between SOA
and microservices (see Section 2.3.2), we consciously made microservices
the focus of this thesis. They are the younger architectural style and are
surrounded by more hype and confusion. With that being said, we generally
believe that service- and microservice-based systems share more commonalities than differences, which is also supported by several of our studies
presented in this thesis. Therefore, many of our contributions will also be of
value for modern service-based systems, but not so much for very centralized
SOA environments based on SOAP/WSDL or an enterprise service bus (ESB).
Lastly, we see microservices more as a spectrum than as a binary choice, i.e.
real-world systems based on this style will not always adhere to the complete
set of postulated characteristics [BFWZ19b; ZLJ+19].
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1.4. Research Methodology and Process
From a methodological perspective, the research process to achieve the
objective described above was primarily influenced by empirical software
engineering [SSS08]. Empiricism belongs to epistemology [God03], which
is the area of philosophy of science related to questions about knowledge,
evidence, and rationality. Sjøberg et al. [SDJ07] define the implications of
an empirical science as follows:

“

Empirical research seeks to explore, describe,
predict, and explain natural, social, or cognitive
phenomena by using evidence based on observation or experience. It involves obtaining and
interpreting evidence by, e.g., experimentation,
systematic observation, interviews or surveys,
or by the careful examination of documents or
artifacts.
— Sjøberg et al.

”

In the context of software engineering, this manifests in the application of
empirical methods to observe, analyze, and improve software artifacts or
processes and to ground software-related decisions in empirical evidence.
This focus on evidence is also the reason for the alternative term evidencebased software engineering (EBSE) [KDJ04], which is also used within the
research community. Inspired by evidence-based medicine, Kitchenham et
al. [KDJ04] describe the goal of EBSE as:

“
22

[...] to provide the means by which current best
evidence from research can be integrated with
practical experience and human values in the
decision making process regarding the development and maintenance of software.
— Kitchenham et al.

”
1 | Introduction

One important practice within EBSE are systematic literature reviews
(SLR) for the meta analysis of existing research. Additionally, EBSE calls
for an alignment of software engineering research with the requirements of
industry: researchers should analyze real-world challenges and support practitioners in making informed and rational decisions. With respect to empiricism, this synergizes well with the primary philosophical stance taken in this
thesis, namely constructivism [God03], which Easterbrook et al. [ESSD08]
describe as follows:

“

Constructivism [...] rejects the idea that scientific knowledge can be separated from its human context. In particular, the meanings of
terms used in scientific theories are socially constructed, so interpretations of what a theory
means are just as important in judging its truth
as the empirical observations on which it is
based.
— Easterbrook et al.

”

For this thesis, this implies that, while we see great value in quantitative
studies in controlled environments more related to positivism [CC18; God03],
we also believe that rich and informative results from qualitative industry
studies are an important means to keep the analysis and interpretation of
our research close to a human context. Therefore, this thesis relies on a
mixture of quantitative and qualitative empirical methods [CC18] and places
a strong emphasis on industry-relevant results.
Shaped by the concepts and paradigms described above, the concrete
research process for this thesis (see Fig. 1.1) relied on two separate analyses
for its foundations. One was a broad analysis of the scientific state of the art:
with a systematic literature review we identified existing research subfields
and reported research gaps. Simultaneously, however, we conducted an analysis of the industry state of practice via a survey and interviews. This yielded
applied industry practices and perceived challenges. As a consequence of
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the analysis of these combined results, we decided to focus our further contributions on three major areas: a) service-based maintainability metrics,
b) scenario-based evaluation for service orientation, and c) service-based
00patterns
1012304 and antipatterns for evolvability.
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Figure 1.1.: General research process of this thesis
For each of these areas, we generally followed an iterative process. First,
we collected existing research approaches for the specific subfield, e.g. via
literature studies with a smaller scope. Since not many publications exist for
microservices on this topic, these approaches were mostly for the context
of SOA, web services, or RESTful services. As a second step, we analyzed
the applicability of the identified techniques or concepts for microservices.
In a third step, we then implemented or adapted selected techniques for
the context of microservices. Lastly, we evaluated the created or selected
concepts for their effectiveness. If the result was unsatisfactory, the same
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process could be started for another iteration. Based on the contribution, we
used several different empirical methods during this process. The concrete
methods are described in detail in the respective contribution chapters.

1.5. Contributions
The central and unique contribution of this thesis is the conceptualization
of a holistic evolvability assurance for microservices: by combining the
areas of metric-based evaluation, scenario-based evaluation, and design
patterns, we provide multifaceted and tool-supported techniques for the
analysis and improvement of microservice-based systems. To the best of our
knowledge, nothing in the scarce microservices literature on maintainability,
evolvability, or technical debt comes close to such a perspective. This main
contribution has been published for the first time in this dissertation and can
be regarded as the integration of several smaller contributions provided by
us in various research subfields. All in all, this thesis includes a total of 12
such contributions in six different areas. We summarized these contributions
in the following paragraphs.
Analysis of the state of the art for service-oriented maintainability
assurance (one contribution): we conducted a systematic literature review
(SLR) to collect the existing scientific approaches and techniques for the
maintainability assurance of service- and microservice-based systems. Based
on the identified publications, we then synthesized categories and analyzed
the distributions of publications over these categories.
Analysis of the state of practice for service-oriented maintainability
assurance (two contributions): we conducted two empirical studies to
analyze the current state of maintainability assurance activities for serviceand microservice-based systems in the industry, namely a quantitative survey
as well as qualitative interviews. We captured applied practices, successful
strategies, and common challenges.
Identification and instrumentation of service-based maintainability
metrics (three contributions): we collected proposed service-based main-
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tainability metrics with a literature review and analyzed their applicability
to microservices. Second, we designed a tool-supported static approach
to automatically collect some of these metrics from machine-readable documentation of RESTful interfaces (e.g. OpenAPI) and also conducted an
empirical study to derive threshold values for them. Lastly, we developed and
demonstrated a tool-supported dynamic approach to automatically derive
service-based metrics from runtime data.
A scenario-based method for analyzing the evolvability of serviceand microservice-based systems (one contribution): we designed a lightweight scenario-based evolvability analysis method for service orientation.
Furthermore, we developed tool support for this method and evaluated
its usability and perceived usefulness with a survey as well as hands-on
interviews.
Analysis and evaluation of service-oriented patterns and antipatterns
for evolvability (four contributions): as a first contribution in this area, we
analyzed the applicability of existing SOA patterns for microservices. Second,
we created a candidate list of service-based patterns with theoretical benefits
for evolvability by qualitatively mapping them onto architectural modifiability tactics. As a third contribution, we empirically analyzed the impact of
selected candidate patterns on evolvability via a controlled experiment and
structural maintainability metrics. Lastly, we conducted an SLR to collect
existing antipatterns for service- and microservice-based systems and created
a holistic documentation schema, a taxonomy, and a web-based repository
for them.
Furthering the understanding of commonalities and differences between service-based systems / SOA and microservices (one contribution): in several of our studies, we either analyzed existing service-based
techniques for their applicability to microservices or compared similar concepts from both the areas of SOA and microservices. The results of these
comparisons highlighted the large set of shared properties of the two servicebased architectural styles, but also discussed notable differences.
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1.6. List of Publications
Above contributions have been introduced into the scientific discourse in the
form of several peer-reviewed publications. The following list consists only
of the publications that are explicitly discussed in detail within this thesis
and of which I am the first author.
1. J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Automatically measuring
the maintainability of service- and microservice-based systems: a literature review.” In: Proceedings of the 27th International Workshop on
Software Measurement and 12th International Conference on Software
Process and Product Measurement on - IWSM Mensura ’17. New York,
New York, USA: ACM Press, 2017, pp. 107–115 [BWZ17]
2. J. Bogner, A. Zimmermann, and S. Wagner. “Analyzing the Relevance
of SOA Patterns for Microservice-Based Systems.” In: Proceedings
of the 10th Central European Workshop on Services and their Composition (ZEUS’18). Dresden, Germany: CEUR-WS.org, 2018, pp. 9–
16 [BZW18]
3. J. Bogner et al. “Limiting Technical Debt with Maintainability Assurance: An Industry Survey on Used Techniques and Differences with
Service- and Microservice-Based Systems.” In: Proceedings of the 2018
International Conference on Technical Debt - TechDebt ’18. New York,
New York, USA: ACM Press, 2018, pp. 125–133 [BFWZ18]
4. J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Using architectural
modifiability tactics to examine evolution qualities of Service- and
Microservice-Based Systems.” In: SICS Software-Intensive Cyber-Physical
Systems 34.2-3 (June 2019), pp. 141–149 [BWZ19b]
5. J. Bogner et al. “Towards a Collaborative Repository for the Documentation of Service-Based Antipatterns and Bad Smells.” In: 2019 IEEE
International Conference on Software Architecture Companion (ICSA-C).
Hamburg, Germany: IEEE, Mar. 2019, pp. 95–101 [BBP+19]
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6. J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “On the impact of serviceoriented patterns on software evolvability: a controlled experiment
and metric-based analysis.” In: PeerJ Computer Science 5 (Aug. 2019),
e213 [BWZ19a]
7. J. Bogner et al. “Assuring the Evolvability of Microservices: Insights
into Industry Practices and Challenges.” In: 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME). Cleveland,
Ohio, USA: IEEE, Sept. 2019, pp. 546–556 [BFWZ19a]
8. J. Bogner et al. “A Modular Approach to Calculate Service-Based Maintainability Metrics from Runtime Data of Microservices.” In: 20th
International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process Improvement (PROFES’19). Barcelona, Spain: Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
2019, pp. 489–496 [BSWZ19]
9. J. Bogner et al. “Exploring Maintainability Assurance Research for
Service- and Microservice-Based Systems: Directions and Differences.”
In: Joint Post-proceedings of the First and Second International Conference on Microservices (Microservices2017/2019). Ed. by L. Cruz-Filipe
et al. Vol. 78. Dagstuhl, Germany: Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz-Zentrum
fuer Informatik, 2020, 3:1–3:22 [BWWZ20]
10. J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Scenario-based Evolvability Analysis of Service-oriented Systems: A Lightweight and Toolsupported Method.” In: Proceedings of the 15th International Conference
on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE’20).
Prague, Czech Republic: SciTePress, 2020 [BWZ20]

1.7. Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured in the following way. First, Chapter 2 presents and defines the necessary concepts to understand the later
chapters. Chapter 3 then expands these foundations with more recent and
specialized studies closely related to our contributions, which aims to de-
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scribe existing approaches and to emphasize the research gap per contribution area. This related work discussion is followed by five chapters (Chapters
4–8) presenting our major contributions.
Chapter 4 describes our systematic literature review of the general research
field, while Chapter 5 complements this with our industry studies. On top of
these analysis contributions, we then present our contributions in the three
already mentioned main areas, namely a) service-based maintainability
metrics (Chapter 6), b) scenario-based evaluation for service orientation
(Chapter 7), and c) service-based patterns and antipatterns for evolvability
(Chapter 8).
Lastly, Chapter 9 briefly summarizes our work, broadly discusses its implications and limitations, and finally closes with an outlook on promising
future research directions.
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Chapter

2

Technical Background
This chapter describes the basic terminology, concepts, and technologies
necessary to understand the contributions of this thesis and therefore covers
broad and foundational topics. Since the main focus of this thesis is on the
architectural level, we first present the general field of software architecture (Section 2.1). After that, we describe the particular types of software
systems that we target with our contributions, namely systems based on
service orientation (Section 2.2). As the primarily focused architectural style,
microservices are presented in their own section (Section 2.3), even though
they obviously represent a service-oriented variant. Finally, we present the
complex field of software evolution (Section 2.4) as well as the processes and
techniques that should keep this evolution sustainable: evolvability assurance
(Section 2.5), a concept which – like microservices – is also prominently
placed in the title of this thesis.
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2.1. Software Architecture
In the general field of software engineering, software architecture established
itself as an important subdiscipline over the years. In the late 1980s, the
increasing size and complexity of software systems as well as the rise of
distributed computing created the need for a conceptual framework which
allowed reasoning about coarse-grained structures, communication between
components, as well as non-functional requirements. Many different definitions of software architecture exist, even though most of them share some
commonalities. A popular one is from the seminal “Software Architecture in
Practice” book from Bass et al. [BCK12]:

“

The software architecture of a system is the set
of structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise software elements, relations among them, and properties of both.
— Bass et al.

”

This definition places heavy emphasis on structural abstractions, not only
from a static point of view, but also from a dynamic runtime view as well as
from an organizational allocation view. Another definition is provided by
Rozanski and Woods [RW11]:

“

The architecture of a system is the set of fundamental concepts or properties of the system
in its environment, embodied in its elements,
relationships, and the principles of its design
and evolution.
— Rozanski and Woods

”

While the first part of the definition is similar to the one from Bass et al.,
the latter part about “principles” already hints at other definitions that place
more emphasis on design intent. In recent years, architectural decisions
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and their rationale have received increased attention to describe software
architecture. One early example of this was the approach of Jansen and
Bosch [JB05]. They proposed a new perspective to define the architecture
of a system as a set of design decisions. This perspective should mitigate the
loss of architectural knowledge over time because important decisions, their
rationales, pros and cons, as well as considered alternatives become part of
the documented architecture.
Lastly, Garlan [Gar14] describes software architecture as a “bridge” between the requirements and the actual implementation of a system because
it allows reasoning about the system’s ability to fulfill its purpose. As such,
architecture would be an instrumental abstraction for the areas of understandability, reuse, construction, evolution, analysis, and management.
2.1.1. Architecture Documentation and ISO 42010
One fundamental part of software architecture is the description and documentation of the system through a set of abstractions. For this documentation,
architects and developers often use architectural diagrams or models. These
descriptions can take several forms [Gar14]: they can be informal like simple
box-and-line diagrams, semi-formal like unified modeling language (UML)
diagrams1 , or fully-formal based on an architectural description language
(ADL). Regardless of their level of formality though, they usually only depict
a certain portion of the system from a very specific angle, i.e. they form
a single view on the system. Bass et al. [BCK12] explain this concept as
follows:

“

A view is a representation of a set of system
elements and relations among them – not all
system elements, but those of a particular type.
— Bass et al.

”

The first widely known approach using the concept of views was Kruchten’s
1
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so-called “4+1 model” [Kru95]. This model included five different views on
a system, each for different stakeholders:
• The logical view is concerned with the static decomposition (e.g. an
object-oriented one).
• The process view is concerned with dynamic aspects like concurrency
or synchronization.
• The physical view maps software components onto hardware.
• The development view is concerned with the organization of the software in its development environment.
• The scenarios view (the “+1”) is concerned with general use cases
from which architectural elements derive.
Due to the popularity of the 4+1 model, various other approaches based
on different views and types of diagrams were created. One popular general
approach is Clements et al.’s “Views and Beyond” [CBB+10]. They differentiate between three major viewtypes, namely a) the module viewtype (static
elements of implementation units), b) the component-and-connector viewtype (dynamic elements during execution), and c) the allocation viewtype
(how elements relate to environment entities). Fig. 2.1 shows an example of
a decompositional module view based on a simple webshop application.
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Figure 2.1.: Module view example: decompositional UML package diagram
Since choosing the needed views for a specific architecture description
relies entirely on the system and its stakeholders, the concept was generalized even further and so-called viewpoints were introduced, basically
general meta elements to govern the creation of specific views. Rozanski
and Woods [RW11] define a viewpoint as follows:

“

A viewpoint is a collection of patterns, templates,
and conventions for constructing one type of
view. It defines the stakeholders whose concerns
are reflected in the viewpoint and the guidelines,
principles, and template models for constructing
6its
 22views.
    57259
— Rozanski and Woods

”

121

All of these elements finally culminated in the ISO/IEC 42010 standard [Int11b], also called “Systems and software engineering – Architecture description”. Its conceptual model (see Fig. 2.2) therefore consists
of a System that has an Architecture which is expressed through an
Architecture Description. This description is based on a set of Views
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which in turn consist of different Architecture Models. Each view supports specific Stakeholders that have certain Concerns with respect to
the system. A set of concerns can be framed by a Viewpoint that also governs the creation of a view. Lastly, a viewpoint also includes Model Kinds,
01which
23420435 are the meta elements that govern the creation
6789 of architecture models.
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Figure 2.2.: ISO 42010: simplified conceptual model (based on [Int11b])
2.1.2. Quality Attributes and ISO 25010
As opposed to what a system does, one of the essential parts of software
architecture is how a system provides its functionality to its stakeholders.
We refer to these properties as the system’s non-functional or cross-functional
requirements, which are also called quality attributes (QAs) [BCK12]. QAs
are for example concerned with how fast a system processes requests (performance), how stable it provides its functionality without outages (reliability),
or how easy it is to change its functionality (maintainability). QAs can
also be partitioned into more specific sub QAs to reflect different facets of
the topic. As described, QAs usually characterize the quality of a system’s
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external behavior or aptitude. This is influenced by a system’s design properties, sometimes also referred to as internal QAs. Examples of such design
properties are a system’s size, throughput, or complexity.
One example of a structured software quality model with notable quality attributes is ISO 25010, also known as System and Software Quality
Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE): System and Software Quality Models [Int11a]. This standard comprises eight quality attributes, namely functional suitability, performance efficiency, compatibility, usability, reliability,
security, maintainability, and portability. Each of these is refined with several sub quality characteristics. Unfortunately, ISO 25010 does not provide
system design properties that influence these QAs. Furthermore, no concrete
metrics to evaluate the QAs are defined. For a discussion and comparison
of different software quality models with diverse quality attributes, please
refer to Ferenc et al.’s excellent overview [FHG14].
2.1.3. Architectural Styles
Since related families of systems often have similar quality requirements, it
may be desirable to reuse existing architectural knowledge and rationales.
This is facilitated by architectural styles that provide a common vocabulary
of components and connectors as well as constraints on how they can be
applied [BCK12]. They can be seen as reusable “packages” of design decisions
that are known to produce an architecture with a certain set of qualities.
According to Monroe et al. [MKMG97], an architectural style constitutes “a
specialized design language for a specific class of systems”. It usually consists
of four parts: a) a vocabulary of design elements (such as component and
connector types), b) design rules or constraints to govern the composition
of these design elements, c) semantic interpretations that assign meaning to
created element compositions, and d) suitable forms of analysis for systems
built in that style (like e.g. deadlock detection). The usage of architectural
styles can have numerous advantages [KG10a; MKMG97]:
• Reuse of well-understood high-level design
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• Reuse of code via suitable shared implementations
• Reuse of suitable analysis methods and other practices like code generation
• Increased understandability via shared conventions and naming
• Increased interoperability via standardization
A concrete example is the pipes and filters architectural style that is one of
the most popular data flow styles. We provide an exemplary model of this
style in Fig. 2.3 and a tabular description in Table 2.1.
We will cover the important service-based styles service-oriented architecture and microservices in greater detail in the upcoming sections of this
chapter. For an extensive list of different architectural styles, please refer to
survey of Sharma and her colleagues678[SKA15].
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Figure 2.3.: Example of a pipes and filters architecture (based on [HW03])
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Table 2.1.: Concrete example of an architectural style: pipes and filters
(based on [CBB+10])
Elements:

Filter: a component that receives data on its input
port, performs some kind of transformation with it,
and writes it to its output port. Filters execute concurrently and may be configured for e.g. processing
rate or data formats.
Pipe: a connector that moves data from a filter
output port to a filter input port. Pipes have a single data-in and a single data-out role and act as a
sequence-preserving queue. They may be configured for e.g. buffer size or data format.

Relations:

Filter output ports are associated with pipe data-in
roles, while filter input ports are connected to pipe
data-out roles (attachment relation).

Computational model:

The system manipulates its external input to an
external output via a sequence of filter transformations.

Constraints:

Pipes connect filter output ports to filter input
ports.
Connected filters have to agree on the data format
passed through their pipe.
Specialized variants may restrict communication
paths to an acyclic graph or linear sequence.
Improved reusability of filters

Advantages:

Improved throughput via parallelization
Improved analyzability of system behavior
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2.1.4. Patterns and Antipatterns
Design patterns are a popular way to document working and established solutions to recurring design problems. As opposed to architectural styles, they
capture concrete design knowledge at a smaller scale (even though there are
also architectural patterns) and solve a very specific problem. Patterns are
documented within a certain context and in a technology-agnostic way that
can serve as a blueprint for several slightly differing concrete implementations. Originating from Alexander’s building pattern language [AIS77], they
quickly became popular in various computer science domains, especially
software engineering and software architecture.
The object-oriented design patterns of the “Gang of Four” [GHJV94] may
still arguably be the most popular ones. However, there are meanwhile patterns for software architecture [BMR+96], enterprise applications [Fow02],
message-based integration [HW03], or cloud computing [FLR+14]. There is
also a significant body of patterns in the field of service-oriented computing,
which we will explore later on in this thesis.
The relationship between patterns and quality attributes is often complex
and empirical support for their effectiveness is controversial [AE13; HBFG12].
Nonetheless, the effect of patterns on quality attributes is a topic of great
interest [GA12; MPL17; RBW15], as clarity in this regard could greatly
help software professionals to choose relevant patterns to achieve quality
attribute goals.
Contrary (or even complementary) to patterns as proven solution blueprints,
the concept of antipatterns and bad smells, i.e. frequently occurring suboptimal solutions [BMMM98], exists. Developers sometimes choose them
under time pressure, but antipatterns most often appear due to insufficient
expertise. Consciously or unconsciously adding antipatterns to a system may
have negative effects on software quality attributes such as analyzability,
testability, or modifiability, i.e. it will hinder a sustainable long-term evolution of the system (see e.g. the empirical study performed by Khomh et
al. [KDG09]). Antipatterns or bad smells can exist on different levels of
abstractions, such as code smells, design smells, architectural smells, or even
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business or project management related antipatterns. In this thesis, we use
the terms antipattern and (bad) smell synonymously, i.e. code smells are
antipatterns on the implementation level.

2.2. Service Orientation
In the past, the object-oriented programming paradigm [WWW90] has
brought significant progress in the field of maintainable software by positively influencing reusability, composability, and overall structuring. Meanwhile, service-oriented computing (SOC) has emerged as a prominent way for
developing maintainable and interoperable enterprise software systems. A
service-based system adds an additional level of abstraction (namely services)
on top of modules and classes. In line with Papazoglou [Pap03], we define a
service-based system as a system that leverages software services as the basic
computational elements. A service offers a self-describing part of functionality via a uniform and platform-agnostic interface. Services are supposed
to be self-contained, composable, technology-neutral, loosely coupled, and
allow for location transparency. In their recent service computing manifesto,
Bouguettaya et al. [BMO+17] present the following definition:

“

We define service computing (alternatively termed
service-oriented computing) as the discipline
that seeks to develop computational abstractions, architectures, techniques, and tools to
support services broadly. A service orientation
seeks to transform physical, hardware and software assets into a paradigm in which users and
assets establish on-demand interactions, binding resources and operations, providing an abstraction layer that shifts the focus from infrastructure and operations to services.
— Bouguettaya et al.

”
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They describe software services as the elements that leverage knowledge to
perform actions and see them at the top of the computing value chain (above
knowledge, information, and data). Lastly, they highlight the importance
of decoupling service-oriented computing from concrete technologies to
prepare this important distributed computing paradigm for the future.
2.2.1. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
While service orientation represents a general design paradigm, the first
concrete architectural style to realize the strategic goals associated with
service-oriented computing has been referred to as service-oriented architecture (SOA) [Erl05]. Each SOA implementation may look a little different,
but, as they originate from the same technology architecture, they usually all
share a set of principles, concepts, and technologies [Erl09]: in general, the
available units of solution logic, i.e. services, provide parts of their functionality via public service contracts. These contracts are collected and organized
in a service inventory, i.e. a standardized and governed repository. From this
repository, service consumers select the service capabilities that they require.
For more complex tasks or business processes, several services are combined
via service composition.
Erl [Erl05] defines the following eight service-oriented principles as important foundations for SOA:
• Standardized service contract: all services within an inventory follow
the same design standards for their contracts.
• Service loose coupling: service consumers are decoupled from the
implementation of a service provider. Instead, they rely on low forms
of coupling to service contracts.
• Service abstraction: published information in service contracts is
limited to essential – usually business-relevant – concepts.
• Service reusability: services provide agnostic logic as reusable enterprise resources.
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• Service autonomy: services are mostly in control of their execution
environment and implementation.
• Service statelessness: by deferring state management, services reduce resource consumption and enable scalability.
• Service discoverability: entries in service inventories are enriched
with metadata to enable effective service discovery.
• Service composability: services can act as effective composition partners to accomplish larger business goals.
To increase flexibility, common SOA implementations rely on dynamic
service lookup and registration [Sta06] (see also Fig. 2.4): at startup, a
service registers itself at a central service registry. Service consumers that
require certain functionality then query this registry to identify fitting service
providers. The registry returns viable service endpoints with metadata from
which the consumer chooses a fitting service. Finally, the consumer invokes
the required operation.
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Figure 2.4.: SOA triangle: service registration and dynamic lookup
Lastly, a second typical pattern in SOA environments is an enterprise
service bus (ESB) [Erl09]. An ESB is a central communication and integration broker that provides asynchronous queuing, intermediate routing, and
features like message or protocol translation. These capabilities are offered
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in the form of a middleware-based messaging environment to increase the
reliability, scalability, and interoperability of service communication.
2.2.2. Web Services (SOAP/WSDL)
Software services in an SOA are created to be exposed to a broad audience,
e.g. to an enterprise, several enterprises, or even to the public via the Internet.
To facilitate convenient usage, they needed to rely on open and existing web
technology and standards, therefore the name web services [ACKM04]. In the
beginning, they were heavily based on extensible markup language (XML)
and tried to provide standards in the areas of communication protocols,
service description, and service discovery [CDK+02]. In each of these areas,
a broadly accepted technology standard emerged.
SOAP for service communication: the simple object access protocol
(SOAP) is an XML-based application level protocol for messaging and remote
procedure invocation [CDK+02]. It is usually embedded into existing transport protocols, typically HTTP or messaging protocols. A SOAP message
consists of a header with metadata and a body with the request payload. The
message specifies which operation at what endpoint should be invoked with
what data. Upon successful processing of the request, the service returns a
SOAP response message.
WSDL for service description: while SOAP provides a means for communication with a web service, the web services description language (WSDL) is
an XML-based format to document the invocable operations of a web service,
i.e. its interface [CDK+02]. This description consists of a protocol-agnostic
part for specifying the message structure per operation – the abstract interface – and a protocol-dependent part for mapping the defined operations
to a concrete endpoint and protocol, i.e. the binding interface. As such,
WSDL represents a formal and machine-readable definition of the possible
interactions between client and service.
UDDI for service discovery: the last XML-based web services standard –
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the universal description, discovery, and integration (UDDI) specification –
is concerned with registering and finding service providers [CDK+02]. A
centralized UDDI registry offers a way for services to register with metadata
as well as their provided operations. It also offers a query interface to clients
that want to identify existing operations offered by providers.
In a real-world combination of these three standards, a potential service
consumer would first query a UDDI registry to find a service that offers
suitable functionality for its use case. As a response, the registry would
return the WSDL document of such a service. Using this interface description,
the client can finally invoke the necessary operation via a SOAP request. The
composable request-response model of web services also makes them fitting
candidates for activities in business processes [LRS02]. Complex service
conversations can be structured into business protocols [ACKM04] that span
several operations and handle the control flow. XML-based standards in
this area are the web services conversation language (WSCL), the business
process execution language for web services (BPEL), or the business process
model and notation (BPMN). The set of web service specifications, which
spans much more than what was presented here, is often referred to as
WS-* [PZL08].
2.2.3. RESTful Web Services
Representational state transfer (REST) is an architectural style based on
the properties of the world wide web that focuses on resources as the key
abstraction for information [FT02] (as opposed to operations like with SOAP
web services). REST has first been described by Fielding [Fie00] and makes
use of open web standards such as HTTP, URI, XML, JSON, YAML, or HTML.
As an alternative to SOAP web services, RESTful web services are therefore
resource-oriented services that employ the full HTTP protocol with methods
like GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE as well as HTTP status codes to expose their
functionality on the web [Pau14]. The different HTTP verbs are usually
associated with operational CRUD semantics (create, read, update, delete),
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i.e. a GET request on /api/customers will return a list of all customers,
while a POST request on /api/customers will create a new customer.
Since RESTful design principles are fairly general, concrete implementations of RESTful web services can be of very different quality. Over
time, several best practices were developed that can also be applied gradually [ECPB12]. One model to capture these different stages of RESTful
design is the Richardson Maturity Model that was first proposed by Leonard
Richardson [Fow10]. It comprises four maturity levels (level 0 up to level 3)
that range from very basic (level 0) to very sophisticated (level 3) [Pau14]:
• Level 0: HTTP is only used as a transport tunnel, which has also been
described as “the swamp of plain old XML (POX)” by Fowler [Fow10].
On this level, a single service endpoint is exposed instead of resources.
Level 0 therefore resembles a typical RPC-style interaction and is
similar to SOAP or XML-RPC.
• Level 1: Instead of a single endpoint, several resources are exposed
so that interactions can be directed to them. However, there is still no
usage of different HTTP verbs, e.g. POST is used for all request and
the operation to be executed depends on the payload.
• Level 2: The majority of HTTP verbs are used and their semantics and
constraints are respected, e.g. GET is used for the idempotent retrieval
of an existing resource, while POST is used for the state-changing
creation of a new resource. Moreover, standard HTTP status codes are
employed and incorporated into the flow of communication, e.g. 404
is used to indicate that a specific resource has not been found.
• Level 3: At the highest maturity level, hypermedia controls are embedded into responses as links to indicate related resources which
could be accessed by the client with subsequent requests. This feature
enables clients to dynamically navigate through the net of existing
resources exposed by the service and leads to increased discoverability
as well as reduced coupling.
When comparing RESTful web services with SOAP web services based
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on the WS-* stack, differences w.r.t. representation, resources, and interface
exist [Pau14]: WS-* web services use exactly one representation (SOAP),
while RESTful services may rely on many different formats (e.g. XML,
JSON, YAML, CSV). Concerning resources, the same applies: SOAP web
services expose a single endpoint for communication, while their RESTful
siblings provide several resources via different URIs. For the service interface,
however, WS-* web services rely on a potentially large number of operations,
while RESTful web services rely on a small number of HTTP verbs, usually
the four methods GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE. Pautasso et al. [PZL08] also
conclude that the simplicity of REST derives from the absence of several
subsequent architectural decisions that would be present in the various
WS-* layers. However, the available tool support and the broad set of
additional specifications would make SOAP web services more suited to
complex enterprise scenarios.
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openapi: 3.0.0
info:
title: Swagger Petstore
paths:
/pets/{petId}:
get:
summary: Info for a specific pet
parameters:
- name: petId
in: path
description: The id of the pet
schema:
type: string
responses:
200:
content:
application/json:
schema:
$ref: "#/components/schemas/Pet"
components:
schemas:
Pet:
type: object
properties:
id:
type: integer
format: int64
name:
type: string

Figure 2.5.: Simplified OpenAPI specification example
With growing popularity of REST, the desire for tooling and machinereadable specifications finally led to the creation of standards like OpenAPI1 ,

1

https://www.openapis.org
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RAML1 , or API Blueprint2 . Fig. 2.5 shows a simplified example of an OpenAPI specification based on the Swagger Petstore3 . In essence the RESTful
equivalent of a WSDL document, such interface specifications describe the
available resources of a service, which HTTP verbs can be invoked on them,
which request parameters and bodies can be sent, and which response bodies
can be expected. Similar to the WS-* stack, these standards can also be used
for generation of e.g. client-side code.

2.3. Microservices
Many implementations of enterprise-wide software landscapes in the style
of service-oriented architecture resulted in benefits for scalability, interoperability, composition, reuse, loose coupling, and maintainability. However,
SOA may also come with increased standardization and governance efforts,
higher architectural and technological complexity, and sometimes vendor
or product lock-in [MV14], all of which caused frustration and led to failed
SOA adoption projects. In recent years, a lightweight and decentralized
service-oriented variant based on fine-grained services therefore quickly
gained popularity. With this variant, industry tried to address some of the
issues with both large monolithic applications as well as “traditional” SOA
implementations based on SOAP / WSDL and a central enterprise service
bus (ESB). This architectural style is referred to as microservices. Systems
built in this style – microservice-based systems – are the main focus of this
thesis.
There is still an ongoing discussion in industry and academia about differences and commonalities between SOA and microservices. Some see
microservices as a very new architectural style that needs to be treated very
differently (“revolutionary” perspective), some see it merely as a specialization of SOA (“evolutionary” perspective). The latter perspective is also
1

https://raml.org
https://apiblueprint.org
3
https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification/blob/master/examples/
v3.0/petstore.yaml
2
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supported by early adopters from industry like Netflix who referred to their
system as “fine-grained Service Oriented Architecture” [WT13]. We present
a more detailed discussion about this in Section 2.3.2.
The term “microservices” started to rise in popularity in 2014, even though
early adopters like Amazon, Netflix, Soundcloud, Google, or eBay had already used some form of this architectural style for several years. One of the
first and most influential publications about microservices was a blogpost
from the ThoughtWorks consultants Martin Fowler and James Lewis [Fow15],
where they proposed characteristics and described their experience with
microservices. This blogpost was followed by a more detailed book from
their colleague Sam Newman [New15]. Together, these were the first important sources that collected and conceptualized details about a service-based
architectural style that was already used by several different companies (see
Section 2.3.1). Academia had just barely started to investigate microservices at this point. In 2016, an early systematic mapping study by Pahl and
Jamshidi [PJ16] identified a meager 21 primary studies. One year later, however, a more specialized mapping study on architecting with microservices
by Di Francesco et al. [FML17] already analyzed 71 publications. Meanwhile, microservices are a popular research topic with rising numbers in
publications each year. Google Scholar1 reports over 14,000 publications for
the search term “microservices” and more than 1,200 citations for Newman’s
book.
2.3.1. Characteristics
In this section, we briefly present the most common characteristics of microservices. However, it is important to understand that many industry
implementations will not follow all postulated characteristics, i.e. not all
microservice-based systems are “pure” microservices [BFWZ19b; ZLJ+19].
In this sense, microservices can be regarded as a spectrum and not as a
binary choice. Moreover, many of the described concepts are by no means
exclusive for microservices and can be part of other architectural styles as
1

https://scholar.google.com, queried in December, 2019
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well. Fowler and Lewis [Fow15] describe the following characteristics for
microservices:
• Componentization via services: a microservice-based system consists
of services that are independently deployable and run in their own
process, i.e. they have to rely on inter-process communication.
• Organized around business capabilities: following Conway’s Law
[Con68], an organization will create a system design that mirrors its
own communication structure. Microservices are therefore formed
around distinct business capabilities and developed by cross-functional
teams that include roles with all necessary skills, e.g. database, application logic, UI, and even project management.
• Products, not projects: microservices are created in a continuous
product development mode, not as a project that is then handed over
to an operations or maintenance team. A team that develops a microservice is also responsible for its operation (“you build it, you run
it”).
• Smart endpoints, dumb pipes: microservices rely on lightweight
communication protocols like RESTful HTTP or lightweight messaging (e.g. AMQP1 ). Since a microservice-based system usually lacks a
central ESB with extensive routing intelligence, service choreography
is preferred over orchestration.
• Decentralized governance: teams developing a microservice have a
lot of autonomy w.r.t. the service implementation. That means they
can choose the programming language, framework, or database for
their service that best fit their requirements or preferences. It also
means that usually, no central standardization for the internal service
architecture is enforced.
• Decentralized data management: microservices apply polyglot persistence, i.e. each service is responsible for its data and this data can be
1
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stored in diverse databases. The only way for other services to access
this data is via the public API of the responsible service, i.e. there
is no single central database and no shared databases. This sphere
of data responsibility can also be illustrated with the concept of a
bounded context [Eva04] from domain-driven design (DDD). A domain
is mapped out as a bounded context and assigned to a service that is
responsible for the domain entities (this is also related to the organized
around business capabilities principle).
• Infrastructure automation: to handle the deployment and operation
of a large number of small services, teams developing microservices
rely on automation as well as DevOps tools and principles [BWZ15]. A
pipeline for continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD)
ensures the automatic building, testing, or even deployment of new
service versions.
• Design for failure: since microservices communicate via the network,
developers need to prepare them for the potential failing of downstream communication partners with reliability patterns such as Circuit
Breakers, Timeouts, or Bulkheads [Nyg07]. Resilience and observability
are therefore key design goals for microservice-based systems.
• Evolutionary design: decomposing a monolith into microservices is
often a long-running step-by-step process. Combined with a decentralized environment, this decomposition leads to a dynamically evolving
service landscape. As teams continuously learn more about the best
allocation of functionality, services are frequently split or merged.
Service independence and replaceability are highly valued. Teams
embrace the notion of changing requirements and actively design for
it.
In a similar yet slightly different fashion, Newman [New15] outlines the
characteristics and benefits of microservices as follows:
• Small and focused on doing one thing well: following the Single
Responsibility Principle from Robert C. Martin [Hen10], a microservice
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is a small and cohesive unit of business functionality. Newman also uses
Evans’s DDD concept of a bounded context [Eva04] to motivate service
boundaries. While he advocates that developers have an intuitive
feeling for when a piece of software is too big, he also cites a rule of
thumb that a microservice should be small enough to be rewritable
within two weeks. Interestingly, Fowler and Lewis did not include
something like “small size” as a primary characteristic, even though
they discuss this aspect in their blogpost.
• Autonomous: microservices are autonomous and decoupled entities.
They can be changed and deployed independently, i.e. without actively
requiring changes in other components.
• Technological heterogeneity: microservices of the same system can
be implemented with a wide variety of programming languages and
technologies. The decentralized teams are free to choose “the right
tool for each job”.
• Resilience: if one microservice in the system fails, there is a good
chance that others are still working as expected. Therefore, failure
is isolated by service boundaries and system functionality partially
degrades. Newman also refers to various reliability patterns from
Nygard [Nyg07].
• Independent scaling: unlike a monolithic system, a microservicebased system is able to scale efficiently. Services can be scaled independently according to their load, without the need to replicate the
complete system functionality every time.
• Ease of deployment: since microservices are independently deployable and changes are small, deployments are fast, easy, and associated
with less risk. Microservices are therefore deployed frequently to bring
new functionality to customers faster.
• Organizational alignment: organizations developing microservices
strive for an optimal allocation of services to people to maximize
productivity. Teams are generally kept small and service ownership
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can be shifted to optimize work. Like Fowler and Lewis, Newman
also discusses Conway’s Law [Con68] in great detail to explain this
principle.
• Composability: microservices are developed to be used by a wide
variety of consumers. While they may be initially created for a specific
use case, possible other ways to reuse this functionality in a growing
ecosystem are consciously left open.
• Optimized for replaceability: due to their small size and cohesive
functionality, a single microservice can be easily replaced. This opens
up possibilities for experimenting with new technologies and prevents
large legacy components that people are afraid to touch.
2.3.2. SOA vs. Microservices
Several academic perspectives on the comparison of SOA and microservices
have been published so far. Zimmermann [Zim17] first compares the two
most popular descriptions of microservices, namely the one from Lewis /
Fowler and the one from Newman. He distills common tenets and warns
that the two definitions not only encompass concerns related to architecture
and development, but also to process and organization, which may make a
comparison with other architectural styles that do not include these difficult.
He then analyzes the identified tenets for SOA pendants and finds similarities for most of them. For him, the most significant differences show with
respect to decentralized governance, infrastructure automation, independently deployable services, and lightweight communication as opposed to
a central ESB. Based on these findings, his analysis concludes that he sees
microservices as a specific development and deployment approach for SOA.
Similarly, Dragoni et al. [DGL+17] argue that microservices are “the
second iteration” of the SOC and SOA concepts with the aim to strip away
complexity and to focus on the development of simple and lightweight
services. While SOA addresses the enterprise workflow level, microservices
aim for a smaller application-level scope. Other apparent differences for
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them include independent bounded contexts with small services, the high
degree of automation, the organizational aspects related to DevOps teams
(“you build it, you run it”), the preference of choreography over orchestration,
and a potentially higher degree of technological heterogeneity.
Xiao et al. [XWQ16] describe microservices and SOA as allies that should
be leveraged to enable a bi-modal or two-speed IT in the digital age. Their
comparison highlights autonomy, size, and the development and deployment
cycle as main differences. Additionally, decentralized governance and different communication and message exchange protocols are pointed out. Apart
from these, a lot of similarities are mentioned, mainly the focus on organizing services around business capabilities and service-oriented principles like
statelessness, reuse, and abstraction.
Salah et al. [SJC+16] take a broad evolutionary perspective and compare
the client/server architecture, mobile agents architecture, SOA, and microservices. They describe a direct line of evolution from client / server to SOA and
from there on further to microservices. Main differences for them include
high service independence and decentralization, fine-grained services with
bounded contexts, fast software delivery, and lightweight communication
via “dumb pipes” with no middleware focus.
Lastly, Richards [Ric16b] presents the most “revolutionary” perspective.
He argues that SOA focuses on large, complex, enterprise-wide systems,
whereas microservices target small to medium web-based applications. Likewise, SOA follows a “share-as-much-as-possible” approach, while microservices are based on the “share-as-little-as-possible” principle. For Richards,
microservices are located on the other side of the service-oriented spectrum
as SOA. He focuses very much on differences, not so much on commonalities.
Other notable microservices differences presented are the low degree of
centralization and standardization, a minimal number of lightweight communication protocols as opposed to SOA’s protocol-agnostic heterogeneous
interoperability provided by an ESB, and the focus on bounded contexts as
opposed to SOA’s focus on abstraction and business functionality reuse.
All in all, however, the majority of authors focuses on the broad set of
architectural commonalities, which is a perspective that we also support
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in this thesis. We conclude this discussion with a quote from Newman’s
book [New15, p. 9], where he comments the following on the SOA vs.
microservices debate:

“

So you should instead think of microservices as
a specific approach for SOA in the same way
that XP or Scrum are specific approaches for
Agile software development.
— Sam Newman

”

2.4. Software Evolution
While software continues “to eat the world” [And11], it becomes all the
more important that systems can be quickly adapted to new or changed
requirements. As more and more business processes are not only supported
by software, but digital goods and services form the essence of entire businesses, the sustainable evolution of the underlying software is a vital concern
for many enterprises. For applications used in fast-moving markets, it is
especially crucial to adapt existing functionality and to add new functionality. How well developers are able to do this for existing software can be
described with different quality attributes (Section 2.4.1) and is influenced
by various factors (Section 2.4.2).
Software evolution and flexibility receive much attention today. However,
there is already a long history of research in these areas. One of the first
researchers who highlighted the importance of preparing software for its
evolution was David Parnas. He conceptualized today’s ubiquitous notion of
modularization [Par72] and formulated prerequisites to ease the extension
and contraction of software functionality [Par79]. He also was among
the first to emphasize the design principles of abstraction and information
hiding [PCW85] that are essential for modern software design.
Bennett and Rajlich made other important contributions. According to
their staged model of software lifespan [BR00], software can be in five differ-
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Figure 2.6.: Staged model of software lifespan (based on [BR00])
ent stages during its life: a) initial development, b) evolution, c) maintenance
/ servicing, d) phase-out, and e) close-down (see Fig. 2.6).
Rajlich [Raj14] claims that, due to the described importance of fast and
iterative releases, the majority of software development today no longer
happens in initial development, but in the evolution stage instead. Here,
new features are added, existing ones are changed, and bugs are corrected.
Developers react to new requirements or technologies and actively plan the
future state of their software. Once software becomes less critical or its field
of usage becomes finally stable, it enters the maintenance phase (also called
servicing), where it receives no more major updates. Instead, the software is
simply kept running with bug fixes and environment-related changes. It has
reached a “legacy” state. Lastly, the application enters the phase-out stage,
where it is still running without servicing, and is finally closed-down in the
last stage.
The importance and inevitability of software evolution have been conceptualized by Meir Lehman [LRW+97], who formulated several laws of
software7
evolution
 22over
  the
years.
6826For
example, the law of continuing change 323
(1974) states that a system must be continually adapted, otherwise it becomes progressively less satisfactory. Similarly, the law of continuing growth
(1991) claims that the functional content of a system must be continually
increased to maintain user satisfaction over its lifetime. The predicament
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gets obvious when this inevitability of evolution is combined with two other
laws. The law of increasing complexity (1974) states that, as a system evolves,
its complexity increases unless work is done to actively reduce it. The law of
declining quality (1996) states that the quality of a system will appear to
be declining unless it is rigorously maintained and adapted to operational
environment changes. Together, the laws provide an axiomatic foundation
for software evolution. They describe that evolution cannot be avoided for a
successful system and that a system’s quality needs to be actively improved
to endure this evolution for extended periods of time.
2.4.1. Quality Attribute Definitions
Many names for quality attributes have been coined to describe a system’s
capacity to be changed or maintained and their exact meaning as well as
differences between them are not always apparent. In this thesis, we use two
different quality attributes, namely maintainability and evolvability, which
we define and contrast in this section.
Relying on a mixture of ISO 25010 [Int11a] and the definition from Rowe
et al. [RLL98], we define maintainability as the degree of effectiveness and
efficiency with which a software system can be modified to correct, improve,
extend, or adapt it. These four types of maintenance can therefore be put
into two groups (see Fig. 2.7). While requirements are stable, corrective
or perfective maintenance is performed. With a change in requirements,
adaptive or extending maintenance becomes necessary. Low maintainability
of a system is sometimes associated with issues like bugs that are visible
to the end-user, even though this is more related to the quality attribute
functional correctness. Nonetheless, fixing a bug is a frequent maintenance
task and improving maintainability is typically associated with source code
quality and low-level design.
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As pointed out above, the adaptive and extending notions of maintainability have acquired particular interest over the years. We refer to the quality
attribute for these areas as evolvability. Based on Rowe et al. [RLL98] and
Bode [Bod09], we define evolvability as the ability of a software system
to efficiently accommodate changes and extensions to its functional and
cross-functional requirements that influence the system’s architecture or
0123420356
789
design while maintaining
architectural integrity.
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Following this definition, evolvability can therefore be seen as a subset of
maintainability that mostly influences adaptive and extending maintenance
tasks (see Fig. 2.8). As such, evolvability is associated with new features and
changing requirements. Unlike bugs, issues with this quality attribute are
invisible to the end-user. Users of a system may only notice that new features
are implemented very slowly or not at all. Apart from this, however, they
have no indication for a system’s state of evolvability. Improving evolvability
is mostly focused on architecture and high-level design.
A slightly different view is taken by Rajlich [Raj18], who insists on a
very strict separation between maintainability and evolvability: for him,
software evolution consists of perfective changes which add new functionality
or properties (as opposed to the notion of adaptive and extending changes
from Rowe et al.). Evolvability would therefore be more demanding than
maintainability, which corresponds nicely to our subset definition again.
Ergo, software that is evolvable is automatically maintainable, but not vice
versa. Likewise, you cannot evolve unmaintainable software, but you may still
be able to maintain software that cannot be evolved any longer. This is also
emphasized by the clear distinction between the evolution and maintenance
phases of the staged model of software lifespan (see Fig. 2.6).
Lastly, Rajlich [Raj18] states that evolvability is mostly influenced by three
different factors: a) system properties, b) human factors, and c) evolution
demands. We can only achieve sustainable evolution when the states of
these fundamental aspects correspond to each other. On the other hand,
deficiencies in one area can be compensated by other areas, e.g. a very skilled
team can still take-over and evolve a low-quality system or an inexperienced
team may still be able to fulfill simplistic evolution demands. Even though
some microservices characteristics touch human and organizational factors,
the majority of this thesis focuses on system properties to analyze and improve
evolvability.
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2.4.2. Design Properties
As pointed, there are several design properties (also sometimes called internal quality attributes) that influence maintainability and evolvability. Even
though the intricate details of a relationship between a system design property P1 and a quality attribute QA1 can be reasonably nuanced, it is usually
possible to state that – generally speaking – a higher degree of P1 is either
better or worse for QA1 . In the following sections, we describe the most
critical design properties that may impact evolvability. To outline their relationship with evolvability, we use a metamodel concept from the Quamoco
quality model [WGH+15] called Product Factor. A Product Factor is
a combination of an Entity (some part of a system) and a Property (some
internal attribute of the system part), which impacts a Quality Aspect
012(in
342043our
5 case evolvability), either positively or negatively.
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Figure 2.9.: Quamoco in relation to ISO 42010
These concepts can be conveniently related to ISO 42010 via the terms
Architecture Model and System, i.e. a Quamoco Entity can be part of
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an Architecture Model while a System has several Quamoco Quality
Aspects (see Fig. 2.9).
The following notation is used to describe Product Factors:
+|−

[Entity | PROPERTY ] −−→ [Quality Aspect]

Or with a concrete example:
−

[Function | COMPLEXITY ] −
→ [Analyzability]

The Entity function has a Property complexity, which has a negative
Impact on the Quality Aspect analyzability. In principle, Entities can
be any element of a software system, as they form a hierarchical decomposition tree. In our case, we use a service or the complete system as the Entity
and evolvability as the Quality Aspect.
2.4.2.1. Size
The size (sometimes also called volume) of software has always been a relevant yet controversial property. Typical use cases for it are effort prediction
for cost estimation [VT92] or productivity measurement [KM04]. While the
most common metrics for the size of a piece of software are lines of code
(LOC) or source lines of code (SLOC), there are also programming language
agnostic measurements like function points [AG83]. The larger an application is (both from the LOC and functionality perspective), the more effort
we usually need to maintain and evolve it. However, there are certainly
cases where a large application can be considered more evolvable than a
small one, simply because its other design properties or code quality are
more beneficial. Therefore, size on its own can sometimes be a dubious
predictor for maintainability. Nonetheless, more volume leads to more time
needed for program comprehension and a developer can only keep familiar
with a limited amount of code [FOMM10]. In their study of maintainability
metrics with small scale software systems, Sjøberg et al. [SAM12] concluded
that size metrics were the only ones to strongly correlate with the observed
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maintenance effort. LOC is therefore often used for normalization in empirical studies on other software attributes to avoid confounding effects. All in
all, however, we can still state that a larger system (or service) is harder to
evolve than a smaller one (provided all other properties are similar):
−

[System | SIZE] −
→ [Evolvability]

2.4.2.2. Granularity
While software size has an important influence on evolution, how this volume
is allocated, i.e. the decomposition or componentization, may be even more
critical for analyzing and maintaining a system [BCDV11]. We refer to this
allocation degree of functionality to top-level components (or services) as
granularity. A system that contains only one or two very large services with
all the functionality in there is not very evolvable. Likewise, a system that
consists of a vast number of very small components may also be hard to
maintain. The cognitive psychologist Miller [Mil56] determined that humans
are generally able to use their short-term memory for working with 7 ± 2
objects. Systems consisting of much more than seven top-level components
(or services) are therefore harder to reason about for developers, which
has implications for both SOA and microservices. In this sense, Bouwers et
al. [BCDV11] concluded that the best degree of analyzability can be achieved
with a manageable number of top-level components of fairly even volume,
i.e. low variation in size.
In the realm of service-oriented computing, granularity receives special
attention, as the question of how much functionality a service should offer is
not easy to answer [HSLP08]. With SOA, developers usually strive for more
coarse-grained services, while the opposite is true for microservices. Still,
the focus on business-relevant functionality reuse is true for both paradigms,
which makes services, in general, more coarse-grained than e.g. components
or classes. Service granularity therefore also influences the degree of service
composition necessary to achieve a complete business process [PH06]. Contrary to other design properties, it is difficult to formulate a simple “more −
→
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better” relationship between granularity and evolvability. As pointed out,
both too fine-grained and coarse-grained services may have negative effects
on evolvability. Nonetheless, we formulate a product factor with a positive
impact, in the sense that “better” granularity leads to better evolvability:
+

[System | GRANULARITY ] −
→ [Evolvability]

2.4.2.3. Complexity
Software complexity is a design property that is difficult to define and has
been approached from different angles. Early definitions focused on the
amount and variety of internal work carried out by a function or module
and the degree of interaction necessary to achieve this, which is why metrics
like McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity [McC76] analyze the possible control
flow paths through a program. Other more general definitions closely linked
complexity to analyzability and the effort necessary to understand and
interact with a system [Kem95]. Since this view can make it sometimes
difficult to differentiate between complexity and other design properties
like size or coupling, we therefore lean more towards McCabe’s notion of
complexity in this thesis. Having two services of similar size and with similar
dependencies, one of them can be much harder to understand and evolve
if its provided functionality is very sophisticated and governed by many
different control structures.
Brooks [Bro87] also made the distinction between essential complexity,
i.e. complexity that is inherent to the problem or functionality at hand,
and accidental complexity, i.e. complexity that was unnecessarily created
through e.g. bad design or coding. To reduce this accidental complexity on
an architectural level, Lilienthal [Lil09] suggested three strategies adopted
from cognitive psychology: a) chunking, i.e. aggregating related pieces
into a larger unit, which is the basis for software modularity, b) forming
hierarchies, i.e. assigning the created chunks to different structural levels,
which is important for the ordering of and relationships between modules
e.g. in a layered architecture, and c) using schemata, i.e. familiar mental
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concepts with known definitions to aid future understanding, which can be
achieved with patterns and a consistent style. Bouwers et al. [BVLD10] also
highlighted the importance of environmental factors like the availability
and extent of documented information about the architecture, but also the
amount and variety of used technologies or libraries, which has implications
for microservices.
While the definition of complexity is not very straightforward, its relationship with evolvability is clear. The more complex a system or service, the
harder it is to understand and evolve:
−

[Service | COMPLEXITY ] −
→ [Evolvability]

2.4.2.4. Coupling
In a modular system that is decomposed into several classes, components,
or services, there are usually relationships between those different entities,
e.g. one service invokes an operation of a second service. The degree to
which such dependencies exist in a system is referred to as coupling, i.e. if
a module is changed and this specific change leads to subsequent changes
in other modules, these modules are coupled together [Fow01]. Coupling
between two entities can be of different strength and manifest in different
ways. In an object-oriented system, a class may e.g. be coupled to another
class because it invokes one of the other class’s public methods, because it
has an attribute that is of type of the other class, or because it inherits from
the other class [BDW99]. Fowler [Fow01] also states that, while we cannot
avoid coupling completely in a modular system, we still need to control it by
consciously managing the number and strength of existing dependencies.
In the service-oriented world, coupling between services is proclaimed to
be “loose”, meaning that dependencies between services are supposed to
be “weaker”, i.e. based on less assumptions, as e.g. dependencies between
classes. To explore this rather fuzzy notion more clearly, Pautasso and
Wilde [PW09] conceptualized a framework with 12 different service-oriented
coupling facets like discovery, binding, or interface orientation. For each of
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these facets, they described how tight and how loose coupling would look
like, e.g. for the facet discovery, tight coupling would be based on registration,
while loose coupling would rely on referral.
Fehling et al. [FLR+14, p. 156f] describe loose coupling in terms of
four dimensions of communication autonomy and set it in close relation to
message-oriented middleware. Platform autonomy specifies that communication partners can be implemented with different technologies and reside in
different execution environments. Reference autonomy states that partners
communicate via the network without being aware of concrete addresses
or even how many parties they are interacting with. Time autonomy means
that partners may communicate asynchronously, i.e. they can send or receive
messages at their own speed. Furthermore, a receiver can be temporarily
unavailable and still receive the message once connectivity is reestablished.
Lastly, format autonomy requires that data (de)serialization and transformation is used to enable communication between partners that use different
data formats, e.g. JSON and XML.
All in all, a system with loosely coupled services and few inter-service
dependencies is easier to maintain. Therefore, a high degree of coupling has
a negative impact on evolvability:
−

[Service | COUPLING] −
→ [Evolvability]

2.4.2.5. Cohesion
While loose coupling is concerned with reducing relationships between
software entities on the same level (e.g. services), it is also desirable to
have stronger connections between internal elements of such an entity (e.g.
between the operations of a service). This degree of internal relatedness
is called cohesion [BK95]. In a highly cohesive software entity, code contributes towards one task or functionality, which also makes the entity hard
to split. The intent of having cohesive software units is to place related
functionality that is likely to change together in the same location. For
an object-oriented system, class cohesion is therefore the degree to which
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attributes and methods of this class are related to each other [BDUU98].
In service-oriented computing, the focus on encapsulating business-relevant
and related functionality in services makes high cohesion very desirable.
Perepletchikov et al. [PRF07] derived four characteristics that indicate high
cohesion for a service: a) its operations rely on the same input parameters
or return values (data), b) individual service consumers use the majority of
operations offered by the service (usage), c) individual service consumers
sequentially invoke different operations from the service (sequential), and
d) its operations are provided by the same implementation elements (implementation). Furthermore, they defined seven service-oriented cohesion
categories to capture the different aspects of cohesion.
1. Coincidental cohesion: service operations have no meaningful relationships with each other (lowest level of cohesion).
2. Logical cohesion: service operations share the same utility-related
intent, e.g. updating or retrieving data.
3. Communicational cohesion: service operations rely on the same data
abstractions.
4. External cohesion: a service consumer uses all offered service operations.
5. Sequential cohesion: service operations are invoked sequentially and
output from one operation serves as input for the next.
6. Implementation cohesion: service operations are implemented by the
same software elements.
7. Conceptual cohesion: service operations are connected via meaningful
semantic relationships, preferably via a domain-level concept (highest
level of cohesion).
In summary, high cohesion is beneficial for evolvability. A service with
strongly related operations that contribute towards one business function is
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easier to analyze and evolve:
+

[Service | COHESION ] −
→ [Evolvability]

2.4.3. Technical Debt
As is typical in all human activities, software engineers sometimes produce
suboptimal design or code for a problem at hand. This often happens unconsciously because of a lack of experience or unknown requirements. However,
it may also be a deliberate decision, e.g. because the project is currently
under time pressure, so a faster yet inferior solution is implemented, potentially with the intention to replace it later on. For this phenomenon,
Cunningham [Cun92] coined the metaphorical concept of technical debt, i.e.
by delivering working yet suboptimal software, you take on a debt that you
eventually have to address:

“

Shipping first time code is like going into debt.
A little debt speeds development so long as it is
paid back promptly with a rewrite. [...] The
danger occurs when the debt is not repaid. Every
minute spent on not-quite-right code counts as
interest on that debt.
— Ward Cunningham

”

Since then, the concept of technical debt has become increasingly popular
to explain the importance of software quality to non-technical stakeholders,
which led to the usage of various terms for different kinds of debt such as
architectural, code, or even requirements debt. Kruchten et al. [KNO12]
state that technical debt is not always caused by suboptimal decisions, but
may also accumulate naturally due to external events, such as changes in the
environment or the rise of new and better technology. They also proposed
to limit technical debt to invisible elements in the space of maintenance and
evolution (see Fig. 2.10), i.e. issues that are not visible to end-users of the
software.
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Figure 2.10.: Technical debt landscape (adopted from [KNO12])
In line with the financial metaphor, technical debt is associated with an
impact on costs, usually in the form of (additional) development efforts.
These costs are a combination of the debt principal, i.e. the costs or effort that
would need to be expended to remove the debt, and the debt interest, i.e. the
accumulation of additional costs due to the unaddressed debt [AKOS16]. To
deal with these costs, conscious and systematic technical debt management
is suggested. Such management may include activities like debt identification and documentation, debt quantification and prioritization, or debt
monitoring and repayment [BMB18].

2.5. Evolvability Assurance
After defining and detailing evolvability as the primary quality attribute
of this thesis, we now present foundations associated with ensuring that a
sufficient degree of evolvability is present in the system at hand. We refer to
the set of activities that developers perform to provide sufficient confidence
that they can sustainably evolve their software as evolvability assurance.
Important related concepts are evolvability evaluation and quantification
or the improvement of suboptimal code or components, but also process-
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related aspects. Since evolvability assurance is a subfield of software quality
assurance, we first present the beginnings of this discipline.
2.5.1. Software Quality Assurance
As software became more and more complex and pervasive, defective or lowquality software started to be very likely, often with dramatic impacts. To
address this, the software development industry adapted systematic methods
from other engineering disciplines, which led to the founding of software
quality assurance (SQA). Major rationales to apply SQA are the avoidance
of legal liability, the improvement of long-term cost effectiveness, and the
thorough satisfaction of customer requirements [BP84].
There are generally two facets to SQA [Kit89]: we can evaluate and improve the software process, i.e. how the software is developed, or we can
directly assess the software product, i.e. the outcome of the process. This
thesis focuses on the latter and is solely concerned with software product
quality. SQA activities are usually either of an analytical nature to identify
issues or of a constructive nature to remediate issues [Wag13]. Such activities
include, for example, techniques like code review, refactoring, standardization, guidelines, conscious technical debt management, and the usage of
tools (e.g. for static code analysis), metrics, or design patterns. We explain
the techniques that are most relevant for this thesis in the upcoming sections.
For larger systems, SQA activities often form a communicated assurance
process and are an essential part of the development workflow.
2.5.2. Refactoring
One of the most important constructive SQA techniques is refactoring, which
has been defined as “the process of changing a software system in such a
way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its
internal structure” [Fow99, p. XVI]. As such, refactoring can be a valuable
activity to reduce knowingly incurred technical debt or to eliminate code
smells. However, it can be difficult to convince management of this impor-
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tance because it usually adds no visible value for end-users and may even
lead to defects if not executed with care [LML+15]. In modern software
development organizations, the financial technical debt metaphor and the
rise of automated software testing usually address both of these concerns.
Sound refactoring practices can significantly improve software quality and
therefore decrease long-term development costs, which has been supported
by several empirical studies [KZN12; MC16].
While refactoring is usually aimed at the code level, there are also architectural refactorings [Zim15] that operate on the component and connector
level, e.g. to remove architectural smells. Zimmermann [Zim15] differentiates between the architectural refactoring categories of elaboration, e.g.
the distribution of data processing, adjustment, e.g. moving a deployment
unit to another server, and simplification, e.g. joining adjacent architectural
layers. In the service-oriented world, refactorings that split or merge services
are very common, not only within the evolutionary design of microservices,
but also in SOA environments. For the latter context, Erl [Erl09] conceptualized the patterns of service refactoring, service normalization, and service
decomposition.
2.5.3. Quantitative Analysis: Metrics
Before constructive SQA techniques like refactoring can be applied, we usually need analytical techniques to evaluate software quality and to identify
problematic areas. One example for this is quantitative analysis with software metrics [BBL76]. In this context, Boehm et al. [BBL76] define a metric
as a measure for the degree or extent to which software exhibits or possesses
a specific quality characteristic. They also highlight that, in practice, metrics
are usually incomplete measures of their associated attributes and that there
is no single metric for software quality. Nonetheless, it is possible (albeit
sometimes difficult) to aggregate metrics and to assign them to e.g. traffic
light labels (green, yellow, red), which makes them more actionable [Kne18].
This, however, requires the derivation of sensible metric thresholds.
To provide a formal framework for software metric definition, Briand
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et al. [BMB96] introduced several concepts for “property-based software
engineering measurement” and defined how these concepts take shape for
common design properties like size or complexity. We use size as an example
to illustrate some of these concepts:
• Nonnegativity requires that a size metric cannot have negative values.
• Null value requires that a size metric for a system with an empty set of
elements is 0.
• Additivity requires that values of a size metric for all disjoint modules
of a system can be summed up to the system level.
While there are a lot of challenges associated with the definition, operationalization, and interpretation of effective software metrics, Staron and
Meding [SM18] advocate that a lot of benefits can be gained from a holistic
and systematic software development measurement program within an organization or company. As such, a measurement program is a framework
that uses measurement infrastructure and systems to analyze inputs such as
processes, products, or people. From this analysis, a measurement program
then generates outputs such as decisions, insights, or early warnings.
In the following sections, we explore the field of maintainability metrics
in greater detail. Presented metrics are structured into the two different
measurement approaches of static and dynamic analysis.
2.5.3.1. Static Analysis
A common way to evaluate the quality of software is to perform an analysis
of existing design or development time software artifacts, most frequently
source code. This process that is usually automated with tool support is
called static analysis [Lou06]. A static analyzer receives a software artifact
as input (most commonly source code), evaluates this artifact, and produces
a quality report as output. This output can be software metric values, but
also identified bugs or antipatterns. Today, the most prominent tool for static
analysis is SonarQube [CP13].
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The earliest approaches to measure software maintainability with static
analysis were based on low-level metrics that focused on control-flow, functions, size, complexity, or semantic program understandability. Mentionable
ones are McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity [McC76] (a metric representing
the number of independent control flows through a program), the metrics
of Halstead [Hal77] (using program length and vocabulary to calculate
metrics like program volume or difficulty), Berns’s approach to quantify
program difficulty by assigning weights to the different syntactic source code
elements [Ber84], or Coleman et al. [CALO94] who used existing metrics
to compute a holistic maintainability index. All these approaches needed
the complete source code of the system and were, to some degree, only
applicable to software written in the procedural style. Moreover, the significance and benefit of most of these relatively old metrics are questionable,
especially for modern software systems [OW14].
The emergence of object orientation (OO) led to a re-evaluation of existing
metrics and the creation of new ones. The most influential OO metric suites
were the ones from Li and Henry [LH93] (LH metrics) and Chidamber and
Kemerer [CK94] (CK metrics). The LH & CK metrics were partly adaptations
of existing metrics to the OO space, e.g. Weighted Methods per Class (WMC)
is the summed up complexity of all methods in a certain class. However,
they also included new metrics for individual classes like Depth of Inheritance
Tree (DIT, length of longest inheritance path to the root element), Coupling
Between Object classes (CBO, number of couplings with other classes induced
via method or attribute usage), Response For a Class (RFC, maximum number
of methods to be executed in response to an incoming method call) or Lack of
Cohesion in Methods (LCOM, number of pairwise methods with no common
parameters). These metrics received much attention in the research and
practice community and have been extensively used and evaluated.
Bansiya et al. [BD02] created a hierarchical 4-layer design model for
the quality of object-oriented software (Quality Model for Object-Oriented
Design, QMOOD) that associates metrics (level 3) of design components
(level 4) with design properties (level 2) that in turn influence design quality
attributes (level 1). However, QMOOD covers slightly more than maintain-
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ability, e.g. also the quality attributes functionality or effectiveness. The solid
foundations of QMOOD have been evaluated and compared to other OO
quality models (see e.g. [EEBF04]).
Since the LH and CK metrics mainly target a single class and systems
started to grow larger and larger, several researchers tried to adapt them to
the level of modules. Lindvall et al. [LTC03] proposed the metric Coupling
Between Modules (CBM) to eliminate the notion of intra-module coupling
present in CBO. Similarly, Sarkar et al. [SRK07] present a set of modulelevel metrics and their (mostly) derived OO siblings [SKR08] that focus on
module interfaces. Their metrics include a Module Interaction Index (MII,
the degree to which incoming calls use the designated module service API)
or a Module Size Uniformity Index (MSUI, the degree to which modules of
a system are of comparable size). Similar to object orientation, the rise of
service orientation required the adaptation and creation of new metrics, for
which we discuss recent related work in Section 3.3 and our contributions
in this area in Chapter 6.
2.5.3.2. Dynamic Analysis
Since static analysis is concerned with artifacts at design or development
time, its results may be an imprecise representation of the actual execution
of the software in some cases. An alternative to collect software metrics
is therefore dynamic analysis [TLMT12], i.e. to observe and document
the system’s behavior at runtime. Dynamic metrics already have a long
history and a large number of them have been proposed [KG10b; TM12].
Analyzing the system execution may also produce additional maintainabilityrelated insights that static analysis cannot, especially in the area of dynamic
coupling [ABF04]. Ergo, dynamic analysis can be used to collect general
design time maintainability metrics like static coupling, e.g. the number
of outgoing dependencies of a component, but can also extend this static
information with runtime data, e.g. the number of times a component
invoked another component during the measurement timeframe. These
dynamic aspects can often provide a more relevant evaluation based on the
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actual usage of the software. In other cases, static analysis may be infeasible
for specific metrics, making runtime evaluation the only option.
However, there are also some weaknesses of dynamic analysis. For one,
the evaluation quality depends on the richness and completeness of runtime
data. Software elements not used during the recording are not registered
and therefore the resulting metrics may be inaccurate. This may be especially relevant for very large systems with diverse functionality. Similarly,
automated measurement at runtime is often very invasive and requires software modification. Using non-invasive techniques would most likely result in
even larger inaccuracies or even no values for some metrics. In addition to
the invasiveness vs. data quality trade-off, we must also consider potential
performance impacts. Due to the documentation of runtime calls, there is
additional load in the system, even though this overhead may be small with
specialized tools. Nonetheless, the usage of such an approach with a critical
production system needs to be carefully evaluated. All in all, dynamic maintainability analysis can represent a valuable extension or even alternative to
static analysis.
2.5.3.3. Criticisms of Maintainability Metrics
There is also a wide variety of publications that focus on the limitations of the
current metric-based approaches and of maintainability metrics in general.
Pizka and Deißenböck [PD07] argue that traditional maintainability metrics
provide an inferior understanding of what maintainability actually is and
instead propose a software product quality model with strict separation
between activities and properties of the system. This notion is supported by
Heitlager et al. [HKV07], who also tried to create a more practical quality
model for industry. Ostberg and Wagner [OW14] criticize existing “aged”
metrics like McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity or the Halstead metrics for being not only inconvenient and partly incomprehensible for practitioners, but
even for sometimes producing misleading results. They propose a set of metrics that apply to most kinds of systems (e.g. clone coverage, test coverage,
or comment ratio) based on workshops with industry partners. To alleviate
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some of the shortcomings of cyclomatic complexity, Campbell [Cam18] suggested cognitive complexity as a more sensible replacement. Lastly, Broy et
al. [BDP06] pointed out that evolvability has semantic aspects, which are
therefore not easy to measure. While automatically collectable maintainability metrics may provide fast quantitative insights, they have their limitations
and need to be interpreted with care [BVV12].
2.5.4. Qualitative Analysis: Scenarios
As pointed out above, quantitative software quality assessment with metrics
can often be automated with tools and is therefore fast and reliable. However,
we also described that achieving healthy metric usage and interpretation
is not trivial. Maintainability metrics are a structural proxy for how effectively and efficiently software can be modified, which relies on the nature of
the selected modification. Common maintainability metrics, however, provide a general quantification and cannot take specific changes into account.
A promising evaluation alternative or complement is therefore qualitative
scenario-based analysis [KABC96], which focuses on the architecture of a
system. Kazman et al. [KABC96] describe scenarios as “brief narratives of
expected or anticipated use of a system from both development and end-user
viewpoints”. While scenarios can be used during requirements engineering
or for the documentation of functionality, they are also valuable for quality evaluation. During such a method, different scenarios for the future
evolution of the system are collected (scenario elicitation) and documented.
Elicitation takes place as a group effort from various stakeholders such as
developers, architects, operators, or end-users. Scenario documentation often happens according to a standardized scenario template and can include
various aspects of software architecture change characterization [WC10].
Afterwards, the system’s capacity to accommodate the elicited scenarios
is evaluated, which may help in identifying architectural issues. Table 2.2
shows a concrete example of such an evolution scenario. The used template
is an adapted version of the template from Bass et al. [BCK12].
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Table 2.2.: Example of an evolution scenario
Scenario Attribute

Scenario Value

Title:

Add GitHub as a new login option

Description:

To provide a more convenient login and account management experience for most users,
a single sign-on option with a GitHub account
should be implemented.

Attribute:

Evolvability

Stimulus:

End-users request new login option

Affected artifacts:

LoginComponent, UserInterfaceComponent,
UserManagementComponent

Environment:

Design time

Response:

Modifications are implemented, automatic
tests are created, components are deployed

Expected effort:

8 hours

Several scenario-based methods have been proposed so far. An early literature survey by Dobrica et al. [DN02] discussed eight notable architecture
analysis methods, from which six rely on scenarios. One of the earliest
approaches in this area were change cases from Ecklund et al. [EDF96]. By
adapting use cases from object-oriented analysis, they created a concept to
identify and document potential future changes of the system. Change cases
were then used to improve the existing system design. A more prominent and
influential method was the Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM)
from Kazman et al. [KABC96]. It can target several quality attributes, but is
usually focused on modifiability. SAAM consists of the following steps:
1. Describe candidate architecture: architecture documentation is created or collected as the foundation for the analysis.
2. Develop scenarios: scenarios are collected and documented. They
should cover diverse functions and roles of the system.
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3. Perform scenario evaluations: for each scenario, the technical stakeholders determine and document if the architecture is able to accommodate the scenario directly or if changes are necessary (indirect
scenario). Change details and costs estimations are documented, too.
4. Reveal scenario interaction: as an indicator for appropriate separation of concerns, stakeholders determine the degree to which several
different scenarios impact the same component. Few scenario conflicts
are beneficial.
5. Overall evaluation: scenarios are weighted based on their importance,
which supports coming to a final evaluation verdict.
SAAM served as inspiration or predecessor for several other scenariobased methods, most notably the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method
(ATAM) [KKC00] that was conceived at the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) in Pittsburgh. ATAM is a very structured and comprehensive method
which is not only focused on the analysis of how well a system fulfills its
diverse quality requirements, but also – as the name suggests – on trade-offs
and interplay between quality attribute goals. Similar to SAAM, two types
of scenarios are used within ATAM: a) use case scenarios that describe the
current usage of the system and b) change scenarios that try to describe the
anticipated system usage in the future. The latter are further subdivided into
near-term and probable growth scenarios and more extreme and stressful
exploratory scenarios. ATAM’s process comprises nine steps:
1. Present the ATAM: the method is explained to the various stakeholders.
2. Present business drivers: the system’s business goals are explained
to clarify the most important architectural drivers.
3. Present architecture: the system’s architecture is described and set
in relation to its business drivers.
4. Identify architectural approaches: important architectural knowledge for the system (e.g. existing patterns or architectural styles) is
collected and documented.
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5. Generate quality attribute utility tree: the system’s most important
quality attribute goals are refined as a prioritized utility tree.
6. Analyze architectural approaches: the collected architectural approaches are analyzed w.r.t. their impact on quality attribute goals.
This includes looking for weaknesses or sensitivity points.
7. Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios: stakeholders collect, document, and prioritize (e.g. via voting) use case and change scenarios
(scenario elicitation step).
8. Analyze architectural approaches: as a reiteration of step 6, each
prioritized scenario is mapped onto existing architectural approaches
that have an impact on it.
9. Present results: all information and results documented during the
ATAM are summarized and presented back to the stakeholders.
While such methods provide very rich insights and are well suited to
evaluate the impact of specific changes, they require significant manual
effort and the presence of several system stakeholders, often in a workshoplike fashion over several days. This large amount of effort with e.g. ATAM
led to the creation of more focused and lightweight methods. One notable
example is the Architecture-Level Modifiability Analysis (ALMA) [BLBV04],
which exclusively targets modifiability as a quality attribute. It also places
strong emphasis on change propagation (“ripple effects”) and change cost
or impact estimation. We describe more recent lightweight methods or
methods proposed for service orientation in Section 3.4 while our own
contribution in the context of scenario-based evaluation for service-based
systems is presented in Chapter 7.
2.5.5. Processes and Continuous Quality Assurance
Even though this thesis is not concerned with software process quality
assurance, it is nonetheless necessary to introduce some process-related
concepts. These concepts belong to the general area of continuous software
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engineering [FS17], a holistic philosophy to software development that tries
to connect and intertwine all phases of the software lifecycle, most notably
business strategy & planning, development, and operations. One important
foundation for this development approach are the following three levels of
continuous practices that build upon each other [FS17; SAZ17]:
• Continuous Integration (CI): developers frequently integrate their
code into a main branch of the repository (at least daily). The integration usually triggers an automated workflow with steps like compilation or unit test execution. This workflow is also referred to as the CI
pipeline. A failed CI pipeline run should be analyzed and fixed quickly.
• Continuous Delivery (CDE): as an extension to CI, the final step of a
successful pipeline run now generates an executable software artifact
that is transferred to an internal location, e.g. an artifact repository
where it can be downloaded.
• Continuous Deployment (CD): as an extension to CDE, the final step
of a successful pipeline run now deploys the software to a customerfacing environment. The software is continuously ready to be released
and is deployed without strict release cycles.
The described continuous practices have the goal to deliver working software more frequently while simultaneously striving for high software quality.
This objective is also closely related to the DevOps paradigm [BWZ15], which
can be similarly defined as “a set of principles and practices to bring software
faster and more reliably into production”. As the name suggests, DevOps
focuses specifically on destroying barriers and improving communication
between development and operations. An important goal is to reduce cycle
time, i.e. the time that passes between the development start of a feature
until it is deployed to a production environment. To achieve this, strong
emphasis is put on automation and tool support, usually in the form of a
CI/CD pipeline.
Since high quality is an essential prerequisite for delivering software
frequently, several steps of a CI pipeline are usually responsible for various
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forms of continuous quality assurance [SDP+14]. In principle, these steps can
target any quality attribute, but, in practice, continuous quality assurance
mostly focuses on functional correctness, e.g. via unit and integration tests, or
maintainability, e.g. via static and dynamic analysis. The goal of continuous
quality assurance is to identify potential quality issues as early as possible.
The earlier issues are detected, the less costly it generally is to address them.
Various tools can be used for such an automated analysis that range from
simple sensors to elaborate project intelligence platforms and dashboard
toolkits [DJH+08]. In addition to these identification techniques and tools,
it is also necessary to define concrete quality attribute goals in combination
with appropriate actions in response to deficits. Within a CI/CD pipeline, the
concept of a quality gate [SCLG16] exists, i.e. a defined rule or threshold that
needs to be ensured in order for the pipeline step to be successful. Examples
for quality gates are that a specific metric may not be larger than 20 or that
zero unit tests are allowed to fail. Missed quality gates stop the pipeline
execution and do not lead to the deployment of the artifact. As pointed out
by Schermann et al. [SCLG16], the definition of quality gates is therefore a
trade-off between deployment velocity and confidence: stricter quality gates
lead to less releases, but also come with less risks for faulty or suboptimal
software in production.
As already pointed out in Section 2.3.1, microservices place great emphasis
on DevOps and CI/CD practices. Without such a focus, it would be difficult to
achieve increased deployability and modifiability with such a large number of
small services [Che18]. The larger the microservice-based system, the more
important continuous software engineering practices and an automated
service deployment pipeline become. However, establishing these tools and
practices takes significant initial effort and may not be the best choice for
every organization [OEC17].
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Chapter

3

Related Work
In the previous chapter, we presented foundational concepts necessary to
understand this thesis and described the general research field as a context to
frame our contributions. In this chapter, however, we discuss more specialized
research closely connected to our contributions, i.e. related work. These can
be studies that influenced our conducted research or studies that tried to
achieve something similar in a different way. We structure the presented
publications into thematic sections that resemble our contributions:
• maintainability-related literature studies (Section 3.1)
• empirical studies on the industry state of practice of (service-oriented)
maintainability assurance (Section 3.2)
• service-based maintainability metrics (Section 3.3)
• lightweight or service-oriented analysis with scenarios (Section 3.4)
• (service-oriented) patterns and antipatterns for maintainability (Section 3.5)
In each of these sections, we focus on limitations or research gaps that we
aim to address with our contributions later on.
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3.1. Literature Studies
Systematic literature studies are secondary studies that identify, analyze,
and summarize (scientific) publications within a particular research area of
interest. As such, they present an overview of the state of the art in a specific
subfield – e.g. in our case the evolvability assurance of microservices – and
may point out research gaps or even a research agenda to close them.
Several existing literature studies cover maintainability-related aspects
without focusing on a specific system type or architectural style. Breivold et
al. [BCL12] conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) to collect studies
on the architectural analysis and improvement of software evolvability. They
identified 82 primary studies that they structured into five categories, such
as quality considerations during design, architectural quality evaluation,
architectural knowledge management, or modeling techniques. They did
not include service-oriented approaches.
Similarly, Venters et al. [VCB+18] synthesized existing research for general architecture sustainability in a non-systematic review. They define
sustainability as a system’s capacity to endure. Service-oriented approaches
are only briefly mentioned in the area of reference architectures, where some
proposals for SOA are listed. Other described topics are the importance of
architectural decisions or metrics for the quantification of sustainability.
There are also several service-based literature studies focusing on SOA.
Back in 2009, Gu and Lago [GL09] conducted an SLR to uncover general
service-oriented system challenges. Using 51 primary studies, they identified more than 400 challenges, most of them related to quality attributes,
service design, and data management. Only three reported challenges were
associated with maintenance, i.e. their review is broader than our intended
scope.
A more fine-grained scope than the one intended by us was applied in the
literature review of Bani-Ismail and Baghdadi [BB18a]: they solely focused
on service identification (SI) in SOA and derived eight different challenges
for this activity. For them, the maintainability-related aspect of service
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granularity represents one of the most crucial challenges.
In another service-oriented SLR, Sabir et al. [SPR+19] analyzed the evolution of object-oriented and service-oriented bad smells as well as differences
with their detection mechanisms. From 78 publications, they identified 56
object-oriented and 19 service-based smells and presented details about
their detection approaches. Smells related to microservices are not covered.
Several more recent literature studies also focus exclusively on microservices. Di Francesco et al. [DLM19] used a systematic mapping study to
create a research overview on architecting with microservices. They derived
a classification framework and used it to produce a systematic map of the
topics of 103 selected primary studies. While maintainability is mentioned
in 43 studies as an important design goal or investigated quality attribute,
the broad scope of the review prevents a more detailed discussion of how
maintainability is actually ensured.
Lastly, Soldani et al. [STV18] systematically surveyed the existing grey
literature on microservices to distill their technical and operational “pains
and gains”. Afterwards, they assigned the identified concerns to typical
stages of the software life cycle such as design or operation. The authors
briefly discuss maintainability as an advantageous “gain” based on small
service size and self-containment, but do not mention concrete techniques
for its assurance.
In summary, none of the presented related studies focuses exclusively
on evolvability and its assurance while simultaneously targeting serviceand microservice-based systems. The studies that have a similar scope do
not limit their review to service orientation and the ones that do are either
too general or too specific in their discussed aspects. We intend to close
this gap by presenting an SLR that explicitly analyzes the state of the art
of evolvability assurance for service- and microservice-based systems (see
Chapter 4).
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3.2. Industry Surveys and Interviews
Complementary to surveying the scientific state of the art, it is essential to
analyze the current industry state of practice when trying to improve a field of
research. Such studies can help to identify relevant challenges or to confirm
or reject common assumptions. Industry studies are usually performed
either quantitatively, e.g. with a survey via a web-based questionnaire, or
qualitatively, e.g. via interviews with practitioners. In our case, we are
interested in the industry state of practice of evolvability assurance for
microservices. While we could not identify publications with a mostly similar
focus, several works survey related topics in the industry.
First, we present general industry studies about maintainability or assurance practices. Poort et al. [PMVV12] wanted to identify the importance
of non-functional requirements in software development projects as well
as their relation to project success. To achieve this, they surveyed 39 architects of a Dutch IT services company and conducted two on-site workshops.
Modifiability turned out to be the only quality attribute with a significant correlation between perceived criticality and project success, i.e. if modifiability
was seen as highly business-critical in a project, this project tended to be less
successful. The authors suggested that modifiability was poorly understood,
especially by customers. Moreover, it would get too little attention because it
was harder to quantify, had no immediate effect on end-users, and generally
became much more important after the project’s end and the start of the
maintenance phase.
Yamashita and Moonen [YM13] conducted a survey with 85 professional
software developers about indicators of bad code quality (code smells). They
wanted to assess the level of knowledge about code smells, their perceived
criticality, and the usefulness of code smell related tooling. One third of
developers had never heard of code smells and the majority of respondents
was only moderately concerned about them. Those who were concerned
stated product evolvability, end-product quality, and developer productivity
as reasons. The most mentioned code smells were Duplicated Code, Large
Class, and Long Method. A majority of respondents wished for better tool
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support regarding code smells, specifically during software evolution.
To gain insights into the industry practice of refactoring, Leppanen et
al. [LML+15] interviewed 12 senior software architects or developers in
nine Finnish companies. Participants reported time pressure during past
project stages as the primary reason for refactoring later on (“knowingly
taking shortcuts”). Furthermore, people would learn new skills and their
expertise and familiarity with the domain would grow. Some also named
unclear requirements in the beginning as a reason. The authors reported an
intuitive knowledge of developers that time spent refactoring paid itself back
in the future. However, most had no measurements in place to quantify the
need to refactor and the impact of refactoring. Refactoring was frequently
performed in combination with new features because otherwise, it would be
hard to justify to external customers.
There are also some industry studies with a focus on service-based systems. Voelz and Goeb [VG10] asked 42 quality experts and executives
about their experience with quality control while developing a very large
service-oriented software system. Regarding maintainability, participants
highlighted the importance of standardization as well as carefully designing
service interfaces to prevent client ripple effects of future changes. Moreover,
the authors analyzed available quality design documents for the project and
compared them with similar documents for non-service-based projects. Their
findings showed a substantial reduction in the number of concrete quality
requirements for the service-oriented project. Only 15 new requirements
were introduced. For maintainability, there was a reduction to less than
50% with only three new requirements. The authors suggested trust in the
positive influence of service orientation (e.g. modularity or reusability) as
well as the usage of new frameworks and tools as possible reasons. However,
they also reported an increase in requirements for the separately treated
category testing.
Lastly, Ameller et al. [AGAF16] surveyed 56 software professionals about
the importance and handling of quality attributes when designing servicebased systems. Most participants saw QAs and functional requirements
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as equally important. According to the results, dependability was seen as
the most important QA for service orientation. Interestingly, maintainability or modifiability were not explicitly mentioned. Similar to Voelz and
Goeb [VG10], the authors assumed as a reason for this that the general
architecture of service orientation already comes with a substantial base
level of maintainability.
There are also several empirical studies specifically about industry experiences with microservices. Baškarada et al. [BNK18] conducted 19 in-depth
interviews with experienced architects. They discussed opportunities and
challenges associated with the adoption and implementation of microservices. Based on the results, they identified four types of corporate systems
with different levels of suitability for microservices. Especially large corporate systems of record like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) were not
seen as appropriate targets. In this context, organizational challenges such
as DevOps methodologies would be less serious for Information and Communication Technology enterprises than for traditional organizations, where
IT was perceived as a “necessary evil” [BNK18].
Ghofrani and Lübke [GL18] conducted a similar empirical survey among
25 practitioners that were mainly developers and architects. Their objective
was to find perceived challenges in designing, developing, and maintaining
microservice-based systems. The results reveal a lack of notations, methods,
and frameworks for architecting microservices. Several participants named
the distributed architecture as responsible for the challenging development
and debugging of the system. Participants generally prioritized optimizations
in security and performance over aspects like resilience, reliability, or fault
tolerance.
In their interviews with 10 microservices experts from industry, Haselböck
et al. [HWB18] focused on design areas of microservices and associated challenges. The study identified 20 design areas and their importance as rated
by the participants. The authors confirmed design principles and common
challenges from earlier mapping studies. Interviewees also discussed their
rationales. Microservices design is a fundamental aspect for their evolvability
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later on. As such, we see this study as a valuable contribution to the topic at
hand.
Lenarduzzi and Taibi [LT18] investigated technical debt interest by means
of a long term industry case study where they monitored the migration of a
monolithic legacy system to microservices. The study aims to characterize
technical debt and its growth comparatively in both architectural styles. As
a preliminary result, they found that the total amount of technical debt grew
much faster in the microservice-based system.
In summary, the mentioned studies either do not specifically target serviceor microservice-based systems or they do not focus on a broad spectrum
of concrete maintainability assurance techniques used in industry, e.g. processes, metrics, tools, or patterns. While some publications are related to
systematic maintainability construction during service design, no study really includes continuous quality assurance during development or when
the system is already in production. We therefore intend to close this gap
by conducting our own studies focused on industry evolvability assurance
processes, techniques, and challenges for service- and microservice-based
systems (see Chapter 5).

3.3. Service-Based Metrics
Once service-based systems started to gain in popularity as a form of distributed systems, the abstraction level for maintainability metrics had to be
raised, similarly as during the rise of object orientation. On top of methods,
classes, and modules, service-oriented computing added services as another
level. Services constitute the core entities in such systems, which required
metrics specifically designed for them. For this reason, many research activities over the last years focused on adapting existing metrics and defining
new metrics for service orientation.
One example for such a collection of proposed service-oriented metrics is
the SOA quality model from Shim et al. [SCKP08]. They adopted the layered
structure of the object-oriented QMOOD model to create a service-oriented
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variant with concrete metrics at the lowest level. Since the model focuses on
the general area of service design, it covers more QAs than maintainability,
e.g. effectiveness.
Senivongse and Puapolthep [SP15] built on this quality model and created
a version that focused solely on maintainability. However, they introduced
even more metrics of semantic nature that can not be gathered automatically,
such as the adequately named service and operation ratio.
Goeb and Lochmann [GL11] used the Quamoco metamodel to design a
domain-specific SOA variation with a wide variety of quality factors and measures. While their approach seems promising, their model is very complex
and some of their metrics are of semantic nature. For the metrics that could
be collected automatically, the authors provide no tool support and also
comment on the need to develop tool support per used service technology.
This issue is also discussed in other approaches: because achieving broadly
applicable static code analysis with meaningful metrics is very complex for
service-based systems, most suggestions so far have focused on programming
language independent workarounds, e.g. using SoaML [GA11] and service
interface definitions like WSDL [BM09] or OpenAPI [HLSV17].
To collect and categorize structural metrics proposed for SOA, Nik Daud
and Wan Kadir [NW14] conducted a literature review. They sorted the
15 identified publications into static or dynamic analysis as well as into
coupling, cohesion, or complexity. Moreover, they assigned them to the
relevant lifecycle phase (e.g. design or implementation) and the associated
artifact (e.g. WSDL file or SOAP message).
In the area of microservices, several approaches for dynamic analysis have
been proposed, like MicroART from Granchelli et al. [GCF+17], which combines static information with dynamic runtime data, or the approach from
Mayer and Weinreich [MW18], which relies on OpenAPI descriptions and
runtime information from intercepted HTTP calls. However, these methods
are primarily focused on architecture reconstruction or documentation of
microservice-based systems.
An approach that actually focuses on quality evaluation for microservices
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is the MAAT framework from Engel et al. [ELBH18]. It utilizes the OpenTracing API to create a model and visualization of the system’s architecture.
Afterwards, MAAT calculates six metrics to evaluate the system’s conformance to principles derived from popular microservice characteristics. While
the approach promises to be very interoperable w.r.t. data sources, metric
extensibility does not seem to be a high priority. The source code of MAAT
is also not shared publicly.
Cardarelli et al. [CID+19] built on the existing MicroART framework to
use its output for a new customizable quality evaluation framework called
MicroQuality. The complex approach employs model-driven engineering
techniques as well as the object constraint language (OCL) for specifying
quality attributes. The authors envision an ecosystem where such quality
definitions are shared across systems and organizations.
In their microservices decomposition framework, Taibi and Systä [TS19]
also proposed three metrics to evaluate the quality of the service decomposition, namely coupling between microservice, number of classes per microservice,
and number of classes that need to be duplicated. Their rationale for choosing
these metrics is of a theoretical rather than an empirical nature and is aligned
with popular microservices principles.
Lastly, Cojocaru et al. [COU19] conducted a broad literature survey to
identify important quality attributes and metrics to assess a microservices
decomposition. They subsequently discussed the set of identified attributes
with an industry expert and analyzed their relevance for a minimal set
of assessment properties. While they present concrete metrics for some
attributes, it is still difficult to judge their reliability.
All in all, there is no clear consensus on meaningful maintainability metrics for microservices. Several service-based metrics have been proposed
in scientific literature, but keeping an overview of the diverse publication
landscape requires considerable effort. Moreover, the majority of proposed
service-based metrics have not been thoroughly evaluated and their relevance
for microservices is unclear. Approaches and tools to automatically gather
these metrics are also very scarce. We aim to partially address this gap by
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collecting service-based metrics from literature, analyzing their applicability
for microservices, and enabling their evaluation by providing tool-supported
approaches for their automatic collection (see Chapter 6).

3.4. Scenario-Based Analysis
A drawback of scenario-based analysis as a qualitative evaluation technique
is the required manual work. To reduce this effort, researchers have proposed several lightweight architecture evaluation methods. One example
for such a method is the Tiny Architectural Review Approach (TARA) from
Woods [Woo11] that relies on a combination of expert judgment and metrics. While Woods acknowledges that the research community highly values
scenarios, he sees their elicitation as too time-consuming.
Koziolek et al. [KDG+12] proposed another lightweight method called
MORPHOSIS. In addition to analyzing the architecture in terms of future
development scenarios, MORPHOSIS relies on a reporting framework with
several architectural metrics. Its scenario analysis is based on an extended
version of ALMA and uses an ordinal scale for scenario effort estimation.
Rostami et al. [RSHR15] created a tool-supported analysis approach for
change propagation called Karlsruhe Architectural Maintainability Prediction
(KAMP). With KAMP, the initial architecture is modeled with annotated
context information and then compared to the target architecture for the
change request. The tool calculates differences between the two models to
judge the change impact.
While no scenario-based methods for service-based systems have been
proposed, several publications touch related topics. Sabir et al. [SPQM18]
analyzed the specifics of the maintenance and evolution of service-based systems. They pointed out key differences and significant research challenges,
such as dependency and impact analysis or service-oriented evolution patterns.
Wang et al. [WYZ10] described an approach for change impact analysis
in service-based business processes. Changes are applied to a model of the
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system with a process and a service layer and subsequently classified based
on their impact.
Similarly, Feng et al. [FHPM11] created an evolution taxonomy for servicebased systems that describes changes w.r.t. location or support mechanisms
for the change. They also take service-based mechanisms like late-binding
into account.
Andrikopoulos [And10] conceptualized a theoretical framework based on
formal modeling to support SOA evolution in a non-breaking fashion. He
focused on shallow changes, i.e. changes which are local to a service but
may lead to ripple effects to consumers. The framework provides models for
versioned service interfaces and compatible contract-based evolution.
Lastly, Wang et al. [WHHC14] proposed a similar model where a set
of changes are applied to a service. These changes may result in potential
transitions to other services that depend on this service. Using this model, the
authors also define service evolution patterns like the Compatibility Pattern
for changes without propagation or the Transition Pattern for changes with
ripple effects.
While several lightweight scenario-based methods have been proposed
and there is a large body of literature on service-oriented change impact
analysis or service evolution patterns, no concrete scenario-based method
has been designed for service orientation. We aim to address this gap by
combining the two fields and proposing such a specific method. Our goal
is to enable the efficient qualitative architecture evaluation of service- and
microservice-based systems.

3.5. Service-Oriented Patterns and Antipatterns
One primary driver for the use of patterns is their impact on quality attributes
(QAs) like availability, performance, or modifiability. Several studies have
been conducted to analyze this complex and controversial relationship. In
the context of object-oriented design, Garzás et al. [GGP09] conducted a
controlled experiment with 47 students who had to analyze and modify four
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UML class diagrams. One group worked on a standard and straightforward
design model, while the other had a semantically equivalent version that
contained design rules (e.g. “Dependencies between classes must be implemented with abstractions.”) and patterns (e.g. State or Composite). The
authors measured both understandability (via questions) and modifiability
(via extension tasks). Results showed that the latter version with rules and
patterns was more difficult to understand (58% less time and 15% more correct answers for the non-pattern version). For modifiability, no statistically
significant difference in efficiency could be identified.
Hegedűs et al. [HBFG12] used a probabilistic quality model based on
ISO/IEC 9126 to analyze the maintainability of more than 300 revisions
of the Java GUI framework JHotDraw, which employs well-known objectoriented patterns. Every usage of design patterns in JHotDraw is documented
with JavaDoc and there are many revisions that only introduce patterns.
The authors conclude from the analysis that the introduction of additional
patterns increased the overall maintainability in the system. They measured a strong correlation (r-value: 0.89) between pattern-line-density and
maintainability.
Ali and Elish [AE13] give a broader view on the impact of the “Gang
of Four” design patterns on software quality. Their comparative literature
analysis of 17 empirical studies revealed that only four quality attributes
and only a small subset of the patterns have been examined. Moreover,
they reported no general consensus concerning the impact of patterns (positive, neutral, or negative). Interestingly, for maintainability, evolution,
and change-proneness, the overall tendencies concerning the impact of the
analyzed patterns were negative.
In the domain of architectural patterns, Kassab et al. [KEM12] analyzed
the impact of the patterns Pipes and Filters, Layers, Model View Controller,
and Broker on the two quality attributes performance and security. They
determined the quantitative effect of patterns on QAs via the proxy of architectural tactics. From these results, they concluded e.g. that Model View
Controller is best suited for performance, while being least suited for security
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and that the Layers pattern is most accommodating for security.
Riaz et al. [RBW15] conducted a systematic mapping study to characterize
the research design of empirical studies with human subjects about the
application of software patterns. With 16 of 30 studies, maintenance was
the most frequent context. Nearly half of the studies were concerned with
object-oriented design patterns (14). Efficiency and correctness were the
most common measures for evaluating the pattern application. The authors
also report that differences in experiment design make it difficult to compare
the results and that several studies fail to mention limitations as well as how
they minimized the threat of biases.
In the context of service orientation, Galster and Avgeriou [GA12] performed a theoretical qualitative mapping of ∼80 service-based design patterns to the quality attributes of the S-Cube Quality Reference Model via force
resolution maps (impact from -2 to +2). They reported that the patterns
did not address 53 QAs from the very detailed S-Cube model. Most mapped
QAs were performance and scalability. Since S-Cube does not include some
important QAs, they also used ISO/IEC 9126. For maintainability, they
identified a total of 12 patterns.
Lastly, Palma et al. [PAK+14] analyzed the impact of service-based patterns and antipatterns on maintenance and evolution by collecting historical
software development metadata (# of Changes and Code Churn) for the
FraSCAti system. They observed that services involved in patterns required
less maintenance effort. However, this effect was not statistically significant.
Additionally, they found that services with antipatterns needed significantly
more maintenance effort, especially for instances of God Component or Service
Chain.
In the area of microservices, the patterns field is still forming. Several
patterns have already been synthesized from practice, but empirical studies
with them are rare. Richardson [Ric19] proposed a pattern language for
microservices, which he structured into application patterns, application
infrastructure patterns, and infrastructure patterns. The collection consists of
nearly 50 patterns so far. They are grouped into many smaller subcategories
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such as data patterns, deployment, or observability.
Taibi et al. [TLP18] conducted a systematic mapping study to identify
architectural patterns for microservices. They present the collected patterns
in the three categories orchestration & coordination, data management &
storage, and deployment.
Zimmermann et al. focused on patterns for service interface design of
microservices by engaging in workshop- and experience-based pattern mining. So far, they published five interface representation patterns [ZSLZ17],
five interface quality patterns [SZZ+18], and eight interface evolution patterns [LZP+19].
Concerning service-oriented antipatterns, similar attempts at antipattern
catalogues have been made. One early example for SOA is a discussion of
common antipatterns by Král and Žemlička [KŽ09]. They also comment on
causal dependencies between antipatterns and their relationship to design
properties like information hiding. For them, some of the most crucial SOA
antipatterns are fine-grained interfaces and fine-grained services.
Moha et al. [MPN+12] used a domain-specific language (DSL) based
on rule cards with metrics to formally specify SOA antipatterns. Using
these specifications, they proposed an approach to automatically detect
antipatterns in web services. They evaluated the approach with more than
120 real-world web services and achieved a precision of 75% and a recall of
100%.
For microservices, Taibi and Lenarduzzi [TL18] defined 11 bad smells by
analyzing 265 bad practices experienced by 72 developers from 61 companies. They mapped the results of their two-year interview phase onto a list
of main pitfalls extracted from grey literature and practitioner talks. Out of
16 extracted pitfalls, the interviewees confirmed only six. Wrong service cuts
during the split of a monolith turned out to be the most critical challenge,
resulting in potential maintenance issues later on.
This study was extended by Carrasco et al. [CBD18], who conducted a
literature review to gather migration and architecture smells. The authors
derived best practices, success stories, and pitfalls. By digesting 58 different
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sources from academia and grey literature, they presented nine common
bad smells with proposed solutions.
The first part of the presented related work gives an overview of the
complex relationship between patterns and QAs as well as the controversial
evidence. Not many empirical quantitative studies exist for service-based
patterns in general and their evolvability in particular, which is why we aim
to bring additional quantitative insights into this relationship with the results
of the first controlled experiment as well as a metric-based analysis. Since
the patterns field for microservices is still in a formative stage, we also plan
to analyze the applicability of existing SOA patterns for microservice-based
systems and specifically focus on service-based evolvability patterns. Lastly,
we aim to analyze existing antipattern publications for SOA and microservices
and to synthesize a holistic repository with the majority of service-based
antipatterns.
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Analysis Contributions
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Chapter

4

A Systematic Review of
Service-Oriented
Maintainability Assurance
As a first contribution, we provide a review of the general research field of
this thesis, namely maintainability assurance of service-oriented software.
We survey existing research with a systematic literature review, which prepares the conceptual foundations for our other contributions and aids in
highlighting research gaps. The chapter extends the following publication:
• J. Bogner et al. “Exploring Maintainability Assurance Research for
Service- and Microservice-Based Systems: Directions and Differences.”
In: Joint Post-proceedings of the First and Second International Conference on Microservices (Microservices2017/2019). Ed. by L. Cruz-Filipe
et al. Vol. 78. Dagstuhl, Germany: Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz-Zentrum
fuer Informatik, 2020, 3:1–3:22 [BWWZ20]
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4.1. Context and Goals
In principle, both SOA and microservices provide beneficial properties for
maintainable and evolvable systems. However, concrete maintainability
assurance processes for such systems are still not trivial to establish. When
trying to get an overview of assurance approaches for service orientation
proposed by academia, it is not easy to quickly scan the scattered variety of
existing publications. Researchers have suggested a plethora of assurance
techniques explicitly designed for SOA, microservices, or both that try to
approach maintainability from different directions.
To enable such an overview, we therefore conducted a systematic literature
review (SLR) to collect and categorize existing maintainability assurance
research for service orientation. Our review explicitly included both SOA and
microservices because the number of relevant publications for the younger
architectural style would have been too small on its own. Moreover, we
believed that many approaches designed for SOA will have relevance for
microservices as well. Lastly, the inclusion of both service-based styles will
enable an additional comparison on this level. The following four research
questions guided our SLR:
RQ1: How can maintainability assurance research proposed for serviceand microservice-based systems be categorized?
RQ2: How are the identified publications distributed among the formed
categories?
RQ3: What are the most relevant research directions per identified category?
RQ4: What are notable differences between the approaches proposed for
service-based systems and those for microservices?

4.2. Systematic Literature Review
In general, an SLR is a secondary study to identify, analyze, and summarize
(scientific) publications within a specific research area of interest. As such,
it presents an overview of the state of the art in a certain (sub)field and
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may point out research gaps or even a research agenda to close them. Since
scientific rigor and replicability are very important in such studies, we relied
on the process and guidelines described by Kitchenham and Charters [KC07].
Moreover, we published all research artifacts in an online repository1 .
4.2.1. Research Design
Our general research process for this study was as follows (see also Fig. 4.1).
First, we brainstormed about research questions we intended to answer and
defined four questions that built upon each other (see Section 4.1). As a
second step, we designed a detailed protocol to guide us through the review.
This protocol contained the used data sources (literature databases and
search engines), a search term with keywords, filter criteria for inclusion
and exclusion of studies, as well as a description of the process. We then
used this protocol to retrieve the initial result set from all data sources
and subsequently applied our filter criteria. Two researchers individually
analyzed and filtered all identified publications and afterwards compared
the results. We discussed any differences until we reached a consensus. For
the remaining studies, we performed one round of forward citation search
(“snowballing”) and applied the same filter criteria to the newly identified
publications (again with two researchers). Included studies were merged
into the existing set and duplicates were removed.
This final set of primary studies was then analyzed in an iterative process.
A categorization scheme was derived and subsequently applied to the publications. We then analyzed the result for a second time and implemented
possible improvements for the categorization scheme, which led to the next
round of categorization. As with the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the
categorization of the whole set was performed by two researchers, who discussed any difference of opinion. Once the categories were stable, we started
a detailed evaluation to synthesize the answers to our research questions.

1

https://github.com/xJREB/slr-maintainability-assurance
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Figure 4.1.: General research process
The four used data sources for our initial search (see also Fig. 4.2) were
IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, and ScienceDirect, as they
are prevalent for software engineering and service-oriented topics. For the
snowballing phase, we relied on the publisher-agnostic search engine Google
Scholar.
• IEEE Xplore: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
• ACM Digital Library: https://dl.acm.org
• Springer Link: https://link.springer.com
• ScienceDirect (Elsevier): https://www.sciencedirect.com
• Google Scholar (for snowballing): https://scholar.google.com

Figure 4.2.: Used digital libraries and search engines for the SLR
As our search string (see also Fig. 4.3), we formed two buckets with
keywords. The two buckets were combined with an AND relation, while
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the keywords within each bucket were combined with an OR relation. That
is, from each bucket, at least one term needed to match. The first bucket
contained our central quality attribute maintainability as well as the
closely related terms modifiability, evolvability, and evolution.
The second bucket was responsible for our targeted system types and therefore consisted of the terms soa, microservice, service-oriented, and
service-based. We did not confine the search string to any particular
field.

(maintainability ∨ modifiability ∨ evolvability ∨
evolution) ∧ (soa ∨ microservice ∨ service-oriented ∨
service-based)
Figure 4.3.: Used search string for the SLR
Since we only relied on manual filtering to avoid the accidental exclusion of fitting studies that use different keywords, we also had to limit the
result set to a manageable amount. We therefore only considered the first
250 results per data source, i.e. we had a total of 1000 publications for
manual analysis. As our most basic inclusion criteria, we only considered
publications written in English and published in the years 2007 up until
2018. For studies passing this test, we then assessed the title and abstract
for their relevance to our research questions. The main focus of the paper
needed to be on analyzing or improving maintainability (or a related quality
attribute or design property) in the context of service-oriented computing
(e.g. SOA or microservices). For example, the architecture sustainability
review of Venters et al. [VCB+18] fulfills the first property, but is not primarily about service orientation. Conversely, the SOA policy optimization
approach from Inzinger et al. [ISH+12] is clearly about service orientation,
but does not solely target maintainability. If we could not determine the
topic relevance from title and abstract alone, we read other parts of the
paper like the introduction or conclusion. Finally, we excluded the fields
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of runtime adaptation as in [FL13], software testing as in [JGV+14], and
legacy to SOA or microservices migration as in [LS07]. While these topics
are related to maintenance and evolution, they are very specialized and each
one could probably provide enough material for a separate SLR.
4.2.2. Results
Using the process described above, we obtained an initial set of 1000 papers,
i.e. 250 per selected publisher. We then applied our inclusion criteria,
which resulted in a filtered set of 122 papers. In the snowballing phase, we
identified a total of 806 publications that cited a paper from our filtered
set. Lastly, we applied the same filter criteria to these new publications
and merged the remaining ones back into the filtered set while removing
duplicates. This process resulted in a final set of 223 primary studies (see
also0123Fig.
4204354.4).
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Figure 4.4.: SLR results: number of publications per stage
Nearly half of these papers (105) were published by IEEE, followed by
40 Springer publications (18%), 31 papers from ACM (14%), and 10 from
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ScienceDirect (4%). The remaining 37 publications (17%) were from 31
different publishers (see also Fig. 4.5).
37 (17%)

10 (4%)
105 (47%)
31 (14%)

40 (18%)
IEEE

Springer

ACM

ScienceDirect

Other

Figure 4.5.: SLR results: publisher distribution
When looking at the number of publications per year (Fig. 4.6), we see a
slow beginning in 2007 (six publications), a peak in 2011 (35 publications),
smaller yet somewhat similar numbers for 2012 to 2015 (22-24 publications),
and finally another decline for 2016 to 2018 (15-18 publications).
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Figure 4.6.: SLR results: number of publications per year
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4.2.2.1. Research Categories (RQ1)
To answer the first research question, we derived a three-dimensional taxonomy to categorize the identified primary studies (see Table 4.1).
Type

Description

Mandatory

Multiple

Architectural

Contains three categories that determine if a publication focuses on
SOA, microservices, or both styles.

Yes

No

Methodical

Contains five categories that either determine the used research
method (e.g. literature study)
or the study’s contribution (e.g.
model or taxonomy).

No

Yes

Thematic

Contains nine categories that determine the topic of a publication,
i.e. subfields of maintainability assurance.

Yes

Yes (except
for other)

Table 4.1.: Three-dimensional categorization scheme
The first and most apparent category type called architectural consisted
of three different categories that determined if a study targeted SOA, microservices, or both architectural styles. Both was selected if the study either
explicitly stated the inclusion of both SOA and microservices or if it was
about concepts like RESTful services that are prevalent in both styles. This
category type was mandatory and exactly one category had to be chosen
per publication. Second, the optional methodical category type determined
either the applied methodology (e.g. case study) or the provided contribution
(e.g. process or method). It consisted of five different categories, from which
we could select multiple ones per study. Lastly, the most important thematic
category type determined the actual maintainability-related topic of a publication, i.e. a more specific subfield of maintainability assurance. To avoid
a large number of very fine-grained thematic categories, we created the
generic Other category. We had to choose at least one thematic category per
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publication. The following listing briefly describes all methodical categories.
• Case, Field, or Empirical Study: the publication either describes a
case study (e.g. demonstrating an approach with an example system),
a field study (e.g. analyzing an industry system), or an empirical study
(e.g. a survey, interviews, or a controlled experiment)
• Literature Study: the publication presents the results of a literature
study like an SLR or a systematic mapping study
• Model or Taxonomy: the publication contributes a (meta) model or
taxonomy to further the conceptual understanding of a topic
• Process or Method: the publication defines a method or process, i.e.
a sequence of activities to achieve a specific goal
• Reference Architecture or Tool: the publication either describes a
reference architecture (an abstract and reusable template to create
system architectures) or a tool to e.g. mitigate manual efforts
Lastly, the next listing presents all thematic categories. They refer exclusively to a service-based context.
• Architecture Recovery and Documentation: relying on architecture
reconstruction (if no current documentation is available) or on general architecture documentation support to increase analyzability and
therefore maintainability; example: [KUSM18]
• Model-Driven Approaches: approaches that rely on model-driven
engineering to reduce long-term maintenance efforts with e.g. code
generation from machine-readable models; example: [MZD11]
• Patterns: applying patterns specifically designed for service orientation to systematically improve maintainability-related aspects or to
describe service evolution; example: [WHHC14]
• Antipatterns and Bad Smells: conceptualizing service-based antipatterns and bad smells or providing detection approaches for them to
identify maintainability weaknesses; example: [PNM+13]
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• Service Identification and Decomposition: approaches to identify
suitable service boundaries for functionality or to decompose large
existing services into more fine-grained ones that are more beneficial
for maintainability; example: [LPM15]
• Maintainability Metrics and Prediction: conceptualizing or evaluating service-based metrics to analyze or predict maintainability;
example: [MM14]
• Change Impact and Scenarios: approaches for analyzing the potential propagation of service changes or general scenario-based maintainability evaluation; example: [HZC11]
• Evolution Management: general approaches to support or improve
the overall service evolution process via e.g. systematic planning
techniques, accelerating the process, increasing fault tolerance, or
mitigating other negative consequences; example: [FS16]
• Other: all papers that did not fit one of the other categories were
sorted into this one; example: [WWR+12]
4.2.2.2. Category Distributions (RQ2)
The analysis of distributions among architectural categories (SOA, microservices, both) immediately revealed that nearly 90% of the 223 publications
exclusively targeted SOA (see Fig. 4.7). Only 12 publications solely referred
to microservices, while an additional 12 included both SOA and microservices. This means that only a combined ∼11% of our primary studies were
about maintainability assurance approaches for microservices. Since microservices are much younger than SOA, it also makes sense to look at a
more recent subset, e.g. starting from 2014 when microservices began to
rise in popularity (see Fig. 4.8). However, from 2014 to 2018, identified
microservices-related publications still only accounted for a combined ∼25%.
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12 (5.4%)
12 (5.4%)

12 (12.4%)

12 (12.4%)

73 (75.3%)

199 (89.2%)
SOA

Microservices

Both

Figure 4.7.: Distribution: architectural categories 20072018

SOA

Microservices

Both

Figure 4.8.: Distribution: architectural categories 20142018

Concerning methodical categories (see Fig. 4.9), the most frequent type
was case, field, or empirical study: 63% of publications included such a
study, most often to demonstrate or evaluate a proposed approach or to
analyze industry practices. Moreover, nearly half of the publications (110)
described a process or method as part of their contribution, which highlights
the importance of systematic approaches in this field. Both the conceptual
contribution of a model or taxonomy (75 of 223) and the more practical
contribution of a reference architecture or tool (72 of 223) were present
in roughly one third of studies. Lastly, 25 publications (11%) described a
literature study for meta analysis. Overall, 124 publications were associated
with at least two methodical categories (56%) and 68 publications with at
least three (30%).
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25 (11%)
Case, Field, or Empirical
Study

141 (63%)
72 (32%)

Process or Method
Model or Taxonomy
Reference Architecture or
Tool
Literature Study

75 (34%)
110 (49%)

Figure 4.9.: Distribution: methodical categories (percentages are relative to
223 publications)
With respect to thematic categories (Fig. 4.10), around half of the publications were equally distributed among either evolution management (56)
or maintainability metrics & prediction (55). These numbers underline the
popularity of approaches to systematically manage service evolution and
mitigate potential consequences as well as the interest in maintainability
metrics specifically designed for service orientation. In the remaining half,
the largest category accounting for 17% of total publications was change
impact & scenarios, which indicates that qualitative evaluation has not been
as popular as quantitative metric-based evaluation so far. Smaller categories
were antipatterns & bad smells (9%), service identification & decomposition
(9%), patterns (6%), model-driven approaches (5%), and architecture recovery
& documentation (4%). Lastly, 18 publications were categorized with other
(8%) because they did not fit into any existing category. As opposed to
methodical categories, multiple selections were quite rare here, i.e. only 21
publications were related to more than one category (9%).
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18 (8%)

Evolution Management

9 (4%)
56 (25%)
12 (5%)

Maintainability Metrics & Prediction
Change Impact & Scenarios

14 (6%)
Antipatterns & Bad Smells
Service Identification &
Decomposition

21 (9%)

Patterns
Model-Driven Approaches

55 (25%)

21 (9%)
Architecture Recovery &
Documentation
Other

39 (17%)

Figure 4.10.: Distribution: thematic categories (percentages are relative to
223 publications)
4.2.2.3. Research Directions per Category(RQ3)
In this section, we briefly describe the most relevant research directions
per identified thematic category (except for other). We illustrate these by
describing selected exemplary studies.
Architecture Recovery and Documentation In our smallest thematic
category, the majority of the nine publications were concerned with (semi-)automatic architecture reconstruction via static analysis, dynamic runtime
analysis, or a mixture of both. A static example for SOA is the intelligent
search support by Reichherzer et al. [REW+11]. Their SOAMiner tool
parses and analyzes common SOA artifacts like WSDL or BPEL files and
conceptualizes knowledge relevant for architecture and maintenance from
them. Similarly, Buchgeher et al. [BWH18] provide a platform to provide
up-to-date architectural information of large-scale service-based systems via
extraction techniques using source code and other development artifacts like
POM files. With five publications, this category was also especially popular
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for microservices. One example is the MicroART approach of Granchelli
et al. [GCF+17] that combines static information from a code repository
(e.g. Docker files) with dynamic runtime data collected via tcpdump. A
second mixed approach is the MICROLYZE framework from Kleehaus et
al. [KUSM18]. By combining data from service registries and OpenTracing
monitoring with static build-time information, it is possible to continuously
reconstruct the system’s architecture while also taking infrastructure and
hardware into account.
Overall, approaches in this category were concerned with providing accurate architecture documentation to increase analyzability and to ease
maintenance efforts. Automation is used to reduce manual efforts, but
this is challenging in heterogeneous and decentralized environments that
consist of a very large number of diverse (micro)services. Most modern
approaches combine static with dynamic analysis and sometimes even rely
on tool-supported manual steps to increase accuracy.
Model-Driven Approaches All 12 publications in this category were related to SOA and most of them were concerned with model-based verification
during evolution. To support model evolution and change propagation across
different model types such as business process or service models, Sindhgatta
and Sengupta [SS09] proposed a framework that automatically analyzes
Meta-Object Facility (MOF) compliant models and supports the selective
application of changes to downstream models. Similarly, Liu et al. [LCZ12]
designed a verification approach that is based on colored reflective Petri nets
and simulates adaptive service evolution. A last approach in this area was
created by Zhou et al. [ZGZW16]: they analyze model consistency using hierarchical timed automata and also support the modeling of time constraints as
well as architectural decomposition. In the area of business process management, Boukhebouze et al. [BABM11] relied on rule-based specifications with
the event-condition-action model to assess a business process’s flexibility
and to estimate its cost of change. Rules are translated into a graph and
subsequently used for analysis. Lastly, Lambers et al. [LEMP07] proposed a
very early holistic approach for model-driven development of service-based
applications. Their goal was to enable expert users to iteratively and rapidly
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develop flexible services through a series of models, code generators, and a
graphical user interface for visual model creation and modification.
All in all, the presented approaches rely on different kinds of formal
methods to enable faster and less error-prone development and evolution
of service-based systems. Models specific to service orientation like business process models were frequently used. The predominant themes were
consistency checking and verification.
Patterns We identified 14 studies that discussed service-based design
patterns, i.e. best practice solution blueprints for recurring design problems,
in the area of maintenance and evolution. However, contrary to previous
categories, most of them did not follow one major research direction. A
few publications proposed new service-based design patterns beneficial for
maintainability like the Service Decoupler from Athanasopoulos [Ath17].
Others, like Tragatschnig et al. [TSZ18], used patterns to describe and plan
the evolution of service-based systems (“change patterns”), which should
increase the efficiency and correctness of modifications. Some approaches
centered around existing patterns in a system. Zdun et al. [ZNL17] provided
a set of constraints and metrics for automatically assessing the pattern conformance in microservice-based system to avoid architectural drift. Demange et
al. [DMT13] designed the “Service Oriented Detection Of Patterns” (SODOP)
approach to automatically detect existing service-based patterns via metric
rule cards, which allows the evaluation of their design quality. Lastly, Palma
et al. [PAK+14] analyzed the change-proneness of selected service-based
patterns by studying an open source system. Using the metrics number of
changes and code churn, they discovered that services with patterns needed
less maintenance effort, but not with a statistically significant difference.
In general, this category was surprisingly heterogeneous with diverse
pattern use cases, ranging from systematic maintainability construction to
architecture conformance checking or service evolution description. Unfortunately, our SLR did not identify more holistic publications with collections and discussion of service-based patterns beneficial for maintainability, e.g. a literature study. Likewise, we only identified a single empirical
study [PAK+14] that analyzed the impact of service-based design patterns
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on modifiability.
Antipatterns and Bad Smells With 21 publications, this category was
50% larger than patterns, which could indicate that preventing suboptimal designs has been perceived as more important or as more related to
maintainability than to other quality attributes. Research directions in this
category were also not as scattered, but followed two main themes. The
smaller group was concerned with the conceptualization of service-based
antipatterns. Palma and Mohay [PM15] presented a classification taxonomy
for 20 web service and Service Component Architecture (SCA) antipatterns
and also defined metrics to specify their existence. In the area of microservices, Taibi and Lenarduzzi [TL18] synthesized 11 common bad smells by
interviewing 72 developers. Similarly, Carrasco et al. [CBD18] collected nine
microservices architecture and migration smells by analyzing 58 sources
from scientific and grey literature. The larger group in this category, however, went one step further and proposed automatic detection approaches
for antipatterns. An example was the SODA (Service Oriented Detection for
Antipatterns) approach from Nayrolles et al. [NPMG13], which the same
authors later improved by mining execution traces [NMV13]. For RESTful
services, Palma et al. [PGM+15] proposed an approach which uses semantic
as well as syntactic analysis to detect linguistic antipatterns. Lastly, Sabir et
al. [SPR+19] combined both directions in their SLR that not only collected
existing antipatterns, but also analyzed detection approaches.
The automatic detection of service-based antipatterns to efficiently identify
design flaws was the prevalent theme in this category. Different approaches
like static or dynamic analysis, machine learning, genetic programming, or
combinations have been proposed. An understudied area, however, seems
to be the systematic refactoring of detected antipatterns.
Service Identification and Decomposition We identified 21 publications
that focused on the activities of service identification or decomposition to
increase maintainability. The majority of these (15) proposed a process or
method to derive service candidates or to decompose existing services or
interfaces either systematically or automatically. A fully automated identification approach has been proposed by Leopold et al. [LPM15]: they
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relied on semantic technologies to create a ranked list of service candidates
from existing business process models. Athanasopoulos et al. [AZM+15]
designed a tool-supported approach to analyze WSDL specifications with
cohesion metrics. Based on the results, the existing interface is progressively
decomposed into more cohesive units. Similarly, Daagi et al. [DOK+17]
used a framework for Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to identify hidden relations between WSDL operations and decompose the interface into several
more fine-grained ones. Because numerous approaches have been proposed,
there is also a decent amount of literature studies in this category. Kohlborn
et al. [KKCR09] conducted a structured evaluation of 30 service analysis
approaches and proposed a new consolidated method to address collected
short-comings. A second review by Cai et al. [CLW11] tried to keep the
literature analysis closer to the general software and service engineering process and derived common “high-value activities”. Lastly, a literature review
from Bani-Ismail and Baghdadi [BB18a] identified eight common service
identification challenges. The same authors [BB18b] also conducted another
review to gather proposed evaluation frameworks for service identification
methods.
Since a plethora of manual or automatic approaches has been proposed
in this category, it becomes difficult to differentiate between them. Some
publications tried to address this with literature studies, but selecting a
feasible approach for a use case may still be challenging.
Maintainability Metrics and Prediction Our second-largest category consisted of 55 publications. Since existing source code or object-oriented
metrics are only of limited relevance for service-oriented systems, most
publications in this category proposed maintainability metrics specifically designed for service orientation. Some researchers approached this by focusing
on a single maintainability-related design property like coupling [PRFT07],
complexity [QX09], cohesion [PRF07], or granularity [AZD11]. Others tried
to assemble holistic metric suites, like the SOA design quality model from
Shim et al. [SCKP08] or the metrics suite from Sindhgatta et al. [SSP09].
Because most proposed metrics were architectural and therefore challenging
to collect from source code, some publications also focused on metrics for
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specific service-based artifacts like SoaML [GBO+10] or BPMN [SHM+13]
diagrams. To create an overview and to compare proposed metrics, other
researchers conducted literature studies. Nik Daud and Wan Kadir [NW14]
collected and categorized service-based metrics according to structural attributes, applied phase, or artifact. A few publications also used metrics and
various machine learning techniques to predict the future maintainability
of services. Wang et al. [WKO16] used artificial neural networks to build
prediction models of several web service interface metrics. In a slightly different fashion, Kumar et al. [KKR17] applied feature selection techniques and
support vector machines to evaluate the prediction quality of object-oriented
metrics for the maintainability of service-based systems.
Overall, the central theme in this category was the definition of new or
adapted service-based maintainability metrics. While many metrics have
been proposed, their relevance and effectiveness often remained unclear. We
identified only very few evaluation studies like the one from Perepletchikov
and Ryan [PR11]. Comparative literature studies were also rare. Furthermore, even though automatic collection was a prevalent topic and several
tools like Q-ImPrESS from Koziolek et al. [KSB+11] or MAAT from Engel et
al. [ELBH18] were presented, the number of publicly available tools was very
low, which could hinder replication studies and industry adoption. Lastly,
there seems to be much potential in crossing boundaries between e.g. SOA,
microservices, WSDL, or SoaML to adapt evaluated metrics to other fields.
Change Impact and Scenarios A focus on dependencies between clients
and services has made change impact analysis a popular service-based topic.
This category also comprises publications about more general scenario-based
maintainability evaluation. In total, we identified 39 papers, which made this
the third largest category. A large number of these publications propose specific approaches. Wang and Capretz [WC11] combined information entropy
with dependency analysis to quantify the relative importance of a service
for change effects. Another approach is taken by Hirzalla et al. [HZC11]:
they created a framework (IntelliTrace), which relies on the modeling of
traceability links between SOA artifacts like business goals, processes, or
services. Based on these links, the impact of changes at different levels can
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be analyzed. Lastly, Khanh Dam [Kha14] designed an approach based on
association rule data mining to predict change impact using the version
history of web services. To collect and compare proposed approaches, Amjad
Alam et al. [AAA14] conducted an SLR about impact analysis and change
propagation for business processes and SOA. Their analysis of 43 studies
concluded that very few mature approaches and tools existed, especially
for bottom-up or cross-organizational analysis. The second major research
direction was concerned with the analysis of existing systems or APIs to
derive information about their evolution change impact. Using a tool called
WSDLDiff, Romano and Pinzger [RP12] extracted and analyzed fine-grained
changes from the WSDL version histories of four web services from Amazon
and FedEx. Similarly, Espinha et al. [EZG15] analyzed the evolution of the
Twitter, Google Maps, Facebook, and Netflix APIs. By interviewing six client
developers and by analyzing source code version histories, they investigated
how the API evolution affected service consumers.
The two primary research directions in this category were a) proposing
approaches for change impact analysis and b) empirical studies on the evolution impact of existing service-based systems. Proposed methods were mostly
based on dependency graphs or repository data mining. Artifacts specific for
service orientation like WSDL files were often used. Very few publications,
however, were concerned with general scenario-based evaluation, like the
one from Leotta et al. [LRRA11], who used the Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) to compare the maintainability of one SOA and one
non-SOA alternative. Our review did not identify a scenario-based method
specifically designed for service orientation.
Evolution Management With 56 papers, this category was the largest
(25%). Since it was also our most general one, it consisted of diverse approaches to control and plan service evolution. Therefore, we could not
identify major research directions. However, one similarity among these
publications was that most of them (48 of 56) proposed either a process or
method or a model or taxonomy, i.e. most work was conceptual. To illustrate
this diversity, we present some selected approaches. Zhang et al. [ZYL11]
designed a framework to manage requirements evolution in service-based
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systems. The framework is based on Role, Goal, Process and Service (RGPS)
elements and also contains a metamodel and strategies. Another model and
methodology was proposed by Zuo et al. [ZBA14]. In their change-centric
model for web service evolution, they specify e.g. stakeholder behavior,
service versioning, and the details of service changes. Feng et al. [FHH+13]
created a taxonomy framework for SOA evolution that describes the motivation, location, time, and support mechanism of changes. The goal of their
work is to support the analysis and planning of service evolution. Lastly,
Fokaefs [Fok14] presented a more holistic framework for web service evolution support (WSDarwin). WSDarwin consists of an Eclipse plugin for
automatic service client adaptation on interface changes, a web application
to automatically generate WADL documentation for RESTful services and to
compare different WADL versions, and a decision support system for evolving
service ecosystems based on game theory (see also [FS16]).

4.3. Discussion
When analyzing differences between the identified publications for SOA
and those for microservices, the most apparent finding was the small percentage of microservice-focused studies (less than 11% or less than 25%
for 2014-2018). While microservices are the younger paradigm, it seems
that the scientific interest in their maintainability assurance is just getting
started. Possible reasons could be that most microservice-based systems
are still relatively young and therefore decently maintainable or that their
inherent evolution qualities are perceived as more beneficial when compared
to SOA. Concerning thematic categories (see Fig. 4.11), we see three categories without approaches exclusively designed for microservices (evolution
management, change impact & scenarios, and model-driven approaches), but
only one without a single publication on microservices, namely model-driven
approaches. While such approaches do exist for microservices [RSSZ19], they
were not identified by our review, maybe because they are not advertised
for maintainability. The most prominent category for microservices was ar-
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chitecture recovery & documentation (5 of 9 papers, all of them for recovery),
which highlights the importance of this topic. While automatic microservice
decomposition and extraction is also a popular topic in academia [FBZW19],
only two of the 21 papers in service identification & decomposition were about
microservices. The main reason for this shortage is probably the exclusion of
pure legacy migration approaches. Lastly, for antipatterns & bad smells, publications for microservices were mostly concerned with defining antipatterns
while more established SOA publications already proposed automatic detection approaches. Developing such detection approaches may be a sensible
next step for microservices.
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Figure 4.11.: Distribution: thematic categories grouped by architectural
category
In general, we identified much potential for the adoption of SOA approaches for microservices, especially in the areas of maintainability metrics
& prediction, antipatterns & bad smells, service identification & decomposition,
and patterns. Existing SOA research in these categories could be valuable for
the evolution and maintenance of microservices if the techniques are also
applicable for e.g. strong decentralization or technological heterogeneity.
Moreover, the majority of studies on RESTful services should be directly
applicable for microservice-based systems. Lastly, our SLR did not identify
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studies about possible negative maintainability impacts of microservices, e.g.
in the areas of knowledge exchange, team synchronization, technological
heterogeneity, or code duplication. While the maintainability of microservices as an architectural style is generally perceived as positive, we still see
the potential for empirical studies on these topics.

4.4. Threats to Validity
Results derived from systematic literature studies may suffer from limitations
in different areas if not performed rigorously (see e.g. [ZJZ+16]). Even
though we adhered to a detailed SLR protocol and the complete study selection and categorization was performed by two researchers to mitigate
subjective bias, there is still the possibility of threats to validity. One example for the planning phase is that our search strategy could have been
insufficient due to missing keywords or not included databases. Likewise,
the presentation of exemplary publications to highlight existing directions
per category was subject to our perception of relevance. Other researchers
may disagree or come to different conclusions. However, the most prominent
threat to validity with this SLR is most likely the limiting of search results to
the first 250 entries per publisher (1000 papers from four publishers). Such
filtering made the results dependent on the relevance sorting of each search
engine and may also hinder replicability if publishers decide to change their
algorithms in the future. Even though our snowballing nearly doubled the
amount of selected primary studies, there is still the possibility that we may
have missed relevant literature branches without links to our initial set. We
accepted this threat to keep the effort manageable within the project time
frame.

4.5. Conclusion
Since scientific literature on maintainability assurance for service-oriented
systems is diverse and scattered, we conducted an SLR to categorize the pro-
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posed approaches and to analyze differences between SOA and microservices.
As an answer to RQ1, we derived a categorization set with architectural (SOA,
microservices, both), methodical (method or contribution), and thematic
(a subfield of maintainability assurance) categories from the 223 selected
primary studies. The distribution analysis (RQ2) revealed for example that
nearly 90% of papers exclusively targeted SOA (199) and that evolution
management and maintainability metrics & prediction were the most prominent thematic categories (both with ∼25%). For each thematic category,
we also presented the most relevant research directions with illustrating
studies (RQ3). Exemplary differences between approaches for SOA and
microservices (RQ4) were the importance of architecture reconstruction and
the absence of automatic antipattern detection approaches for microservices.
While there was only a small number of approaches for microservices, we
identified much potential for adapting SOA approaches in several categories.
Future research could be concerned with literature studies for individual categories to provide more insights into these subfields and to analyze
the adoption potential for microservices in greater detail. An analysis of
maintainability-related differences between orchestration (SOA) and choreography (microservices) across the primary studies may also yield helpful
results for the usage of these two paradigms. Lastly, it could be interesting to replicate this SLR exclusively for microservices in a few years when
more publications exist for these topics. To enable replication and to allow
convenient reuse of our results, we shared all SLR artifacts in a GitHub
repository1 .

1

https://github.com/xJREB/slr-maintainability-assurance
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Chapter

5

An Analysis of Industrial
Maintainability Assurance
for Service Orientation
Complementary to the analysis of the scientific state of the art in the previous
chapter, this contribution chapter describes our empirical studies on industry
practices in the area of maintainability assurance for service orientation.
We conducted a quantitative survey (N=60) focused on maintainability
assurance in general and differences with service orientation as well as a
qualitative interview study (N=17) focused on the evolvability assurance of
microservices. The chapter extends the following publications:
• J. Bogner et al. “Limiting Technical Debt with Maintainability Assurance: An Industry Survey on Used Techniques and Differences with
Service- and Microservice-Based Systems.” In: Proceedings of the 2018
International Conference on Technical Debt - TechDebt ’18. New York,
New York, USA: ACM Press, 2018, pp. 125–133 [BFWZ18]
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• J. Bogner et al. “Assuring the Evolvability of Microservices: Insights
into Industry Practices and Challenges.” In: 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME). Cleveland,
Ohio, USA: IEEE, Sept. 2019, pp. 546–556 [BFWZ19a]
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5.1. Context and Goals
An analysis of existing research contributions is an essential precursor for
extending the state of the art in a specific field. However, in fields close
to industry practice, it is equally important to have a solid understanding
of what practitioners are doing and what challenges they may be facing.
Ignoring the state of practice may lead to research contributions that are
not relevant for industry or not usable by practitioners because they were
created under false premises.
Unfortunately, no empirical studies exist on the topic of general maintainability assurance for service-oriented software in industry. Especially
for microservices, very little is known about what evolvability assurance
processes and techniques companies use or if these are different compared
to other architectural styles. In the general area of service-based systems,
Schermann et al. [SCL16] even describe a mismatch between what academia
assumes and what industry actually does. An analysis of industry practices in
this regard could identify common challenges, showcase successful processes,
and highlight gaps and deficiencies. Such a study would also provide insights
into how industry perceives academic approaches specifically designed for
service orientation, e.g. service-oriented maintainability metrics. The results
could help to design new and more suited evolvability assurance processes
or techniques.
To analyze the state of practice in the field of this thesis, we therefore
conducted two separate empirical studies in industry, namely a quantitative
survey (see Section 5.2) targeting general maintainability assurance as well
as differences to service-based systems and qualitative interviews (see Section 5.3) targeting the evolvability assurance of microservices specifically.
By combining these two studies, the primary research goal of this chapter
can therefore be formulated in the following way:
Analyze the applied evolvability assurance
for the purpose of knowledge generation
with respect to common practices and challenges
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from the viewpoint of software professionals
in the context of microservices in industry

5.2. Survey
With this survey, we wanted to gain quantitative insights from software
professionals about their applied maintainability assurance, more specifically
a) their used processes, tools, and metrics, b) potentially different treatment
of service- or microservice-based systems, and c) influences on their satisfaction w.r.t. their maintainability-related actions. To lessen restrictions on the
target population, we specifically chose the more general quality attribute
maintainability and also deliberately included both SOA and microservices
for analyzing assurance differences.
5.2.1. Research Design
A quantitative survey is a method with the research objective to gather information about knowledge, attributes, or behavior of a population, most often
via the instrument of a questionnaire [KP08]. In our case, we wanted to
identify maintainability assurance practices within the target population of
software professionals as well as potential differences with service-oriented
software. Furthermore, we wanted to analyze potential correlations between applied assurance techniques and positive views of maintainability
by participants. The second goal is in line with an exploratory survey, which
investigates existing relations between factors and conditions within a population [Kas05; KP08]. Therefore, the research questions for this survey are
as follows:
RQ1: What processes, tools, and metrics are used in the industry to
measure and control maintainability?
RQ2: Is the usage of maintainability assurance different for service- or
microservice-based systems?
RQ3: What correlations exist between applied assurance techniques and
participants’ overall view of maintainability in their project?
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To guarantee appropriate scientific rigor, survey repeatability, as well
as minimal subjective bias, we followed the seven-stage survey process
described by Kasunic [Kas05]. Information gathering was done via a webbased questionnaire that was first evaluated in a pilot survey. We then
made the refined questionnaire publicly available for approximately two
and a half months. We distributed it via industry contacts, mailing lists, and
social media. Participation was voluntary and anonymous. Only completed
responses were included and further sanity checks were performed to ensure
high data quality. Participants were asked to focus on one of their software
products or projects for some questions to make it easier for them to give
specific answers. For transparency and replicability, we published the set of
questions as well as the results in a GitHub repository1 .
5.2.2. Results
In total, 127 participants with a context of software development responded
to our online survey. After filtering out incomplete responses, 60 valid
responses were left. The vast majority of these 60 participants were from
Software & IT Services companies (70%) followed by automotive companies
(10%). Moreover, a lot of participants (32 of 60) worked at large enterprises
(≥10.000 employees). Team sizes were generally smaller than 20 people
(a combined ∼83%), with teams of 6 to 10 being the most frequent size
(∼38%). There were a bit more participants in technical roles (software
developer, software architect, software consultant) than in non-technical
ones (36 compared to 24), with the developers being the largest single
group (∼38%, see Fig. 5.1). 55% of participants had five or more years of
experience in the industry, while people with three to five years of experience
were the largest group (22 of 60 participants).
All in all, the sample seems representative for companies and software
professionals that are likely to use service- or microservice-based systems,
even though the high drop-out rate may indicate expectation mismatches.
Sample size, however, is fairly small.
1
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Figure 5.1.: The roles of the 60 participants
To evaluate their level of relevant experience, participants were also asked
about used methods and technologies. ∼72% reported to have used some
form of agile methodology, while exactly half of the participants (30) stated
having used DevOps tools or principles. Nearly three quarters (∼73%) had
used RESTful HTTP services, ∼57% had used SOAP web services, while
∼38% had even worked with message-based service communication.
5.2.2.1. Assuring Maintainability (RQ1)
To assess how maintainability is handled on a general level in their projects,
we asked about the level of sophistication of applied methods. The predefined
levels ranged from not addressing it at all, implicit and basic handling (e.g.
basic refactoring, some team-wide standardization, etc.), explicit yet nonstructured handling (e.g. tool support, metrics, quality model, etc.), and
lastly the highest level of using a systematic process (i.e. applying explicit
techniques in a structured, communicated, and recurring way). A combined
60% of participants report that they do not address maintainability at all
(∼12%) or only in very basic fashion (∼48%). Only ∼17% (10 of 60) use a
systematic process (see Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2.: The four sophistication levels of maintainability assurance
When asked about the ISO/IEC 25010 standard, the majority of the
participants did not hear of or were not familiar with it and its notion of
maintainability (more than 85%). This lack of knowledge could be seen as an
indication that this standard is either not known in industry or not deemed
useful enough by team leads and architects to introduce their developers to
it.
The free-text question for maintainability tool support was optional and
answered by 40 of 60 participants. With a share of over one third, the defacto standard reported by participants seems to be SonarQube (23 of 60)
followed by FindBugs (10) and six custom implementations. After that, the
field gets extremely wide-spread with 14 different tools being mentioned only
once (see Fig. 5.3). A lot of reported tools support only one programming
language (e.g. five for Java) or focus on a very specific code quality subset
(e.g. test coverage). Interestingly, participants mentioned 10 tools that
are not or only indirectly linked with maintainability, e.g. tools for project
management, version control, continuous integration, or security analysis.
Still, the vast majority of the mentioned tools are static source code analyzers
or full-blown software quality suites. Although some of the suites can support
quality control on an architectural level, none of the participants explicitly
mentioned the usage of these capabilities, e.g. architecture conformance
checking. Lastly, only seven of 60 participants (∼12%) mentioned the usage
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of commercial tools.
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Figure 5.3.: Used tools to support maintainability assurance
Similar to the used tools, the free-text question about the most important
used maintainability metrics was again optional and answered by 36 of 60
participants (see Fig. 5.4). Interestingly, nine people explicitly reported this
time that they did not know which metrics were used and four that they
used no metrics at all (as opposed to two people that explicitly stated no
tool support). Test coverage is the undisputed metric champion used by one
third (20 of 60 participants). After that, cyclomatic complexity (8 of 60)
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and clone coverage (7 of 60) are followed by code volume metrics based on
Lines of Code (6 of 60), e.g. class size or method size. Only three people
mentioned metrics not related to source code, namely the defect resolution
time and the number of architectural violations. While the nature of coupling
and cohesion metrics (mentioned by a total of five) was not defined more
clearly and could theoretically be on an architectural level, the majority
of answers is still in line with the source code focus of the tool support
question, which shows a worrying neglect for architecture-level evolvability
assurance. Moreover, the effectiveness of using cyclomatic complexity and
metrics based on LOC has been a very much discussed topic in recent years.
Several publications argue that their values are at best dubious and, in the
worst case, completely useless (see e.g. [HKV07] or [OW14]).
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Figure 5.4.: Used metrics to quantify maintainability
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25

5.2.2.2. Maintainability Satisfaction
The next category addressed the general satisfaction with maintainability as
well as with applied assurance techniques. In general, 40% of participants
were not satisfied with the degree of maintainability of their software, while
35% were somewhat satisfied. Only a quarter of participants (15 of 60) were
actually content with the degree of maintainability (see Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5.: The participants’ degree of satisfaction w.r.t. maintainability
This is further strengthened by the fact that nearly every participant mentioned some symptoms of low maintainability with their project (see Fig. 5.6).
80% of participants (48 of 60) reported three or more symptoms, ∼47%
even reported five or more symptoms. Only ∼3% (2 of 60 participants)
said they had no significant issues. The most frequently encountered ones
were missing or outdated documentation (∼56%) and inadequate testing
(∼51%). These were followed by four symptoms mainly associated with
evolvability, namely more time needed to add new functionality (∼48%), high
number of defects with new releases (∼45%), architectural erosion or complexity (∼36%), and low release frequency (∼36%). Unsurprisingly, there
is a medium negative correlation with very high significance between the
number of reported symptoms and the reported level of satisfaction w.r.t.
maintainability (Spearman’s rho: -0.446, p-value: 0.00035).
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Figure 5.6.: Reported symptoms of low maintainability
Participants reported a mixed subjective feeling for the effectiveness and
efficiency of the applied methods. ∼53% believed that their maintainability
related actions did increase the quality of their software significantly. ∼38%
were somewhat satisfied with the effectiveness, while ∼9% believed that
quality is not or not significantly increased by their actions. So a little bit
less than half of participants perceived their maintainability assurance as
not or only partially beneficial (Fig. 5.7). Concerning the efficiency, around
62% thought that these actions did not or not substantially hinder their
productivity in some form. ∼30% felt somewhat hindered and only ∼8%
(4 of 60) reported that they truly experienced a decrease in productivity
(Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.7.: Self-reported impact on software quality
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Figure 5.8.: Self-reported impact on productivity
In accordance with that, 75% of participants reported that they would
still like to do more for maintainability (8 of 60 even thought “a lot more”
was necessary). 15% wanted to keep their efforts the same, while 10%
wanted to do less. Unsurprisingly, there was a highly significant correlation
between changing the current maintainability-related effort and the number
of reported symptoms of low maintainability (Spearman’s rho: 0.428, p-
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value: 0.00064), i.e. the more symptoms participants reported, the more
determined they were to increase current maintainability-related efforts. In
this entire category, however, no correlation with having a technical role
could be observed.
5.2.2.3. Treatment of Service-Oriented Software (RQ2)
Questions in the final category aimed to investigate whether service- or
microservice-based systems received special treatment by participants or if
the same maintainability assurance methods were applied as for systems
not based on service orientation. Furthermore, we asked about the specifics
of potential differences or, respectively, the reason for not treating them
differently. ∼67% did not treat maintainability differently for these systems
(see Fig 5.9). ∼26% apply a somewhat different strategy and only ∼7% (4
of 60) treat these systems in a significantly different way.
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Figure 5.9.: Is service-oriented software treated differently?
The differences reported by the 20 participants are mostly in the area of
the applied process (55%, see also Fig 5.10). Examples are a different testing
process (additional integration and behavior-driven testing), the usage of
reference architectures, standardization of interfaces, agile methodologies,
or a different deployment process. Five participants mention different tool
support (e.g. due to the increased technological heterogeneity) and only
three report a different metric usage to respect the additional abstraction
of services. Interestingly, six participants mention relaxed maintainability
controls because of trust in the high base level of maintainability gained
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through service orientation (e.g. flexibility, scalability, less dependency
problems, separation of concerns), which seems to be in line with the findings
by Voelz and Goeb [VG10] and Ameller et al. [AGAF16].
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Figure 5.10.: Categorized differences when treating services
When the 40 participants that did not treat services differently were asked
for their rationale, over half of them did not know why and had never
thought about it. An additional ∼17% wanted to change something, but did
not quite know what to do. ∼25% regarded their standard approach for
maintainability as sufficient. These results seem to indicate that a significant
amount of software developing companies is not aware of existing serviceoriented approaches and metrics for maintainability or sees no need for
special treatment despite their vastly different nature (see Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11.: Reasons for not treating services differently
5.2.2.4. Explorative Correlation Analysis (RQ3)
On top of simple distributions, we were especially interested in potential
statistical relationships to gain insights into positive influences on maintainability. When looking at correlations, we did not find very strong ones.
However, there are some interesting smaller ones that are also significant
when considering the sample size.
One focus for correlation is the level of sophistication w.r.t. addressing
maintainability (values ranging from “not at all” up to using a systematic
process). Merely looking at the 10 participants that reported using a systematic process (the highest level of sophistication) revealed that 90% of
these believed that this increased software quality at least somewhat and
80% still wanted to invest more effort (with 20% wanting to keep efforts
the same). In line with that, of the 40% (24 participants) that are less
than somewhat satisfied with the state of maintainability of their software,
∼70% address maintainability only implicitly (∼50%) or not at all (∼20%).
This again seems to support the importance of an explicit understanding of
maintainability as well as following a more structured approach. However,
only three of the 10 participants using a systematic process were in technical
roles (one developer, two architects). To build on this, when separating
participants into two groups (technical and non-technical roles), we found a
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small but significant negative correlation between having a technical role
and the reported level of sophistication (Spearman’s rho: -0.273, p-value:
0.035). A possible interpretation could be that non-technical roles are more
likely to label their used methods as explicit and systematic, which also
would suggest that the actual number of systematic approaches in practice
could have been even lower.
However, there is still a small correlation between the general level of
sophistication of the applied methods and satisfaction with the overall state
of maintainability of the software system (Spearman’s rho: 0.259, p-value:
0.046). This supports the general notion of the findings mentioned above,
i.e. the more explicit and systematic the applied maintainability controls
are, the more likely people are to be satisfied with this quality attribute. We
need to keep in mind though that some form of cognitive dissonance could
in theory strengthen this effect: investing a lot of effort in something can
lead to higher personal affection. Moreover, we also see a highly significant
correlation between the level of sophistication and whether services are
treated with special maintainability assurance mechanisms (Spearman’s
rho: 0.349, p-value: 0.006). A straight-forward explanation would be that
experienced professionals with sophisticated methods are also aware of the
necessity to respect the differences introduced by service orientation in this
regard.
Another interesting focus for correlations is the degree to which participants believe their maintainability related actions increase software quality.
There is for instance a small correlation with the degree to which participants feel hindered in productivity by said actions (Spearman’s rho: 0.273,
p-value: 0.047), i.e. participants that feel they managed to improve software quality are more likely to also feel slightly hindered in productivity
by doing so. This suggests that a number of currently applied methods in
this population subset that successfully increased software quality may not
be efficient enough. However, there is no correlation between a hindrance
in productivity and the level of sophistication of the applied methods. So
the intuitive notion that using a systematic process would have a relation to
decreased productivity does not seem to hold in this sample.
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Lastly, there is a highly significant correlation between reported tool
usage and wanting to change the current maintainability-related effort
(Spearman’s rho: 0.439, p-value: 0.00045), i.e. people that use tools to
support maintainability control are more likely to say that they want to invest
even more time to increase this quality attribute. A suggested explanation
could be that tool support makes it not only easier to identify problems that
developers would have otherwise missed: it can also reduce the effort to
correct some of them through automation. Interestingly, we did not find the
same for using metrics. While there is a small correlation with investing more
effort, its p-value of 0.117 is too large to be seen as significant in this sample.
Unsurprisingly, however, using metrics is strongly and highly significantly
correlated with using tool support (Spearman’s rho: 0.667, p-value: 6.04e09), so there is still an indirect link between the two. A second correlated
property to using tools with high significance is treating service-oriented
software different in comparison to other types of systems (Spearman’s rho:
0.372, p-value: 0.0035). Similarly, the same holds true for reporting the
use of metrics (Spearman’s rho: 0.307, p-value: 0.017). So people that
explicitly reported the usage of tools or metrics are more likely to apply
a special treatment to systems based on service orientation. This finding
strengthens the already mentioned correlation between the general level of
sophistication and treating service-oriented systems differently: the more
elaborate the applied processes, tools, and metrics are, the more experienced
and skilled the developers usually are with maintainability and, therefore,
they appropriately treat the different nature of services.

5.3. Interviews
While analyzing the survey data for a potentially different assurance treatment of service-oriented software, we concluded that a quantitative survey
is not the best instrument to thoroughly investigate such a specialized topic.
Only very few participants had provided detailed insights in this area via
the optional free-text field. Even with a larger sample size, the differences
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and especially rationales would be hard to pin down within the constraints
of a questionnaire. Qualitative methods like expert interviews seemed a
much better way to approach this, especially for such a recent topic as
microservices.
We therefore additionally conducted detailed interviews with 17 software
professionals from 10 different companies. They described 14 different
systems with various microservices characteristics and their concrete evolvability assurance process, including tool, metric, and pattern usage. We
also talked with them about the evolution qualities of microservices, how
microservices influence the assurance process, and their perceived challenges
for evolvability in the context of microservices.
5.3.1. Research Design
We generally followed the five-step case study process as described by Runeson and Höst [RH09] to structure our research. We describe the different
parts in the following subsections. As a first step, we defined our detailed
research questions. We formulated three research questions to set a direction
and scope for our study:
RQ1: How do software professionals structure the general evolvability
assurance activities for microservices and for what reasons?
RQ2: What tools, metrics, and patterns do software professionals use for
assuring the evolvability of microservices and with what rationales?
RQ3: How do software professionals perceive the quality of their microservices and assurance processes and what parts do they see as challenging?
Since quantitative survey research with questionnaires would not be indepth enough to cover participants’ rationales, we chose a qualitative research approach. Qualitative methods analyze relationships between concepts and directly deal with identified complexity [Sea08]. Results from such
methods are therefore very rich and informative and can provide insights
into the thought process of participants. We selected semi-structured interviews [HA05; Sea08] as a concrete method. Therefore, we followed a basic
agenda, but could also dynamically adapt our questions based on responses.
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For our interview participants, we defined the following requirements:
• Significant professional experience (minimum of five years) and solid
knowledge of service orientation
• Technical role (e.g. developer or architect) that at least sometimes
writes code
• Recent participation in the development of a system with microservices
characteristics
We recruited participants via personal industry contacts of the research
group and by attending industry meet-up groups on microservices, where
we approached companies from different domains and of different sizes.
To ensure a base degree of heterogeneity within our population, we only
allowed a maximum of three participants per company. Additionally, if two
participants talked about the same system, they needed to have different
roles.
5.3.1.1. Preparation for Data Collection
Before conducting the interviews, we created several documents. We prepared an interview preamble [RH09] that explained the interview process
and relevant topics. To make participants familiar with the study, they
received this document beforehand. The preamble also outlined ethical
considerations like confidentiality, requested consent for audio recordings,
and guaranteed that recordings and transcripts would not be published. As
a second document, we created an interview guide [Sea08] that contained
the most important questions grouped in thematic blocks. This guide helped
us to scope and organize the semi-structured interviews and we used it as a
loose structure during the sessions. We did not share it with interviewees
beforehand. Furthermore, we created a slide set with additional interview
artifacts for certain topics or questions, such as an exemplary list of assurance tools. These slides were also not shared with participants before the
interviews. For the analysis, we created a preliminary set of coding labels
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and a case characterization matrix [Sea08] containing the most important
case attributes.
5.3.1.2. Evidence Collection
In total, we conducted 17 individual interviews (no group interviews). Six of
these were performed face to face and 11 via remote communication software
with screen sharing. All interviews except for an English one were conducted
in German. Each participant agreed to a recording of the interviews, which
took between ∼45 and ∼75 minutes. We loosely followed the structure of
the interview guide and adapted based on how a participant reacted. As
an initial ice breaker, we asked participants to describe their role and the
system they worked on. Later on, the topic shifted to the evolvability of the
system and potential symptoms of technical debt. The next thematic block
was the concrete assurance process for the system. We presented a maturity
model with four levels that ranged from implicit and basic to explicit and
systematic (see Fig. 5.12). We then asked participants to place themselves
on the level that corresponded the most to their current assurance activities.
From there, we discussed the details of the process such as techniques, tools,
and metrics.Assurance Maturity Levels
0

No conscious addressing of evolvability

1

Implicit and basic (e.g. occasional refactoring, some
guidelines and standards without enforcement, etc.)

2

Explicit, but non-structured (e.g. tool support, metrics,
quality model, elaborate guidelines and standards, etc.)

3

Using a systematic process (i.e. applying level 2
techniques in a structured and recurring way at scale)

7
Figure 5.12.: Used evolvability assurance
maturity levels
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Lastly, we asked questions about challenges and participants’ satisfaction
with the current process. The satisfaction and reflection questions relied on
a five-point Likert scale from -2 (very negative) to +2 (very positive) with 0
being the neutral center. After the interviews, we manually transcribed each
audio recording to create a textual document. We then sent these documents
to participants for review and final approval. During this review, interviewees
were able to delete sensitive paragraphs or change statements of unclear
or unintended meaning. Afterwards, we used the approved transcripts for
detailed qualitative content analysis.
5.3.1.3. Data Analysis
As a first step, we performed the coding of each transcript. Using the created
preliminary set of codes, we assigned labels to relevant paragraphs. During
this process, we created several new labels and revisited already finished
transcripts. Labels were also renamed, split, or merged as we acquired a
more holistic understanding of the cases. These coding activities followed the
constant comparison method that is based on grounded theory [Sea08]. After
the coding of all transcripts, we analyzed the details and code relationships
of each transcript. This activity resulted in a textual description for every
case.
In the second step, we applied cross-case analysis [Sea08] to identify
important generalizations and summaries between the cases. We used
the coding system and the created case characterization matrix as well as
tabulation [RH09]. For each research question, important findings were
extracted from the transcript and documented. During this process, we also
refined the case characterization matrix. General trends and deviations were
documented and later aggregated into results and take-aways. To increase
transparency and reproducibility, we published all interview documents and
artifacts (except for the full transcripts) as well as the results of the analysis
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Table 5.1.: Company and participant demographics (CID: company ID, PID:
participant ID, Exp.: years of experience, SID: system ID)
CID

Company Domain

# of Employees

PID

Participant Role

C1

Financial Services

1 – 25

C2

SW & IT Services

>100,000

C3

SW & IT Services

26 – 100

C4

SW & IT Services

101 – 1,000

C5

SW & IT Services

>100,000

C6

Tourism & Travel

1,001 – 5,000

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17

Developer
Lead Architect
Architect
Architect
Architect
Lead Developer
Architect
Architect
Lead Developer
Developer
Data Engineer
Architect
DevOps Engineer
Architect
Lead Architect
Architect
Architect

C7

Public Transport

C8
C9
C10

Retail
SW & IT Services
Retail

101 – 1,000
5,001 – 10,000
101 – 1,000
1,001 – 5,000

Exp.

SID

6
30
24
30
20
8
9
17
7
9
7
12
5
17
9
18
22

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S11a
S12
S13
S14

on both GitHub1 and Zenodo2 .
5.3.2. Results
Our interviewees were from 10 different companies (C1–C10) of different
sizes and domains (see Table 5.1). Half of these were software & IT services companies that mostly developed systems for external customers. The
companies from other domains always had an internal system owner. Every
participant was located in Germany, even though some companies had sites
in several European countries or even globally. From our 17 participants
(P1–P17), 11 stated architect as their role, while four were developers. The
remaining two roles were data engineer and DevOps engineer. All participants possessed a minimum of five years of professional experience, with a
1
https:
//github.com/xJREB/research-microservices-evolvability-interviews
2
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2586916
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Table 5.2.: General case characteristics (1/2): system purpose, # of services,
and self-reported assurance maturity level (0-3)
ID

System Purpose

# of Services

Maturity Level

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Derivatives management system (banking)
Freeway toll management system
Automotive problem management system
Public transport sales system
Business analytics & data integration system

9
10
10
∼100
6

S6
S7
S8
S9

Automotive configuration management system
Retail online shop
IT service monitoring platform
Hotel search engine

60
∼250
9
∼10

S10
S11

Hotel management suite
Public transport management suite
(S11a: human resource management part)
Retail online shop
Automotive end-user services mgmt. system
Retail online shop

2
3
1.5
1.5
P5: 1
P6: 1.5
3
2.5
2
P10: 1.5
P11: 3
2
P13: 1.5
P14: 2.5
2.5
2
2

S12
S13
S14

20
10 products
∼45
7
∼175

median of 12 and a mean of 14.7 years. Altogether, we discussed 14 systems
(S1–S14) and their evolvability assurance processes, where in three cases,
two participants talked about the same system (S5, S9, S11).
For the sake of brevity, this thesis only contains the aggregated results.
We provide a detailed description of every case in our online repositories1,2 .
The descriptions include general information about the system, the details
of the evolvability assurance process, and lastly, reflections and challenges
per system. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 summarize the self-assessed assurance
maturity levels as well as the usage of tools, metrics, and patterns to analyze
and improve evolvability. Fig. 5.13 presents the summary of participants’
reflections of their assurance processes. Lastly, we list the challenges most
frequently reported by participants in Fig. 5.14.
By analyzing and comparing the individual cases, we identified several
trends or common relationships. These generalizations, summaries, or notable deviations from common assumptions are presented in the following
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Table 5.3.: General case characteristics (2/2): tools, metrics, and patterns
used for evolvability assurance
ID Tools

Metrics

Patterns

S1 IDE linting

–

S2 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD)

Test coverage, cyclomatic complexity, clone coverage, # of defects per service, # of failed tests,
# of code smells, # of endangered requirements
Test coverage, clone coverage, defect resolution time
# of code smells, test coverage, #
of outdated dependencies

Event-Driven Messaging, Service Registry
Event-Driven Messaging

S3 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD)
S4 SonarQube (FindBugs), VersionEye

S5 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD)
S6 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle)
S7 SonarQube (FindBugs, PMD,
Checkstyle), Cobertura, IDE
linting, custom static analyzer for coding conventions
S8 SonarQube (FindBugs), IDE
linting
S9 P10: Checkstyle, IDE linting; P11: SonarQube (FindBugs,Checkstyle)
S10 SonarQube, IDE linting
S11 P13: SonarQube (FindBugs,
Checkstyle); P14: FindBugs, PMD, Cobertura, custom tool for architectural
conformance checking
S12 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD), IDE
linting, Codecov, Cobertura
S13 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD)
S14 SonarQube
(FindBugs,
Checkstyle, PMD), Structure101, Codecov, Cobertura, Codacy
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Test coverage
Test coverage, # of failed tests, #
of code smells, cyclomatic complexity, clone coverage, LOC
Test coverage, cyclomatic complexity, clone coverage, # of rule
violations, velocity

Event-Driven Messaging, Strangler
Event-Driven
Messaging, Backends for
Frontends, ConsumerDriven
Contracts,
Tolerant Reader
Event-Driven Messaging
Event-Driven Messaging
API Gateway

Cognitive complexity, # of code
smells, test coverage
P10: Defect resolution time, burndown; P11: # of code smells, #
of rule violations
Test coverage, # of endangered
usage scenarios
P13: # of code smells; P14: # of
architectural violations, # of rule
violations

Event-Driven Messaging
Event-Driven Messaging, Request-Reaction

Test coverage, cyclomatic complexity, # of code smells, # of rule
violations
Test coverage, # of code smells,
# of rule violations
Test coverage, CI/CD pipeline duration, LOC

Event-Driven Messaging, Consumer-Driven
Contracts
Event-Driven Messaging
Event-Driven Messaging,
Self-Contained
Systems, Event Sourcing

Self-Contained Systems,
Backends for Frontends
–
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subsections that correspond to our three research questions.
5.3.2.1. Assurance Processes (RQ1)
With RQ1, we intended to find out what general techniques participants
used to assure the evolvability of microservices, how they structured these
activities, and what participants’ rationales for these decisions were. Since
one microservices characteristic is the decentralization of control and management, we also wanted to analyze how much central governance was
applied.
In general, every analyzed assurance process had some degree of explicit
and conscious addressing of evolvability, even though the sophistication and
extensiveness of the applied techniques varied greatly. When looking at the
larger systems, there were two different approaches for assuring evolvability: very decentralized with very autonomous teams (e.g. S9, S10, S12,
S14) vs. centralized governance for macroarchitecture, technologies, and
assurance combined with a varying degree of team autonomy for microarchitecture (e.g. S2, S3, S4, S7, S13). Participants usually applied the latter
kind for systems that were built for external customers and that exhibited
some project characteristics.
In the decentralized variant, the internal system was managed in a continuous product development mode, which created quality awareness by
making people responsible and simultaneously empowering them. This variant is more in line with the microservices and DevOps principle “you build
it, you run it”. Techniques in this variant also were by no means basic or
implicit. Even though teams were allowed to choose their assurance activities, they usually created a more or less structured processes that did not
depend on external governance. This flexibility was hard to replicate for IT
service providers that often did not operate the systems themselves (S2, S3,
S4, S7, S13) and had to coordinate with external customers or even other
contractors (S4, S7). Therefore, they relied more on central governance.
Architect P4 described it as follows: “In our case, the main challenge is to
convince 300 people to move in the same direction. For that, we created a very
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large number of guidelines and rules for service creation.”
Nonetheless, our interviewees saw such guidelines, principles, or standardizations as important parts of the process in both variants. These coding
labels were among the most frequent ones. Nearly all participants reported
their usage in various areas such as architectural principles, rules for service
communication, skeleton projects, style guides, cross-cutting concerns like
logging or authentication, candidate technologies, or Docker images. The
degree of enforcement varied between companies and was usually higher
within the centralized variant. In the decentralized variant, pragmatism and
simplicity were often more important than the strict adherence to rules and
were reported as key principles (“KISS”) by several participants (P5, P8, P10,
P12, P15, P17).
To make assurance activities more efficient and objective, all participants
saw automation and tool support as useful, albeit with varying enthusiasm.
Several participants reported the integration of quality analysis tools into
the CI/CD pipeline (P2, P3, P8, P9, P11, P14, P15, P17). These tools were
often combined with quality gates, i.e. automated source code checks that
could prevent merging or deployment. For P17, the pipeline’s execution time
was crucial: only tools that were absolutely necessary should therefore be
integrated. Additionally, several participants advocated for a sensible usage
of quality gates. P11 was frustrated with how difficult it would be to get a
passing merge request due to the strict rules. Similarly, P10 mentioned that
strict quality gates could hinder the deployment of important production
bug fixes. P7’s team did not use any quality gates because of continuous
experimentation and prototyping. Lastly, P2’s team circumvented some of
these issues by applying quality gates only for releases and not for merge or
pull requests.
Nearly all participants agreed that test automation was an important
part for the assurance process of microservices. While unit tests were very
common, several participants also reported automated end-to-end tests for
the integration of microservices and stressed their importance (P2, P3, P7,
P12, P16). Some teams also had more elaborate strategies that linked tests to
requirements (S2) or usage scenarios (S10). Participants with only unit tests
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(P5, P6, P9) or barely any tests (P10) also saw the importance of bringing
their test automation to a higher level.
Despite the reported importance of automation and tool support, several
participants also highlighted the usefulness of manual assurance activities.
Code reviews were seen as an important practice to increase code quality
and to share knowledge within the team (P1, P3, P4, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11).
For the same reasons, two participants regularly used pair programming
and willingly accepted its downside of additional working-hours (P8, P15).
Lastly, refactoring was highly valued and some participants also explicitly
mentioned the use of the “boy scout” rule during feature implementations
(P11, P15), i.e. the principle to always leave changed code cleaner than
before. Activities like these would efficiently increase code quality over time.
Even though some participants were proponents of concise documentation
or architectural decision records within the source code repository (P10,
P11), several systems relied on more elaborate architecture and service
documentation in a system like Confluence or SharePoint (S1, S4, S5, S6,
S8). Common types of documentation were system architecture, service
dependencies and contracts between teams, service functionality and API
descriptions, reference architectures and service blueprints, design rationales,
or architectural principles and guidelines. For IT service providers, parts of
this documentation was also used to communicate with the customer. Lastly,
only P7 and P14 reported the conscious tracking of identified technical debt
items for later debt management. P7’s teams held an explicit meeting every
two weeks, where they discussed the most important technical debt items
and their prioritization.
5.3.2.2. Tools, Metrics, and Patterns (RQ2)
Our second research question targeted the application of and rationale for
tools, metrics, and design patterns. Automation and tool support is an oftencited microservices characteristic and seen as necessary to manage a large
number of small components. We were also interested if participants used
tools and metrics specifically designed for service orientation. Lastly, we
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wanted to explore the usage of design patterns for evolvability construction,
since there is a large body of patterns for Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) and more recently also for microservices.
While the usage of over a dozen different tools for evolvability assurance
was reported, 14 of 17 participants named SonarQube as the central tool that
was usually integrated into the CI/CD pipeline. Since P1 and P10 planned
to introduce it soon, P14 remained the only participant that would not use
SonarQube in the foreseeable future. Reported reasons for its popularity
were the open source license, the easy installation, plugin availability, and
configurability. In Java-focused systems, SonarQube was often extended
with tools like FindBugs, Checkstyle, and PMD. Additionally, interviewees
used specialized tools for test coverage like Cobertura (P8, P14, P15, P17),
Codecov (P15, P17), or Codacy (P17). For a basic degree of local and
immediate quality assurance, IDE linting via e.g. TSLint, ESLint, and PHPLint
was reported by some participants (P1, P8, P10, P12, P15).
With respect to metrics, 10 of the 17 participants reported the usage of
test coverage, even though some perceived this metric as less important than
others and were very aware of possible quality differences with automated
tests. P12 termed it as follows: “Even I could fake the coverage for two classes
you give me in like five minutes. You can write a test that brings coverage to
about 60%, but actually it covers like 2%.” Some participants also focused on
additional metrics for testing and functional correctness like the number of
failed tests over time (P2, P7), the number of defects per service (P2), or the
number of endangered requirements (P2) or usage scenarios (P12). Most
SonarQube users also paid attention to standard findings like code smells,
code duplication, and cognitive or cyclomatic complexity. Participants with
rule-based tools like FindBugs, Checkstyle, or other linters used the number
of rule violations as a simple metric that had to be zero.
Overall, most applied metrics were focused on source code quality, even
though a few participants saw their effectiveness for the whole system as
controversial (P8, P17). P17 described it as follows: “Most of these metrics
relate to a single project, which is very useful when I have a monolith with
a million LOC. However, if I have a service with 1000 LOC which code base
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is separated from all other 150 microservices, most of these metrics lose their
importance.” Concerning productivity metrics, some interviewees reported
the usage of defect resolution time (P3, P10), velocity (P8), sprint burndown
(P10), or deployment duration (P17). These were important for them to
control and manage software evolution.
While architecture-related topics like microservices dependencies were
very prevalent during our interviews, participants generally did not apply
architecture-level tools and metrics. P14’s team used a custom tool for
architectural conformance checking in the monolithic code base for a subproduct of S11 and P17 reported the intermittent usage of Structure101 for a
larger subsystem that also consisted of one codebase. Apart from that, tools
or metrics were exclusively focused on code quality with a local view for a
single service. Participants did not mention automatic or semi-automatic
efforts to evaluate the architecture of a microservice-based system.
Likewise, no participant reported the usage of a tool or metric designed for
service orientation. When we explicitly asked about service-oriented metrics
like the coupling of a service, the cohesion of a service interface, or the
number of operations in a service interface, several participants indicated
that these sounded interesting and useful (P1, P5, P6, P7, P8, P15). Some
interviewees also noted that the underlying principles of these metrics were
important guidelines in the architecture and design phase (P7, P8, P10, P15,
P17). They tried to manually respect these principles during e.g. service
cutting, even though they currently had no measurements in place to validate
them.
Another common theme in this area was the healthy and non-patronizing
usage of tools and metrics, which should be respected when developing
microservices in decentralized and relatively autonomous teams. As already
mentioned, several participants voiced reservations against test coverage
(P10, P12, P15). P14 also warned that a strict metric focus would pose
the danger that people optimized for measurements instead of fixing the
underlying problems. Moreover, P15 perceived it as difficult to interpret measurements of a single service without a point of reference or a system-wide
average (P15). P17 advocated for a sparse usage of tools because developers
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could only efficiently analyze a small number of metrics. Metric collection
could also slow down the deployment pipeline. Therefore, only tools that
would support the analysis of current problems should be kept. Lastly, P8
and P14 highlighted the agile principle of “individuals and interactions over
processes and tools”: the usage of tools and metrics should support developers in their daily work and not be a frustrating and alienating experience for
them.
We also analyzed the usage of service-oriented design patterns as conscious means to increase evolvability. In general, we did not find a widespread
usage of them. Most common was Event-Driven Messaging that was partially
applied in 11 of the 14 cases. While several participants stated that they
used the pattern to decouple services, another intention was to implement
reliable asynchronous and long-running communication. The pattern was
sometimes paired with Request-Reaction (P10, P16). Apart from messaging,
most participants applied activity patterns like Service Refactoring, Service
Decomposition, and Service Normalization. In line with the philosophy of
evolutionary design, microservices were frequently split and merged.
Other patterns were used sporadically. P12 and P17 applied the SelfContained System paradigm to achieve vertical isolation between subsystems.
In a migration context, P3 and P16 reported the usage of the Strangler
pattern to extend an existing monolith with new microservices until its final
replacement. To place an intermediary between service consumers and
producers, P4 and P12 implemented the Backends for Frontends pattern
that would also prevent too many concurrent long-running HTTP requests.
Similarly, P8 chose the API Gateway pattern, which also brought benefits
for security. The patterns Consumer-Driven Contracts (P4, P15) and Tolerant
Reader (P4) were applied to make service interface evolution more robust and
to prepare consumers for future changes. Lastly, P1 was the only participant
to explicitly report the usage of the Service Registry pattern for dynamic
service discovery, even though some participants may have used similar
functionality via Kubernetes.
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5.3.2.3. Evolvability Reflections and Challenges (RQ3)
With RQ3, we wanted to analyze participants’ perception of the general
evolution qualities of their microservice-based systems as well as their satisfaction with their current assurance processes (see Fig. 5.13). We also tried
to summarize what participants experienced as the most critical challenges
for the evolvability of their microservices (see Fig. 5.14).
Evolvability Rating
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2
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2

Assurance Impact on Productivity
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80%
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Figure 5.13.: Aggregated evolvability assurance reflections of participants
Generally, our interviewees perceived the evolvability of their microservices as positive (mean: +0.88, median: +1), especially in cases with a
migration context where they had rewritten a monolith. Only two participants chose a negative rating (-1). Architect P4 saw the high degree of
technological heterogeneity and the very different service granularity as
threatening for the large project, especially once S4 would be handed over to
the smaller maintenance team. Data engineer P11 described the chosen service cuts as inefficient and politically motivated and worried about significant
issues with the consistency of the data model as well as the inaccessibility of
code due to distributed repositories.
As for more specific quality attributes, the analyzability of individual services would be much improved (P1, P8, P10, P16, P17), even though grasping
and understanding the whole system would be difficult (P7, P8, P11, P17).
When compared to most monoliths, the modularity of microservices would
make it very convenient to change or add functionality (P1, P3, P6, P9,
P12, P17) and would also allow to efficiently scale-out the development
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with multiple teams (P7, P16). Even though reuse is usually a theme more
common in SOA, several participants reported positive reusability of their
microservices (P1, P3, P7, P8, P10, P17). To reduce coupling, some participants avoided the sharing of non-open source code between services via
duplication (P7, P10, P15, P17). Others tried to consciously increase reuse
via shared libraries (P3, P9) or by slightly generalizing service interfaces
(P1). Lastly, participants reported that individual services would be easy to
test (P3, P7, P10, P13, P15) and to replace (P2, P15, P17).
Since most systems were relatively young or even still in the process of
being migrated, individual services were usually of good quality. Basic symptoms of technical debt or bad code quality were rarely seen as an issue,
especially since a single service would be easy to replace. However, problems related to architecture and the data model were reported as severe
threats for long-term evolvability (P3, P7, P11, P13, P15). Such issues were
sometimes exacerbated because coordination between autonomous teams
would be difficult (P4, P10, P11, P15). Moreover, finding the appropriate
service granularity was a prevalent theme and service cutting was by far
named as the most challenging activity that was also associated with frequent
refactoring (P2, P3, P4, P6, P7, P9, P11, P12, P15). Harmful inter-service
dependencies sometimes led to ripple effects on changes (P3, P5, P9, P11,
P15), which made adding or changing functionality slower and more errorprone. Breaking API changes caused similar effects for service consumers
(P1) or automated tests (P2). Participants did not use any tools to support
service decomposition or metrics to evaluate the quality of the chosen cuts,
e.g. via coupling or cohesion. P2 described it as follows: “In my opinion,
there are no useful tools to split up a monolith. It’s always a very difficult
manual activity. You can use something like Domain-Driven Design, but that’s
just a methodology which doesn’t give you a concrete solution.”
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Figure 5.14.: Most frequently reported challenges for the evolvability of
microservices
Participants were divided when it came to technological heterogeneity.
In very decentralized environments, it was generally perceived as overall
beneficial (P10, P15, P17), as it would allow choosing the best solution
for problems at hand, broaden developers’ experience and skills, and make
a company a more attractive employer. Other participants perceived it as
potentially dangerous and wished for a more sensible handling of technology
hypes (P3, P4, P12, P16). Similarly, the mix of legacy and modern service
technology would sometimes pose additional problems (P2, P11, P13, P14),
like in the case of S9 where additional tooling was necessary to integrate
legacy PHP components. Most participants also noted that they had to spend
significant efforts on mastering new microservices and DevOps technologies
and it would be problematic to find skilled developers (P1, P3, P5, P6, P9,
P10, P12, P13, P16). Overall, participants were very aware of the human
factors of evolvability and sometimes even saw them as more challenging as
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technical ones. Knowledge exchange between teams was therefore a high
priority for some interviewees (P10, P13, P15).
Concerning participants’ reflection of their assurance processes (see
also Fig. 5.13), most saw the effectiveness of their assurance activities (mean:
+0.76, median: +1) as well as the overall impact on productivity (mean:
+0.59, median: +1) as positive. Only three interviewees (P9, P11, P12)
reported that activities would hinder development efficiency (-1) and would
sometimes slow down feature development. Moreover, participants generally
wanted to invest more effort in the assurance (mean: +0.76, median: +1)
and try out new techniques or metrics. No one reported the wish to reduce
efforts.
However, the influence of microservices on the assurance process was
seen as controversial. While testing a single service would be easy, integration testing would be more complex because of an additional layer (P2,
P3, P13). Integration testing would be especially critical if microservices
were developed in independence for a long time and integrated at a later
stage. Furthermore, root cause analysis of issues would be more complex
in such a highly distributed system (P3, P11). A very commonly named
concern was that keeping a system-centric quality view and assessing the
macroarchitecture would be much more difficult (P4, P6, P7, P8, P10, P11,
P15, P17), which P8 described as follows: “I’d say we are pretty good when it
comes to assuring the evolvability of single services. However, we have a lot of
catching up to do for everything that crosses product or service boundaries.”
Distributed code repositories and autonomous teams would make the access
to code as well as static analysis more complicated. It would also be hard to
compare metrics between services and relate them to system-wide averages
(P8, P11, P17).
Nonetheless, participants also named positive factors. Small services
would not only be easy to replace, people would also be much more motivated to fix a small number of issues for a project (P15, P17), which P15
described as follows: “In a monolith with 100.000 FindBugs warnings, you are
completely demotivated to even fix a single one of those. In a microservice with
100 warnings, you just get to work and remove them.” If adopted correctly,
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microservices would also bring a cultural change for quality awareness and
responsibility (P10, P15, P17). P17 highlighted the importance of continuous
product development in this regard: “If you work in a project mode, evolvability assurance usually annoys you because you have short-term goals and want
to finish the project. In a product mode, the team knows that they sabotage
their system’s evolvability in the long run if they take too many short-cuts.”
Lastly, P15 noted that, while they were relatively satisfied with their current
evolvability assurance activities, they did not really invest much efforts into
researching and designing a fitting evolvability assurance strategy for the
future. Finding out which approaches, tools, and metrics worked best for
their microservices could be a vital advantage in the long-term.

5.4. Discussion
Our detailed analysis of the industry state of practice revealed several important findings. First, ∼67% of our survey participants reported not to treat
service-oriented software with special maintainability assurance. ∼26% applied somewhat different techniques and only ∼7% mentioned significantly
different treatment. While the survey sample population was limited in size
and further research in this area is necessary to confirm similar distribution
in other parts of the population, this finding was replicated in our interviews.
Additionally, there was very little reported usage of methods, tools, and metrics that focused on architecture-level evolvability in both studies. However,
most reported challenges and issues were related to software architecture,
especially in the interview study. These challenges may indicate the importance of Architectural Technical Debt (ATD) management for service- and
microservice-based systems.
Likewise, no tools or metrics specifically designed for service orientation
were used in both studies, even though most interview participants stated
the significance of their underlying design principles. Combined with the
reported trust in the base level maintainability of service orientation, this
could pose a threat for the quality of long-living service-based systems.
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Aspects like service granularity, service cohesion, or service coupling can
become problematic when not tended to and can significantly hinder software maintenance and evolution, which was confirmed by our interview
participants. In the survey data, we identified a correlation between treating
service-oriented systems differently and the level of sophistication of applied
assurance actions. So there is hope that with a rise in the general proficiency
of maintainability assurance, understanding for a different treatment of
service orientation will grow as well. However, several interview participants
also pointed out that, while they acknowledged the usefulness of presented
service-oriented metrics, they were not aware of reliable tool support for
automatic metric collection.
Another takeaway is the suggested usefulness of an explicit and systematic
process for maintainability assurance. While only 10 survey participants
reported using such an approach, the vast majority of them believed that
this increased software quality and even wanted to invest more into maintainability. People that used tools were also more likely to invest more time.
To strengthen this, there was an overall correlation between the level of
sophistication w.r.t. maintainability assurance and the reported satisfaction
with this quality attribute: participants that used explicit and systematic approaches were more likely to be satisfied with the state of maintainability of
their software. Moreover, we did not find a direct link between a hindrance
in productivity and the level of sophistication of applied actions. While we
were able to replicate these findings in our microservices interview study to
a certain degree, several interviewees also highlighted the importance to respect decentralization and the agile principle of “individuals and interactions
over processes and tools”. A rigorous and heavy-weight assurance process
was only applied by participants that developed large microservice-based
systems for external customers in a project-like manner.
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5.5. Threats to Validity
The validity of empirical studies like surveys or interviews can suffer from
several characteristic limitations. For our survey, we took several precautions to increase internal validity. First, participation was voluntary and
anonymous to ensure that answers were as honest as possible. Furthermore,
participants were presented with definitions of the key terms to create a
common understanding of the main concepts. Participants were also asked
about their experience with the systems of interest to ensure they had the
necessary level of knowledge. We did not include incomplete or obvious
fake responses into the evaluation. Lastly, we conducted a pilot survey
to fine-tune questions and analyze if the research objectives can really be
sufficiently addressed with the results of the questionnaire. With all that
being said, we cannot fully exclude the possibility that some participants
understood something differently and therefore gave unfitting answers. This
limitation can also be seen in combination with the mixture of technical
and non-technical roles. As already discussed above, non-technical roles
were for example more likely to label their applied assurance techniques as
explicit and systematic. Additionally, while we did not find any confounding
variables that may blur interpretation, there still remains a small possibility
that we missed an important confounder not even present in the answers of
our questionnaire.
With respect to external validity, we face the same limitations as every
quantitative survey: can we generalize our results that we obtained from
a limited sample to the complete target population? Due to the very large
target population, the discovered distributions in our sample are only of
limited generalizability. Our sample population was also dominated by large
Software & IT Services companies with teams of 20 or less and the majority
of participants were most certainly from Germany. So we should be careful
to give too much attention to the numerical distribution of characteristics.
The identified correlations, however, are interesting and valid take-aways,
even for such a small sample.
Similarly, we need to mention some possible limitations for our interview
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study. Concerning internal validity, it could be possible that interviewees
were not completely honest during their answers, which is a common problem
in survey- or interview-based studies. Nonetheless, we think that this risk
was rather low in this study. Most participants were quite comfortable to
describe negative aspects of their systems and the discussed topics were only
of low to medium sensitivity. Furthermore, confidentiality and anonymity
were provided. As a second threat, participants could have provided incorrect
answers because they misunderstood questions or concepts. To limit this risk,
important concepts were defined before the corresponding topics. Moreover,
we posed additional clarifying questions if participants used terms of unclear
meaning. Some interviewees also asked questions themselves if questions or
terms were not entirely clear to them. In some cases, our analysis relied on
the subjective opinion of participants, e.g. how they rated the evolvability of
their system. Since participants could interpret such ratings very differently,
detailed comparisons between systems may be difficult. Moreover, we only
relied on one single opinion for most systems and people may have different
opinions of systems.
To increase interpretation validity and reduce researcher bias, every transcript was proofread by both moderators. Additionally, we strongly encouraged our participants to adjust wrong or unclear statements in the transcripts.
Nevertheless, there still remains the small possibility that some of the more
figurative paragraphs were misinterpreted. Overall, the largest threat in
qualitative studies is that summarizing and aggregating results depends
heavily on the subjective interpretation of researchers. We tried to limit this
bias by relying on a precise coding system and by critically discussing all
results between the moderators.
Concerning external validity, no distributions can be generalized from
our 17 interviews, e.g. the industry usage of SonarQube for microservices.
Because this was a qualitative study, the intentions and opinions of participants as well as the relationships between concepts were at the center of
this research. An additional threat for generalizability could be that our
participants were exclusively based in Germany, even though we included
European and international companies. We also tried to achieve diversity
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with respect to company domains and sizes, but had nine participants from
software and IT services companies (∼52%). Lastly, possible selection bias
could only be reduced in the case of C2 where we applied a random sampling
to pick three out of seven candidates.

5.6. Conclusion
Because there is little scientific research on the industry state of practice in
the area of maintainability assurance for service- and microservice-based systems, we conducted a quantitative survey (N=60) and qualitative interviews
(N=17). The survey targeted general maintainability assurance and differences with SOA or microservices, while the interviews specifically focused on
the evolvability assurance of microservices. We identified that explicit and
systematic assurance processes are beneficial, but need to respect some level
of team autonomy for decentralized microservices. Tool and metric usage
was very focused on source code quality. No architectural tools and metrics
were applied, even though most reported challenges and issues like service
cutting were related to software architecture. Likewise, no tools or metrics
specifically designed for service orientation were used, even though most
participants stated the significance of their underlying design principles.
Future work that covers the areas of maintenance, evolution, and technical
debt in the context of microservices should take these findings and industry sentiments into account. In particular, academia can support industry
with methods, metrics, or tools that aid macroarchitectural assessment of
microservices or provide a more system-centric view. We perceived tool support for service cutting activities and metrics to evaluate service granularity,
coupling, or cohesion as concrete gaps that could save industry substantial
refactoring efforts. Finally, issues in the area of human evolvability factors
with microservices like the handling of hyped technologies as well as coordinating and exchanging knowledge between decentralized teams were
described as important by participants.
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Chapter

6

Service-Based
Maintainability Metrics:
Identification and
Collection Approaches
This contribution chapter presents our studies in the area of service-based
maintainability metrics. We first conducted a literature review that revealed
46 of these metrics, which we subsequently analyzed for their applicability to
microservices. Based on the analysis of these metrics, we then designed two
automatic collection approaches for a subset of metrics: a static approach
based on machine-readable RESTful API descriptions and a dynamic approach based on distributed tracing. For both approaches, we implemented
prototypical tool support. To make the metrics of our static approach more
actionable, we also conducted a benchmark-based threshold derivation study
with 1,737 publicly available RESTful API descriptions.
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The chapter extends the following publications:
• J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Automatically measuring
the maintainability of service- and microservice-based systems: a literature review.” In: Proceedings of the 27th International Workshop on
Software Measurement and 12th International Conference on Software
Process and Product Measurement on - IWSM Mensura ’17. New York,
New York, USA: ACM Press, 2017, pp. 107–115 [BWZ17]
• J. Bogner et al. “A Modular Approach to Calculate Service-Based Maintainability Metrics from Runtime Data of Microservices.” In: 20th
International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process Improvement (PROFES’19). Barcelona, Spain: Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
2019, pp. 489–496 [BSWZ19]
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6.1. Context and Goals
Quantitative maintainability evaluation with metrics is a frequently employed practice in software quality assurance (see Section 2.5.3), especially
in the area of source code and object-oriented metrics. In systems based on
service orientation, however, many of these metrics lose their importance
due to the increased level of abstraction. For microservices, other factors
may come into play as well: their decentralized nature and their high degree of technological heterogeneity may pose difficulties for metric-based
static source code analysis. Moreover, the most critical quality aspects of
microservices are concerned with architecture (e.g. coupling and cohesion)
and not so much with source code (see Chapter 5).
While several service-based maintainability metrics have been proposed to
address this (see Section 3.3), it is still challenging to get an overview of these
metrics and to judge their relevance for microservices. Second, approaches to
automatically collect these metrics are lacking and most of the few proposals
did not publish their tool support as open source. This significantly hinders
empirical evaluation as well as industry adoption of service-based metrics. To
address these issues, we conducted a literature review to identify proposed
metrics and to analyze their applicability for microservices (Section 6.2).
Based on these metrics, we then designed two broadly applicable approaches
for automatic metric collection – a static approach (Section 6.3) and a
dynamic approach (Section 6.4) – and implemented prototypical tool support
for them.
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6.2. Literature Review: Proposed Metrics and Applicability to
Microservices
Since service-oriented computing adds another level of abstraction on top
of modules, classes, and methods, a lot of procedural and object-oriented
metrics are only of limited relevance for service- and microservice-based
systems. While it is still possible to use those metrics for a single service,
reaching a holistic view of the complete system requires other metrics. To
address this issue, several researchers have proposed maintainability metrics
that are specifically designed for service orientation. However, it is difficult to
get an overview of these metrics because they are scattered across multiple
different publications. Moreover, their applicability to microservices has not
been analyzed so far. Since microservice-based systems may consist of a
very large number of services, automatic metric collection is essential. We
therefore conducted a literature study that was guided by the following
research questions.
RQ1: What metrics exist to automatically measure the maintainability of
service-based systems?
RQ2: To what degree do these metrics also apply to microservice-based
systems and what are their limitations?
6.2.1. Research Design
To answer these questions, we conducted a non-systematic literature review
that relied on a simple process. The search string for this review is presented
in Fig. 6.1. Used digital libraries and search engines were ACM, IEEE, and
Google Scholar (see Fig. 6.2). We then analyzed the identified publications
for proposed service-based metrics.
metrics ∧ maintainability ∧ (service-oriented ∨ service-based)

Figure 6.1.: Metric search string
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• ACM Digital Library: https://dl.acm.org
• IEEE Xplore: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
• Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com

Figure 6.2.: Used search engines and digital libraries
To be included in the collection, metrics had to pass four criteria:
1. Explicitly designed for service orientation
2. Related to maintainability
3. Automatically measurable (no semantic notion)
4. Measurable during development (not runtime exclusive)
Metrics excluded based on these requirements were for example Adequately Named Service and Operation Ratio [SCKP08] because it is of purely
semantic nature or Network Cohesion in the System [RSD06] because it has
such a strong runtime and environment focus. Table 6.1 lists the identified
eight papers from which we extracted metrics that satisfied these requirements. In the second step of this study, we then qualitatively analyzed
whether the identified metrics are also valuable for microservices. We did
this by relying on typical characteristics of microservices that may limit the
relevance or applicability of a proposed metric.
6.2.2. Results
In total, we extracted 46 service-based metrics from eight publications. The
most common maintainability-related characteristics of these metrics were
size, complexity, coupling, and cohesion (see Section 2.4.2 for their definitions
and relationships to evolvability). One publication also mentions centralization. All metrics are associated with one of these properties. The complete
list of all 46 discovered maintainability metrics for service orientation can be
found in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. Using the four most frequently occurring
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design properties named above as a means of categorization, we describe
a small selection of metrics in greater detail. We chose the metrics that
appeared most often in the literature, promised to represent the design property as holistically as possible, were presented with the most solid evaluation
approach, or were applicable to a single service (not the complete system).
For metric illustration purposes, we define a system Y that consists of n
services 〈S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn 〉, i.e. |Y | = n. A service S has a service interface SIS
that consists of several operations 〈O1 , O2 , . . . , Om 〉.
Table 6.1.: List of identified publications with service-oriented metrics
Source

Authors

Metric Focus

[RSD06]

Rud et al.

Complexity, criticality, and performance

[PRFT07]

Perepletchikov et al.

Coupling

[PRF07]

Perepletchikov et al.

Cohesion

[QX09]

Qingqing et al.

Called “complexity”, but actually focused
on coupling, cohesion, and criticality

[HW08]

Hofmeister et al.

Coupling, aggregation, and centralization

[HCA09]

Hirzalla et al.

Complexity, size, and composition

[SCKP08]

Shim et al.

SOA design quality model based on
QMOOD; coupling, cohesion, complexity,
size, service granularity, parameter granularity, and consumability

[SP15]

Senivongse et al.

Adaptation and extension of [SCKP08]
with a focus on maintainability; uses questionnaires to gather metrics for properties
like readability
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Table 6.2.: Extracted service-oriented maintainability metrics (1/2)
Name

Abbrev.

Scope

Property

Source

Number of Services Involved in the
Compound Service

NSIC

Service

Complexity

[RSD06]

Services Interdependence in the System

SIY

System

Coupling

[RSD06]

Absolute Importance of the Service

AIS

Service

Coupling

[RSD06]

Absolute Dependence of the Service

ADS

Service

Coupling

[RSD06]

Absolute Criticality of the Service

ACS

Service

Coupling

[RSD06]

Weighted Intra-Service Coupling between Elements

WISCE

Element

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Weighted Extra-Service Incoming Coupling of an Element

WESICE

Element

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Weighted Extra-Service Outgoing Coupling of an Element

WESOCE

Element

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Extra-Service Incoming Coupling of
Service Interface

ESICSI

Service

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Element to Extra Service Interface Outgoing Coupling

EESIOC

Element

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Service Interface to Intra Element Coupling

SIIEC

Service

Coupling

[PRFT07]

System Partitioning Factor

SPARF

System

Coupling

[PRFT07]

System Purity Factor

SPURF

System

Coupling

[PRFT07]

Response for Operation

RFO

Operation

Complexity

[PRFT07]

Total Response for Service

TRS

Service

Complexity

[PRFT07]

Service Interface Data Cohesion

SIDC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Service Interface Usage Cohesion

SIUC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Service Sequential Usage Cohesion

SSUC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Strict Service Implementation Cohesion

SSIC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Loose Service Implementation Cohesion

LSIC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Total Interface Cohesion of a Service

TICS

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Service Granularity

SG

Service

Complexity

[QX09]

Relative Coupling of Service

RCS

Service

Coupling

[QX09]

Relative Importance of Service

RIS

Service

Coupling

[QX09]

Service Coupling Factor

SCF

System

Coupling

[QX09]
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Table 6.3.: Extracted service-oriented maintainability metrics (2/2)
Name

Abbrev.

Scope

Property

Source

Service Coupling Factor

SCF

System

Coupling

[HW08]

System’s Service Coupling

SSC

System

Coupling

[HW08]

Extent of Aggregation

EOA

System

Complexity

[HW08]

System’s CentraliZation

SCZ

System

Centralization

[HW08]

Density of Aggregation

DOA

System

Complexity

[HW08]

Aggregator CentraliZation

ACZ

System

Centralization

[HW08]

Weighted Service Interface Count

WSIC

Service

Size

[HCA09]

Stateless Services

SS

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Service Support for Transactions

SST

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Service Realization Pattern

SRP

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Number of Services

NOS

System

Size

[HCA09]

Service Composition Pattern

SCP

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Service Access Method

SAM

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Dynamic vs. Static Service Selection

DSSS

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Number of Versions per Service

NOVS

System

Complexity

[HCA09]

Average Number of Directly Connected Services

ADCS

System

Coupling

[SCKP08]

Inverse of Average Number of Used
Message

IAUM

System

Cohesion

[SCKP08]

Number of Operations

NO

System

Size

[SCKP08]

Number of Services

NS

System

Size

[SCKP08]

AVG # of Operations to AVG # of Messages

AOMR

System

Size

[SCKP08]

Coarse-Grained Parameter Ratio

CPR

System

Size

[SCKP08]

6.2.2.1. Size
Although size as a system property – and especially its most frequently used
metric Lines of Code (LOC) – is sometimes seen as controversial, it is still
useful to have a fundamental estimation of it. Nonetheless, size metrics on
their own are never sufficiently accurate representations of maintainability
and it is challenging to define “acceptable” value ranges for these metrics.
However, size metrics can become quite useful for relative comparisons, i.e.
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to identify the largest services of a system. Using mean value and standard
deviation, services that are potentially too large are easily identified. The
system-level size metrics of e.g. Shim et al. [SCKP08] appear to be of limited
value here. Unfortunately, we discovered just one single service-level size
metric for such comparisons.
Weighted Service Interface Count (WSIC): WSIC(S) [HCA09] represents the number of exposed interface operations of service S . Operations
can be weighted based on the number of parameters or their granularity
(e.g. a complex nested object) with the default weight set to 1. Hirzalla
et al. proposed no explicit method for assigning weights. With the default
weight, WSIC is similar to the Number of Operations (NO) metric from Shim
et al. [SCKP08], with the difference that NO is a system-wide metric and
differentiates between synchronous and asynchronous operations. In any
case, WSIC is a much more service-specific metric than LOC. Lower values
for WSIC are generally more favorable for the maintainability of a service.
As absolute values for this metric are not conclusive on their own, it will
be useful to calculate the system-wide average, i.e. WSICAV G .
P

WSICAV G (Y ) =

S∈Y

WSIC(S)
|Y |

(6.1)

By comparing values with the average while also observing the ratio between LOC and WSIC per service, the largest services can be identified and
investigated for potential splitting. Specifying a binding threshold WSIC M AX
may not be a sensible design rule though.
6.2.2.2. Complexity
Because several authors’ understanding of complexity as a system design
property differed, it proved to be difficult for the categorization of metrics.
Some authors did not differentiate between coupling and complexity, others
used size and complexity in unison. Both relations are understandable and
metrics for both have been found to be correlated in the past. For this
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collection, we chose three complexity metrics that have different notions
than the selected coupling and size metrics.
Total Response for Service (TRS): Perepletchikov et al. [PRFT07] adapted
the object-oriented Response for Class (RFC) metric to the level of a service.
They define Response for Operation (RFO) for an operation O of service interface SIS as the number of sequences of other operations and implementation
elements (e.g. local methods) that can be executed in response to an incoming request for operation O. This includes other services as well. Based
on that, TRS(S) is the sum of all RFO values for all operations of service
interface SIS .
TRS(S) =

X

RFO(O)

(6.2)

O∈SIS

Again, it will be useful to look at the system-wide TRSAV G to identify outliers.
Low values of TRS for a service indicate a low complexity and therefore
positively impact maintainability.
Number of Versions per Service (NVS): Based on Hirzalla et al. [HCA09],
NVS(S, Y ) is introduced as the number of versions that are used concurrently
in Y for service S . It is not uncommon to support several versions of the
same service for the sake of compatibility and to give clients enough time
to accommodate breaking changes in new versions. However, it can be
beneficial to set a threshold for both NVSAV G and NVS M AX . A large NVSAV G
value indicates high complexity and bears down on the maintainability.
Service Support for Transactions (SST): Hirzalla et al. [HCA09] also
define a complexity metric based on the transaction-awareness of services.
SST(Y ) represents the percentage of services with support for transactions
and is based on the number of transaction-aware services (TAS).
SST(Y ) =

TAS(Y )
|Y |
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Since distributed transactions with compensation actions require cumbersome and diligent planning, a high SST percentage indicates high complexity.
6.2.2.3. Coupling
Coupling is probably the most unambiguous of the four presented design
properties. It has no semantic notion and can be comfortably analyzed with
graph theory. Despite the seemingly straightforward nature of coupling, a
large number of different metrics are available in the literature that try to
describe its varying effects up to very fine levels of detail. We present four
of these metrics below.
Services Interdependence in the System (SIY): Rud et al. [RSD06]
present SYI as the number of service pairs that are bi-directionally dependent
on each other, i.e. pairs 〈S1 , S2 〉 where service S1 calls S2 , while service S2
may also call S1 at some point. Such interdependent pairs should be avoided.
The ideal value for SIY is therefore zero, SIY(Y ) = 0. If such pairs exist (e.g.
S1 and S2 ), it can be a feasible solution to merge each pair into a single
service (in the example S12 ).
Absolute Importance of the Service (AIS): Moreover, Rud et al. [RSD06]
define AIS(S) as the number of consumers that depend on S , i.e. the number
of clients that invoke at least one operation of S IS . With a focus on network
traffic, Rud et al. exclude clients that reside on the same node, which
we do not recommend because it is irrelevant for coupling in terms of
maintainability. Perepletchikov et al. [PRFT07] come to a similar coupling
metric called Extra-Service Incoming Coupling of Service Interface (ESICSI),
the difference being that they count every single calling implementation
element of a consumer instead of just the complete consumer. Defining a
threshold for AIS M AX is not reasonable. Calculating AISAV G is more useful
for comparisons and identifying very important services in the system.
Absolute Dependence of the Service (ADS): Similarly to AIS, Rud et
al. [RSD06] also introduce its sibling metric ADS(S) as the number of other
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services that S depends on, i.e. the number of services from which S invokes
at least one operation. Again, Perepletchikov et al. [PRFT07] propose a
corresponding but more fine-grained metric, namely Element to Extra Service
Interface Outgoing Coupling (EESIOC) that operates at the implementation
element level. Both AIS(S) and ADS(S) can be set in relation with the system
size by dividing either by the number of services in the system as proposed by
Qingqing et al. [QX09] or by the maximum number of couplings that could
occur for S as pointed out by Hofmeister et al. [HW08]. This is especially
useful when dealing with large systems with a high number of services.
Again, ADSAV G is valuable to compare the different services in the system.
Absolute Criticality of the Service (ACS): Finally, Rud et al. [RSD06]
combine AIS and ADS to form the Absolute Criticality of the Service:
ACS(S) = AIS(S) × ADS(S)

(6.4)

They argue that the most critical and potentially problematic parts of a
system are those services that are called from many different clients and
also invoke a lot of other services. ACSAV G is a good value for comparisons
and to identify services that may suffer from too much coupling.
While all presented coupling metric values should be as low as possible, it
is not always sensible or even possible to further reduce their values through
re-architecting. Services should be invoked by clients because that is their
sole purpose. However, the presented coupling metrics can aid in finding
pain points in the architecture where potential unnecessary invocation may
be present.
6.2.2.4. Cohesion
Cohesion is probably the hardest property to measure automatically, since it
is of semantic nature to a large degree. Moreover, it is not widely covered in
the literature, making Perepletchikov et al. the sole source for the selected
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cohesion metrics. We focus on two cohesion metrics related to the service
interface and their aggregate.
Service Interface Data Cohesion (SIDC): The first metric SIDC(S) [PRF07]
measures the cohesion of a given service S concerning the similarity of parameter data types of the operations of its interface SIS . If all operations of SIS
use the same parameter data types, S is highly cohesive with SIDC(S) = 1.
To calculate SIDC(S), the number of operations with common data types is
divided by the total number of discrete data types for SIS . SIDC(S) values
close to 1 are favorable for the maintainability of S .
Service Interface Usage Cohesion (SIUC): The second metric SIUC(S)
[PRF07] is constructed based on the invocation behavior of clients using
operations from S IS . S is considered highly cohesive if every consumer
depending on S uses every operation of S IS . SIUC(S) is therefore defined as
the ratio between the summed up numbers of used operations per client and
the number of clients multiplied by the number of operations in SIS . Like
SIDC, it produces values between 0 and 1, with values close to 1 indicating
a positive impact on maintenance activities.
Total Service Interface Cohesion (TSIC): Lastly, TSIC(S) [PRF07] tries
to give a more holistic measurement for the cohesion of S by representing
the normalized sum for the two metrics introduced above.
TSIC(S) =

SIDC(S) + SIUC(S)
2

(6.5)

Like with nearly all other presented metrics, it is good practice to compare
calculated values with TSICAV G to identify services with low cohesion that
might be reasonable candidates for splitting and refactoring activities.
6.2.2.5. Applicability to Microservice-Based Systems (RQ2)
Since most object-oriented metrics are not fully applicable to service-based
systems, the question arises whether the metrics specifically designed for
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services are also applicable to the specialization of microservices. While the
differences between these two may not be as significant as the ones between
object and service orientation, it is still of value to have a closer look. With
reference to common characteristics of microservices (see Section 2.3.1), we
describe three aspects and elaborate how they may influence the usage of
the presented metrics.
Large number of small services: In general, most microservice-based
systems have more and smaller services than most service-based systems.
While details may vary between implementations (some service-oriented
architectures can indeed consist of a large number of services), microservicebased systems may consist of several hundreds of services. This fact does
not per se invalidate the presented size metric. However, the appropriate
microservice size and granularity is still one of the most discussed properties
(“How small is small enough?”). Naturally, this makes it harder to define “acceptable” value ranges for LOC and WSIC of a single microservice. Focusing
on the deviation from the AVG values for these metrics becomes even more
critical in such a setting. Because there is such a large number of services,
this is not only relevant for size metrics. Similarly, using relative weighting
for some metrics becomes more significant, e.g. for the coupling metrics
AIS and ADS. Lastly, the potentially substantial number of services make the
automatic gathering of metrics all the more important.
Technological heterogeneity: While there can already be remarkable
diversity in a “classical” service-based systems, microservices take this to another level by encouraging the use of the best fitting programming language
or technology for the job. As an example, this can lead to seven different
programming languages in a system instead of just two or three. While it
certainly is of value to be able to choose from a wide variety of available
technologies, this also poses some risks. Unmanaged diversity can hinder productivity and current as well as future developers need to have the necessary
skill sets to handle this heterogeneity. Using a basic level of standardization
or encouraging the usage of a certain technology via convenient tool support
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can ensure reasonable and manageable diversity. For service-based maintainability metrics, this means two things. First, this impacts the comparability
of LOC metric values. Some languages are simply more verbose than others
for achieving similar functionality (compare for example Java with Go). If
this metric is used in such an environment, a solution approach could be
to introduce a weighting factor for each programming language that tries
to achieve a normalization of LOC values. WSIC is certainly a more stable
candidate. And second, this degree of technological heterogeneity can make
the automatic gathering of source code metrics much more complicated
because more languages and tools have to be considered for parsing and
analysis.
Decentralization of control and lightweight communication: As opposed to some SOA implementations, a microservice-based system most
likely does not rely on an enterprise service bus (ESB) as a central point for
communication or potentially even business logic. Instead, such systems try
to follow the concept of “smart endpoints, dumb pipes” and prefer choreography over orchestration. There is most certainly no BPEL or BPMN engine
in such a system and microservices communicate via RESTful HTTP APIs or
lightweight messaging. All of this can make the automatic gathering of coupling metrics more difficult. Dependencies between services can be implicit –
especially in a system based on event-driven publish-subscribe mechanisms
or dynamic service invocation – and therefore hard to retrieve by analyzing
source code. Artifacts like BPEL files are not available because the logic for
the different steps of a business process is distributed over the complete system. An approach to circumvent these problems could be the early creation
of machine-readable documentation of service dependencies, which has to
be continually updated. Such a procedure is of course not so easy for an
existing system that did not follow this approach during early development.
Alternatively, coupling could be analyzed at runtime by implementing dependency monitoring functionality within each service or at the message broker
level. Finally, there are a few metrics in the literature that try to measure
the level of centralization, e.g. by Hofmeister and Wirtz [HW08]. A high
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level of centralization is described as positive for conducting modifications.
However, the authors limit the validity of their statement with reference to
the increased coupling and complexity of such a system. Considering the
described characteristics of microservices in this section, these centralization
metrics are probably the only ones not applicable to microservices, since
these systems voluntarily give up centralization to achieve other benefits.
All in all, the majority of metrics that have been explicitly designed for
service-based systems are also applicable to microservices, sometimes with a
few limitations as presented above. However, the specifics of these systems
have a significant impact on the complexity of automatic metric collection,
which suggests the need for specialized tool support. A theoretical applicability is not sufficient in this case because nobody will manually calculate
coupling metrics for several hundred services.
6.2.3. Threats to Validity
A limitation to our approach is that we did not follow a more rigorous
methodology for this study (e.g. systematic literature review or systematic
mapping study). Such procedures could have provided a sounder empirical
foundation for the selection of publications. Likewise, the selection of the
presented metric candidates could have been based on a stricter process
as well to minimize subjective bias. Moreover, we could have included
additional digital libraries into the search process, which we neglected due
to time constraints. Lastly, the analysis of the metric applicability was based
on theoretical characteristics. Practical applicability may be different in
selected real-world cases, especially since not all microservice-based systems
will share all of these characteristics.
6.2.4. Summary
To collect and analyze proposed service-based maintainability metrics, we
conducted a literature review that led to the extraction of 46 metrics from
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eight publications (RQ1). Each metric was associated with one of five identified design properties related to maintainability: size, complexity, coupling,
cohesion, or centralization. We then analyzed the applicability of these
metrics for microservices (RQ2). With the exclusion of centralization metrics,
the majority of the existing metrics are indeed also of value for microservices. We described some limitations while referring to three microservice
characteristics with a slightly hindering influence (large number of small
services, technological heterogeneity, and decentralization of control). The
primary obstacle identified for the practical applicability of the presented
metrics is the complicated automatic gathering in microservice-based systems. Researchers and practitioners can use our results as a repository to
identify appropriate metrics for their projects.
Potential follow-up research activities may include the (re-)validation of
the compiled metric suite via the development of prototypical tool support,
followed by industrial case studies. Similarly, evaluating the practical microservices applicability will be of great interest. Lastly, it will be interesting
to investigate other metrics that could be of particular value for microservices. Possible candidates could be metrics related to the necessary rapid
provisioning of a microservice (e.g. AVG deployment duration for a service)
or metrics focusing on the required sophistication for automatic testing (e.g.
test coverage percentage).
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6.3. RESTful Metrics: Static Analysis and Threshold Derivation
As pointed out in Section 6.2, the increased technological heterogeneity and
decentralization may pose difficulties for the static code analysis of serviceand especially of microservice-based systems. Therefore, most proposals for
static analysis in a service-oriented context have so far focused on programming language independent workarounds, e.g. using SoaML [GA11] and
service interface definitions like WSDL [BM09; Sne10] or OpenAPI [HLSV17;
KT18].
Since RESTful HTTP is one of the primary communication protocols for
microservices [New15] and is very popular in industry [BFWZ19b; SCL16],
an analysis approach focused on machine-readable RESTful API descriptions
seems promising. The wide-spread usage of OpenAPI (see Section 2.2.3)
with its associated tool ecosystem as well as alternative formats should
guarantee the applicability of such an approach to a large percentage of
real-world RESTful services and APIs.
Using a format like OpenAPI to collect maintainability metrics has several
advantages. First, it avoids having to implement tool support for all programming languages that may occur within a microservice-based system. Second,
if a machine-readable API documentation exists, it requires minimal efforts
to prepare and conduct the analysis. If such documents do not exist for the
system, they can often be generated automatically, which is supported for
popular RESTful frameworks like e.g. Spring Boot1 or Express2 . And lastly,
such documents often exist reasonably early in the development process if a
design-first approach is used. Such an approach would then allow the early
evolvability evaluation of service interfaces.
While formats like OpenAPI have been used in many analysis and reengineering approaches for service- and microservice-based systems [BGD17;
MW18; NLB18; PMP+18], there is so far no broadly applicable and conveniently extensible approach to calculate structural service-based maintainability metrics from interface specifications of RESTful services. Moreover,
1
2

https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot
https://expressjs.com
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for the few existing approaches, tool support is rarely publicly available. To
fill this gap, we propose a new modular approach for the static analysis of
RESTful API descriptions called RAMA (RESTful API Metric Analyzer). Our
prototypical tool support for RAMA is able to parse the popular formats
OpenAPI1 , RAML2 , and WADL3 and calculates a variety of service interface
metrics related to maintainability. The implementation is publicly available
on GitHub4 . To make measurement results from RAMA more actionable, we
also conducted a benchmark-based threshold derivation study for all metrics
implemented in the RAMA CLI.
6.3.1. Static Analysis Approach
To design RAMA, we first analyzed existing service-based metrics to understand which of them could be derived solely from service interface definitions
and what data attributes would be necessary for this. This analysis relied
mostly on the results of our literature review presented in Section 6.2, but
also took some newer or previously undiscovered publications into account.
Additionally, we analyzed existing approaches for WSDL and OpenAPI.
Haupt et al. [HLSV17] published the most promising approach. They used
an internal canonical data model to represent the REST API and converted
OpenAPI as well as RAML into this format via the epsilon transformation
language (ETL). While this internal model is beneficial for extensibility, the
chosen transformation relies on a fairly complex model-driven approach.
Moreover, the extensibility with respect to metrics remains unclear and
some of the implemented metrics simply count structural attributes like the
number of resources or the number of POST requests. The model also does
not seem to take data types into account, which are part of many proposed
service-based cohesion or complexity metrics. So, while the general approach
from Haupt et al. is a sound foundation, we adjusted it in several areas and
made our new implementation publicly available.
1

https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification
https://raml.org
3
https://www.w3.org/submission/wadl
4
https://github.com/restful-ma/rama-cli
2
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RAMA’s internal data model (see Fig. 6.3) was constructed based on
entities necessary to calculate a wide variety of size, cohesion, and complexity
metrics. While we tried to avoid unnecessary complexity, we still needed
to include all metric-relevant attributes and also to find common ground
01between
23424035 the most popular RESTful description6languages.
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Figure 6.3.: Simplified canonical data model of RAMA
The hierarchical model starts with a SpecificationFile entity that
contains necessary metadata like a title, a version, or the specification format (e.g. OpenAPI or RAML). It also holds a single API wrapper entity
consisting of a base path like e.g. /api/v1 and a list of Paths. These
Paths are the actual REST resources of the API and each one of them
holds a list of Methods. A Method represents an HTTP verb like GET or
POST, i.e. in combination, a Path and a Method form a service operation, e.g. GET /customers/1/orders to fetch all orders from customer
with ID 1. Additionally, a Method may have inputs, namely Parameters
(e.g. path or query parameters) and RequestBodies, and outputs, namely
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Responses. Since RequestBodies and Responses are usually complex objects of ContentMediaTypes like JSON or XML, they are both represented
by a potentially nested DataModel with Properties. Both Parameters
and Properties contain the used data types, as this is important for cohesion and complexity metrics. This data model represents the core of the
RAMA approach. Based on it, we designed the general architecture of RAMA
(see Fig. 6.4) as a simple command line interface (CLI) application which
01loosely
23424035 follows the pipes and filters style (see Table
6789 2.1).
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Figure 6.4.: General architecture of the RAMA approach (arrows indicate
data flow)
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One module type in this architecture is Parser. A Parser takes a specific
REST description language like OpenAPI or RAML as input and produces
our canonical data model from it. Metrics represent the second module
type and are calculated from the produced data model. The entirety of
calculated Metrics form a summarized results model, which is subsequently
presented as the final output by different Exporters. This architecture is
easily extensible and can also be embedded in other systems or a CI/CD
pipeline.
6.3.2. Prototypical Tool Support
The prototypical implementation of this approach is the RAMA CLI1 . It is
written in Java and uses Maven for dependency management. For metric
modules, a plugin mechanism based on Java interfaces and the Java Reflection API enables the dynamic inclusion of newly developed metrics. We
present an overview of the implemented modules in Fig. 6.5.
For our internal data model, we used the protocol buffers format2 developed by Google. Since it is language- and platform-neutral and is easily
serializable, it can be used in diverse languages and technologies. There is
also a tooling ecosystem around it that allows conversion between protocol
buffers and various RESTful API description formats. From this created
protobuf model, the necessary Java classes are automatically generated.
With respect to input formats, we implemented Parsers for OpenAPI,
RAML, and WADL, since these are among the most popular ones based
on GitHub stars, Google search hits, and StackOverflow posts (see also
[HLV18]). Moreover, most of them offer a convenient tool ecosystem that
we can make use of in our Parser implementations. A promising fourth
candidate was the Markdown-based API Blueprint3 , which seems to be rising
in popularity. However, since there is so far no Java parser for this format,
we did not include it in the first prototype.
1

https://github.com/restful-ma/rama-cli
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
3
https://apiblueprint.org
2
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Figure 6.5.: Implemented architecture of the RAMA CLI (arrows indicate
data flow)
The RAMA CLI currently implements 10 service-based maintainability
Metrics proposed in five different scientific publications (see Table 6.4),
namely seven complexity metrics, two cohesion metrics, and one size metric.
We chose these metrics to cover a diverse set of structural REST API attributes,
which should demonstrate the potential scope of the approach. Furthermore,
we slightly adjusted some metrics for REST, e.g. the ones proposed for WSDL.
For additional details on each metric, please refer to our documentation in
the repository1 or the respective source. We also described some of these
metrics in our literature review (see Section 6.2).
7 22    6826
1
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Table 6.4.: Implemented maintainability metrics of the RAMA CLI
Name

Abbrev.

Scope

Property

Source

Average Path Length

APL

Service

Complexity

[HLSV17]

Arguments per Operation

APO

Service

Complexity

[BM09]

Biggest Root Coverage

BRC

Service

Complexity

[HLSV17]

Data Weight

DW

Service

Complexity

[BM09]

Distinct Message Ratio

DMR

Service

Complexity

[BM09]

Longest Path

LP

Service

Complexity

[HLSV17]

Number of Roots

NOR

Service

Complexity

[HLSV17]

Lack of Message-Level Cohesion

LoCmsg

Service

Cohesion

[AZM+15]

Service Interface Data Cohesion

SIDC

Service

Cohesion

[PRF07]

Weighted Service Interface Count

WSIC

Service

Size

[HCA09]

Finally, we implemented two Exporters for the CLI, namely one for a
PDF and one for a JSON file. Additionally, the CLI automatically outputs the
results to the terminal. While this prototype already offers a fair amount of
features and should be broadly applicable, the goal was also to ensure that it
can be extended with little effort. In this sense, the module system and the
usage of interfaces and the Reflection API make it easy to add new Parsers,
Metrics, or Exporters so that the RAMA CLI can be of even more value
to practitioners and researchers.
6.3.3. Empirical Threshold Derivation Study
Metric values on their own are often difficult to interpret. Some metrics may
have a lower or an upper bound (e.g. a percentage between 0 and 1) and
may also indicate that e.g. lower values are better or worse. However, that is
often still not enough to derive implications from a specific measurement. To
make metric values more actionable, thresholds can therefore play a valuable
role [VFF19]. Thresholds have a long history in software measurement
and were extensively used with object-oriented metrics [FBB+12; LM06].
Hypothetical examples in our context could be that the metric Data Weight
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should not be larger than 500 or the metric Service Interface Data Cohesion
should not be lower than 0.3. There could also be several thresholds that
form labeled value ranges. Such thresholds or rules can help users of metricbased evaluation to interpret the measurements and derive actions from
them [DW16]. To ease the application of the metrics implemented within
RAMA, we therefore designed a simple, repeatable, and adjustable threshold
derivation approach.
6.3.3.1. Research Design
Having a single value which a metric should not exceed may be the simplest
form of a threshold. It is, however, very difficult to rigorously evaluate such
a single threshold value. Therefore, the majority of proposed threshold
derivation methods analyze the measurement distribution of a large number
of real-world systems to instead form several ranked value ranges or labels.
These methods are called benchmark-based approaches [BCSV12; DBCV16]
or portfolio-based approaches [BSPK17; PBSK18]. Since a large number of
RESTful API descriptions are publicly available, we decided to implement a
simple benchmark-based approach.
Inspired by Bräuer et al. [BSPK17], we formed our labels based on the
quartile distribution. Therefore, we defined a total of four ranked bands into
which a metric value could fall (see also Table 6.5), i.e. with the derived
thresholds, a measurement could be in the top 25%, between 25% and the
median, between the median and 75%, or in the worst 25%. Depending on
whether lower is better or worse for the metric, each band was associated
with one of the colors green, yellow, orange, and red (ordered from best to
worst). If a metric result is in the worst 25% (red) or between the median
and the worst 25% (orange) of analyzed systems, it may be advisable to
improve the related design property of the service. These colored labels are
very easy to interpret for practitioners and may make measurement results
very actionable. For unbounded metrics, there is also the possibility that
a measurement that is compared with the benchmark is lower than the
minimum (Q0) or larger than the maximum (Q5). However, this should be
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straight forward to interpret because the value is then either worse than the
worst API in the benchmark or better than the best one.
Table 6.5.: Used metric threshold bands (colors are based on a metric where
lower is better; for metrics where higher is better, the color ordering would be reversed)
Band

Color

Start

End

Q1

green

lower bound or minimum

1st quartile

Q2

yellow

1st quartile

2nd quartile / median

Q3

orange

2nd quartile / median

3 r d quartile

Q4

red

3 r d quartile

upper bound or maximum

To derive these thresholds per RAMA CLI metric, we designed an automated benchmark pipeline that operates on a large number of API description
files. The benchmark consists of the four steps Search, Measure, Combine,
and Aggregate (see also Fig. 6.6). The first step was to search for publicly
available descriptions of real-world APIs. For this, we used the keyword and
file type search on GitHub. Additionally, we searched the API repository
from APIs.guru1 , which provides a substantial number of OpenAPI files, as
well as the developer portal from MuleSoft2 , the company behind the RAML
specification. We downloaded all identified API files and if RAMA CLI could
parse them, we included them in the benchmark repository. Since we identified a large number of OpenAPIv2 / Swagger files, we used a converter3 to
automatically transform them to OpenAPIv3, so that they could be included.
Once a sufficiently large collection of parsable files had been established,
we collected the metrics from them via the RAMA CLI (Measure step). This
was instrumented by a Node.js script that executed the RAMA CLI for every
file in the benchmark repository and created a JSON file with the metrics for
it. In the third step Combine, this collection of JSON files was then analyzed
1

https://apis.guru/browse-apis
https://anypoint.mulesoft.com/exchange/portals/anypoint-platform
3
https:
//github.com/Mermade/oas-kit/blob/master/packages/swagger2openapi
2
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by a second Node.js script that combined them into a single CSV file, where
each analyzed API represented a row. Using this file with all measurements, a
Python script executed the threshold analysis and aggregation (Aggregate
0120321405Optionally, this script could filter out APIs,
6789e.g. too small ones.
step).
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Figure 6.6.: Threshold Benchmark Design
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As results, this yielded a JSON file with all descriptive statistics necessary
for the metric thresholds as well as two diagram types to potentially analyze
the metric distribution further, namely a histogram and a boxplot, both in
PNG format. Furthermore, the Aggregate step produced its results once
for the entirety of APIs, but also separately for all three API specification
formats.
To make the benchmark as transparent and repeatable as possible, we
published all related artifacts such as scripts, the used API files, and documentation in a GitHub repository1 . Every subsequent step after Search
is fully automatable and we also provide a wrapper script to execute the
complete benchmark with one command. Our goal is to provide a reusable
and adaptable foundation for re-executing this benchmark with different
APIs as input that may be more relevant threshold indicators for a specific
REST API under analysis.
6.3.3.2. Results
We initially collected 2,651 real-world API description files (2,619 OpenAPI,
18 WADL, and 14 RAML files). This sample was dominated by large cloud
providers like Microsoft Azure (1,548 files), Google (305 files), or Amazon
Web Services (205 files). Additionally, there were cases where we had several
files of different versions for the same API.
A preliminary analysis of the collected APIs revealed that a large portion
of them were very small, with only two or three operations. Since it seems
reasonable to assume that several of the RAMA CLI metrics are correlated
with size, we decided to exclude APIs with less than five operations (Weighted
Service Interface Count < 5) to avoid skewing the thresholds in favor of very
small APIs. Therefore, we did not include 914 APIs in the Aggregate step.
Our exemplary execution of the described benchmark calculated the quartilebased thresholds based on a total of 1,737 public APIs (1,708 OpenAPI, 16
WADL, and 13 RAML files). Table 6.6 lists these thresholds for all 10 metrics
of the RAMA CLI.
1

https://github.com/restful-ma/thresholds
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Table 6.6.: Calculated metric thresholds from our exemplary benchmark run
with 1,737 API description files
Metric

Top 25%

25% - 50%

50% - 75%

Worst 25%

APO

[0.20, 3.52]

]3.52, 4.60]

]4.60, 8.63]

]8.63, 21.63]

APL

[1.00, 2.50]

]2.50, 5.00]

]5.00, 8.00]

]8.00, 15.60]

BRC

[1.00, 1.00]

]1.00, 0.99]

]0.99, 0.60]

]0.60, 0.00]

DW

[4, 77]

]77, 167]

]167, 378]

]378, 41570]

DMR

[0.00, 0.26]

]0.26, 0.36]

]0.36, 0.48]

]0.48, 1.00]

LoCmsg

[0.00, 0.53]

]0.53, 0.62]

]0.62, 0.69]

]0.69, 1.00]

LP

[1, 3]

]3, 8]

]8, 10]

]10, 19]

NOR

[1, 1]

]1, 2]

]2, 3]

]3, 359]

SIDC

[1.00, 1.00]

]1.00, 0.64]

]0.64, 0.55]

]0.55, 0.00]

WSIC

[5, 8]

]8, 15]

]15, 31]

]31, 1126]

To illustrate the diagrams created during the benchmark, we also present
the boxplot (see Fig. 6.7) and the histogram (see Fig. 6.8) for the results of
the metric Average Path Length (APL).
16
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Figure 6.7.: Boxplot for the APL measurement results
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Figure 6.8.: Histogram for the APL measurement results
The boxplot is a convenient graphical alternative to the quartile-based
threshold values from Table 6.6, as it shows the minimum, Q1, median, Q3,
and maximum. The histogram, on the other hand, allows a more detailed
distribution analysis. In this case, it e.g. reveals that a large number of APIs
in our benchmark have an APL value of 2 or 3. Since the execution of the
benchmark can take up to several hours on machines with low computing
power, we also provide all result artifacts of this exemplary run in our
repository1 .
Lastly, we present hypothetical measurement examples from a RESTful
service that we compare to the benchmark results to make them more
actionable. The service under analysis is the OrderService of a typical
webshop system. It provides functionality for creating and managing orders
as well as for the processes of finalizing and refunding orders. In total, it
offers nine different operations, which puts its Weighted Service Interface
Count (WSIC) value at the beginning of the Q2 band (yellow), i.e. it is
a reasonably small API. The complexity metrics related to the resource
path structure, i.e. Average Path Length (APL), Biggest Root Coverage (BRC),
1

https://github.com/restful-ma/thresholds/tree/master/results
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Longest Path (LP), and Number of Roots (NOR), are all in the Q1 band (green),
which indicates that resources are generally well designed. However, the
metrics based on the complexity of input parameters, namely Arguments
per Operation (APO) and Data Weight (DW), both fall into the middle of
the Q3 band (orange). Restructuring and simplifying the input parameters
and request bodies of the most complex operations may be a good idea to
improve the analyzability of the OrderService. Finally, we have the metrics
Distinct Message Ratio (DMR), Lack of Message-Level Cohesion (LoCmsg ), and
Service Interface Data Cohesion (SIDC), which evaluate the similarity of the
used data concepts within all operations. Both DMR and LoCmsg fall into
the Q1 band (green), while the stricter SIDC metric achieves a Q2 ranking
(yellow). Therefore, the cohesion of the OrderService is generally high:
its operations work to a large degree with similar data concepts like Orders
and therefore contribute to a similar purpose.
6.3.4. Limitations and Threats to Validity
While we pointed out several advantages of the RAMA approach, there are
also some limitations. First, RAMA only supports RESTful HTTP as a communication protocol and therefore excludes asynchronous message-based
communication. Even though REST is arguably still the most popular communication style for microservice-based systems, event-driven microservices
based on messaging receive more and more attention. Apart from that, the
approach requires a machine-readable RESTful API description to work.
While such specification files are quite popular in the RESTful world, not
every RESTful web service under analysis will have one. And thirdly, relying
on an API description file restricts the scope of the maintainability evaluation.
Collected metrics are focused on the interface quality of a single service
and cannot make any statement about the concrete service implementation.
Therefore, RAMA cannot calculate system-wide metrics except for aggregates like mean or median, which also excludes all metrics for the coupling
between services.
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Our prototypical implementation, the RAMA CLI, may also suffer from
potential limitations. While we tried to make it applicable to a wide range
of RESTful services by supporting the three formats OpenAPI, RAML, and
WADL, there are still other used formats for which we currently do not have a
parser, e.g. API Blueprint1 . Similarly, there are many more proposed servicebased metrics we could have implemented in the RAMA CLI. The modular
architecture of RAMA consciously supports possible future extensions in
this regard. Lastly, we unfortunately cannot guarantee that the prototype is
completely free of bugs and works reliably with every single specification
file. While we were very diligent during the implementation, have a test
coverage of ∼75%, and successfully used the RAMA CLI with over 2,500 API
specification files, it remains a research prototype. There may still be the
possibility that metrics are miscalculated in some cases.
Finally, we need to mention threats to validity concerning our empirical
threshold derivation study. Since the benchmark uses the RAMA CLI, the
same quality limitations apply: potential bugs in our implementation or
used libraries like the Swagger-to-OpenAPI converter may lead to incorrect
measurements and therefore incorrect thresholds. Due to the large number
of files, however, the risk of significant threshold deviations is relatively
low. A more substantial threat to validity is that the derived thresholds rely
entirely on the quality and relevance of the used API description files. If the
majority of files in the benchmark are of low quality, the derived thresholds
will not be strict enough. Measurement values of an API may then all fall
into the Q1 band, when, in reality, the service interface under analysis is still
not well designed. By including a large number of APIs from trustworthy
sources, this risk may be reduced. However, there still may be services from
specific contexts that are so different that they need a custom benchmark to
produce relevant thresholds. Examples could be benchmarks based only on
a particular domain (e.g. cloud management), on a single API specification
format (e.g. RAML), or on APIs of a specific size (e.g. small APIs with 10 or
less operations).
1

https://apiblueprint.org
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As an example, large cloud providers like Azure, Google, or AWS heavily
influenced our benchmark run. Each one of these uses fairly homogeneous
API design, which influenced some metric distributions and thresholds. Standardized API parameters within companies led for example to Arguments per
Operation (APO) values that formed clusters around 5.0 (Azure APIs), 9.0
(AWS APIs), and 13.0 (Google APIs). Additionally, our benchmark included
several versions of the same APIs. Very similar versions could falsely promote some value clusters. We also eliminated a large number of very small
services with less than five operations to not skew metrics in this direction.
Lastly, the vast majority of our analyzed files were using the OpenAPI format
(∼98%). If there were significant quality differences between the three
formats, this would pose a problem for the derived thresholds. So, while
our provided thresholds may be useful for a quick initial quality comparison,
it may be sensible to select the input APIs more strictly to create a more
appropriate size- or domain-specific benchmark. To enable such replication,
our benchmark focuses on repeatability and adaptability.
6.3.5. Summary
To support static analysis based on proposed service-based maintainability metrics in the context of microservices, we designed a tool-supported
approach called RAMA (RESTful API Metric Analyzer). Service interface
metrics are collected based on machine-readable descriptions of RESTful
APIs. We designed RAMA with a modular and extensible architecture. Our
implemented prototypical tool, the RAMA CLI, currently supports the specification formats OpenAPI, RAML, and WADL as well as 10 metrics (seven
for complexity, two for cohesion, and one size metric). The results can be
exported as JSON or PDF.
To aid with results interpretation, we also conducted an empirical benchmark that calculated quartile-based threshold ranges (green, yellow, orange,
red) for all RAMA CLI metrics using 1,737 public RESTful APIs. Since the
thresholds are very dependent on the quality and relevance of the used APIs,
we designed the automated benchmark to be repeatable.
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6.4. An Approach to Calculate Service-Based Metrics from
Runtime Data
To overcome difficulties with static analysis for microservices, a promising alternative to gather service-based maintainability metrics seems to be
dynamic analysis. Metrics based on runtime data are also valuable complements to an evaluation based solely on static structures, e.g. by additionally
providing insights into dynamic coupling. Furthermore, microservice-based
systems highly value observability to operate the complex net of distributed
services [NKFW19]. Ergo, microservices usually rely on monitoring or even
distributed tracing [ERR18]. Such produced runtime data could be reused
for maintainability evaluations. We therefore propose an extensible approach
to calculate service-based maintainability metrics from the runtime data of
microservice-based systems.
The development of our approach took place in several stages. First, we
analyzed existing service-based metrics (see Section 6.2) to understand
what data attributes were necessary to calculate a broad set of maintainability metrics. We also collected and evaluated existing approaches (see
Section 3.3) as well as general tools for distributed tracing in service-based
environments. Based on this initial analysis, we decided that our approach
should focus on the following three principles:
• Simplicity: has a simple and clean data model and architecture
• Extensibility: can be extended with additional data sources or metrics
• Broad applicability: can be used with diverse service-based systems
In the second step, we then designed a modular architecture (see Section 6.4.1.1) and an internal data model (see Section 6.4.1.2). Afterwards,
we decided which data sources and which metrics we would implement for
the first iteration and developed the prototype of the tool (see Section 6.4.2).
Lastly, we demonstrated the effectiveness of the tool-supported approach in
an exploratory study with an example system that was used by six people
(see Section 6.4.3).
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6.4.1. Dynamic Analysis Approach
In this section, we describe the abstract details of our general approach,
namely the general architecture and data model. For source code and more
1
documentation, please refer to our GitHub
01extensive
21320314
56789 repository .
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Figure 6.9.: General architecture of the approach (arrows indicate data flow)
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6.4.1.1. Architecture
Similar to our static RAMA approach (see Section 6.3), our dynamic analysis
approach was designed as a simple command line interface (CLI) application
and loosely follows a pipes and filters architecture. It consists of several types
of modules which sequentially process data (see Fig. 6.9). For data collection, different types of Integrator modules can be used. An Integrator
queries an external data source with runtime data (e.g. a distributed tracing
server) and produces the internal canonical data model from it. In one
execution, several different Integrators can be used to construct a more
complete view of the system. This model is then used as the foundation for
metric calculation: each implemented Metric module uses the data model
to derive its metric results. Lastly, each specified Exporter module processes this list of metric results. An Exporter transforms and forwards the
results to the final location, e.g. it may create an XML file. Likewise, several
Exporters can be used in a single execution. For the sake of simplicity and
to ease integration into a CI/CD pipeline, the analysis tool has no internal
persistence. Upon execution, it collects data, calculates the metrics, and
finally outputs the results.
6.4.1.2. Data Model
Every Integrator needs to produce our internal canonical representation of
the microservice-based system under analysis. This data model (see Fig. 6.10)
includes the services of the system, but also runtime information like the
number of times an operation was called during the analysis timeframe. In
principle, it represents a directed graph where the nodes are Services and
the edges are Dependencies, e.g. a Dependency could be an outgoing edge
from node Service S1 to node Service S2 . Each Service, in turn, has a
list of its offered Operations. They consist of a list of input parameters,
a list of how often other services called this operation (calls), and a list
of other Operations that were subsequently invoked as a response to this
operation (responsesForOperation). This simplistic model enables the
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calculation of a large number of maintainability metrics for e.g. coupling,
cohesion, size, and complexity via efficient graph operations, on the systemas well as on service-level. It could also be easily extended with additional
to facilitate the calculation of new metrics.
01attributes
21320314
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Figure 6.10.: Canonical data model for runtime data
6.4.2. Prototypical Tool Support
The first prototypical implementation of the approach is a Java CLI application (see Fig. 6.11). Apache Maven is used to manage dependencies and to
create an executable JAR file that can be called with various input parameters, such as the endpoints of runtime data sources. We rely on the JGraphT
library1 to create the internal model of the system as a directed graph. The
plugin mechanism to dynamically include newly developed modules is realized with Java interfaces and the Java Reflection API. In the first iteration,
we implemented one Integrator, 23 Metrics, and five Exporters (XML,
JSON, CSV, Markdown, plain text).

1
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Figure 6.11.: Implemented architecture of the first prototype (arrows indicate data flow)
Concerning runtime data sources, we analyzed a wide variety of approaches, among them distributed tracing frameworks like Jaeger and monitoring solutions like Prometheus1 . In the end, we decided to implement
a Zipkin Integrator for the first prototype. Zipkin2 is a distributed tracing system based on the Google Dapper architecture. It implements the
1
For more details on tool analysis and selection, please refer to https://github.com/
xJREB/microservices-runtime-analysis/tree/master/docs/tools
2
https://zipkin.io
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OpenTracing standard1 and is one of the most popular open source tracing
implementations (over 11k stars on GitHub at the time of writing). Zipkin
requires the inclusion of a small piece of application code, a Tracer, into
each service that should be instrumented. These Tracers record application
activity and then asynchronously send tracing information to a central Zipkin
server. As opposed to non-invasive techniques like e.g. tcpdump, Zipkin is
therefore able to gather very rich runtime data. Our implemented Zipkin
Integrator queries the RESTful API of a Zipkin server and retrieves the
list of services with their respective traces within a certain timeframe. This
information is then converted to our canonical data model.
With respect to Metrics, we collected a set of 58 service-based maintainability metrics proposed in the scientific literature. We summarized
the majority of them in Section 6.2. These metrics were then analyzed for
their relevance and applicability to our approach. In the end, we selected
16 of these metrics for the first prototype. Since several aspects of servicebased maintainability (especially dynamic coupling) were not covered, we
designed and adapted seven additional metrics, which we briefly present
here. Metric formalization is based on the following entities:
• The system is represented by the set of services S that contains individual services, e.g. s1 , s2 , ..., sn ∈ S .
• The function I D(s) returns the number of incoming dependencies for
service s, i.e. the number of other services that depend on s.
• The function OD(s) returns the number of outgoing dependencies of
service s, i.e. the number of other services s depends on.
• The set D(S) contains all dependencies between services in S .
• The function c y cl es(D) returns the set of cyclic dependencies in D.
• The function cal ls(s1 , s2 , t) returns the number of calls from service s1
to service s2 within timeframe t .
– All incoming calls to s1 within t are indicated by calls(∗, s1 , t).
1
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– All outgoing calls from s1 within t are indicated by calls(s1 , ∗, t).
– The total number of calls in S during t is indicated by calls(∗, ∗, t).
Mean Absolute Importance/Dependence in the System (MAIDS): this
metric is a system-wide variant of AIS/ADS (see Section 6.2.2). It returns
the mean number of service dependencies a service in S has. At the system
level, the mean number of incoming and outgoing dependencies is identical.
The value range of MAIDS is [0, |S| − 1].
P
M AI DS(S) =

P

I D(s)

s∈S

|S|

=

OD(s)

s∈S

(6.6)

|S|

Mean Absolute Coupling in the System (MACS): this metric is a systemwide variant of ACS (see Section 6.2.2). It analyzes the degree of coupling in
S by calculating the mean number of dependencies from both sides, incoming
as well as outgoing. The value range of MACS is [0, 2 ∗ (|S| − 1)].
P
M AC S(S) =


I D(s) + OD(s)

s∈S

|S|

= 2 ∗ M AI DS(S)

(6.7)

Dynamic Relative Dependence of Service (DRDS): this is a dynamic
variant of the metric RCS (see Section 6.2.2). It describes how strongly s1 is
coupled to s2 based on the percentage of outgoing calls from s1 that went to
s2 within timeframe t . The value range of DRDS is [0, 1].
DRDS(s1 , s2 , t) =

cal ls(s1 , s2 , t)
cal ls(s1 , ∗, t)

(6.8)

Dynamic Relative Importance of Service (DRIS): this metric is a dynamic variant of RIS (see Section 6.2.2) and therefore the complement to
DRDS. It describes how strongly s1 is coupled to s2 based on the percentage
of incoming calls to s1 that originated from s2 within timeframe t . The value
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range of DRIS is [0, 1].
DRIS(s1 , s2 , t) =

cal ls(s2 , s1 , t)
cal ls(∗, s1 , t)

(6.9)

Dynamic Relative Dependence of Service in the System (DRDSS): this
metric is a system-wide variant of DRDS. It describes how strongly s1 is
coupled to s2 based on the percentage that calls from s1 to s2 take in the
complete system S within timeframe t . The value range of DRDSS is [0, 1].
DRDSS(s1 , s2 , t) =

cal ls(s1 , s2 , t)
cal ls(∗, ∗, t)

(6.10)

Dynamic Relative Importance of Service in the System (DRISS): this
metric is a system-wide variant of DRIS and therefore the complement to
DRDSS. It describes how strongly s1 is coupled to s2 based on the percentage
that calls from s2 to s1 take in the complete system within timeframe t . The
value range of DRISS is [0, 1].
DRISS(s1 , s2 , t) =

cal ls(s2 , s1 , t)
cal ls(∗, ∗, t)

(6.11)

Cyclic Service Dependencies (CSD): this system-wide metric returns
the number of cyclic dependency chains within S . While the metric SIY
(see Section 6.2.2) only returns the number of bi-directional dependencies
between two services, CSD includes cycles involving more than two services.
The value range for CSD is [0, ∞].
C SD(S) = |c y cl es(D(S))|

(6.12)

The set of 23 metrics was then implemented1 , among them 13 coupling,
five complexity, three cohesion, and two size metrics. Eight of them are
system-level metrics, 14 relate to the service level, and one is collected per
operation.
1
For more details on metric analysis and selection, please refer to https://github.com/
xJREB/microservices-runtime-analysis/tree/master/docs/metrics
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Architecture, data model, and implementation fulfill all three principles
postulated for the approach. The approach is simple in the sense that it
avoids the complexity of e.g. model-driven engineering and relies only on
very few data model concepts and module types, i.e. the bare minimum of
what is needed. It is extensible in the sense that the plugin architecture makes
it very easy to develop additional Integrators, Metrics, or Exporters,
which follows the open/closed principle (“open for extension, closed for
modification”). Lastly, it is broadly applicable in the sense that it is not tied
to specific service technologies or implementation frameworks. In principle,
any data source with sufficient information to construct the internal data
model can be integrated without having to touch any of the downstream
implementation units.
6.4.3. Demonstration
To illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach, we conducted
an exploratory study with an open source example system. The goals of this
demonstration were to explore if metrics are calculated correctly and to get
an estimation if runtime data produced during normal usage of a system
is sufficient for accurate results. We chose the Twitter-like microblogging
system ramanujan1 , since it is of decent size (18 services) while still being
simple enough for a small study and has a web frontend for convenient enduser access. Furthermore, each service already implements a Zipkin tracer so
that no modifications were required. We hosted this system together with a
Zipkin server in a closed environment and then instructed six test participants
(master students) to use it. We divided our testers into two groups with
three participants each (G1 and G2 ). The groups used the system separately
and had to work on two tasks ( T1 and T2 ). For T1 , they had five minutes to
find and use the complete functionality offered via the web interface. For
T2 , they should use the system’s messaging for an additional five minutes to
discuss a topic of their choosing. Afterwards, our tool calculated the metrics
from the produced Zipkin data and we analyzed the results and differences
1

https://github.com/senecajs/ramanujan
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per groups and tasks1 .
In total, 14 of the 18 services were identified from the combined data of
both groups. The remaining four services provided functionality that could
not be invoked via the web interface, e.g. the manual import of messages into
the system. Based on these 14 services, we were able to correctly calculate
all metric values for static coupling, size, and cohesion (dynamic coupling
metrics do not have a “correct” value). When looking at G1 and G2 separately,
the results are the same per group. However, an analysis of the individual
tasks of G2 revealed that not all service dependencies were identified in T1
as well as T2 because a clustered service relied on load balancing to two
instances based on chosen usernames. This issue led to minor inaccuracies for
the static coupling metrics. Since the testers of G2 chose different usernames
per task, the combined data sets of T1 and T2 therefore yielded accurate
results. All in all, this small case study was successful in demonstrating
our approach with just six participants that used the system for a combined
duration of 20 minutes.
6.4.4. Threats to Validity
However, the demonstration also highlighted weaknesses of dynamic analysis: evaluation quality depends on the richness and completeness of runtime
data. Services or operations that are not used during the recording are
not registered and therefore the resulting metrics may be inaccurate. This
shortcoming may be especially relevant for very large systems with diverse
services and functionality. Similarly, a less invasive Integrator that does
not require service modification would most likely result in even larger inaccuracies or even no values for certain metrics. In addition to the invasiveness
vs. data quality trade-off, we must also consider potential performance
impacts. Our small demonstration was no suitable evaluation for this. Even
though modern distributed tracing like Zipkin is specifically designed for
minimal performance overhead, there is still additional load in the system.
1
We also published the results in our repository: https://github.com/xJREB/
microservices-runtime-analysis/tree/master/docs/demonstration-results
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Therefore, the usage of such an approach with a critical production system
needs to be carefully evaluated.
6.4.5. Summary
We designed a simple, extensible, and broadly applicable approach to calculate service-based maintainability metrics from runtime data and implemented a Java prototype with a Zipkin integrator, 23 maintainability metrics,
as well as export to XML, JSON, CSV, Markdown, and plain text. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach via a small exploratory study with an
example microblogging system: metrics for all used services were calculated
correctly based on the produced runtime data. Future work could expand
the prototypical implementation with additional Integrators or Metrics.
Furthermore, an industrial evaluation with a larger system would yield important insights into metric accuracy as well as performance impact at such
a scale. Lastly, the dynamic approach could also be combined with static
information like machine-readable system descriptions to mitigate some of
its shortcomings.
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6.5. Conclusion
To support empirical evaluation studies as well as industry adoption of servicebased maintainability metrics, we provided a three-fold contribution. First,
we identified eight publications about service-based maintainability metrics
via a literature survey and extracted 46 metrics from them. We categorized
these metrics and analyzed their applicability for microservices. Except for
centralization metrics, all metrics were of relevance for microservices, but
decentralization and technological heterogeneity may make the automatic
collection more difficult.
With our second contribution, we therefore provided a static approach
to automatically collect service-based metrics from machine-readable descriptions of RESTful services. Our prototypical implementation of this
approach supports the input formats OpenAPI, RAML, and WADL and is able
to calculate 10 different service interface metrics from them. The results
are exported as JSON or PDF. To provide guidance for acceptable metric
values, we conducted a repeatable threshold derivation study with more
than 1,700 publicly available API descriptions. Based on the quartile distribution, four threshold labels (green, yellow, orange, and red) are formed
for each implemented metric and can be used for comparison with future
measurements.
Complementary to this static approach, we thirdly designed a dynamic approach to calculate metrics from microservices runtime data. The developed
prototypical tool support for this approach uses an OpenTracing integrator via Zipkin, calculates 23 metrics, and outputs either XML, JSON, CSV,
Markdown, or plain text. We demonstrated the feasibility of the approach
by analyzing the runtime data of an example system.
Both presented approaches can be efficiently extended with additional
input formats, metrics, or output formats. We published the source code for
both implementations on GitHub. In their current state, the approaches can
act as a basis for empirical metric evaluation studies and industry adoption
case studies.
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Chapter

7

Scenario-Based
Evolvability Analysis for
Service Orientation
This chapter describes our contribution in the area of scenario-based evolvability evaluation for service orientation. We present our lightweight method
and the prototypical tool support to ease manual efforts. Lastly, we describe
the evaluation of the method with a quantitative survey (N=40) and qualitative interviews (N=7). The chapter extends the following publication:
• J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Scenario-based Evolvability Analysis of Service-oriented Systems: A Lightweight and Toolsupported Method.” In: Proceedings of the 15th International Conference
on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE’20).
Prague, Czech Republic: SciTePress, 2020 [BWZ20]
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7.1. Context and Goals
While quantitative software quality assessment with metrics has the advantage that it can often be automated with tools, it is still a challenging task
to find practical and effective metrics (see Section 2.5.3.3). Especially in
the area of maintainability, metrics are a structural proxy for how effective
and efficient software can be modified. While this relies on the nature of the
selected modification, common maintainability metrics cannot take this into
account. An alternative or complement is therefore qualitative scenario-based
analysis, which we introduced in Section 2.5.4. While such methods are
well suited to evaluate the impact of specific changes, they usually require
significant manual effort and the presence of several system stakeholders.
Since the two service-based architectural styles SOA and microservices
place a strong emphasis on architecture quality and sustainable evolution,
they are fitting candidates for such evaluation methods. We therefore propose
a lightweight scenario-based method specifically designed for the evolvability
analysis of service-based systems. Properties like service independence and
encapsulation, as well as tool support, are leveraged to decrease associated
manual efforts. We also describe the evaluation of the method with a survey
and hands-on interviews.

7.2. Lightweight Method for Service Orientation
The goal of our method is to provide qualitative scenario-based evolvability
evaluation for service- and microservice-based systems with reasonable manual effort. By focusing on limited system types and one quality attribute, we
can rely on a more precise terminology and change categorization. Furthermore, we can assume a decent degree of service independence as well as a
clean separation of service interface and implementation. Changes that do
not modify a service interface usually do not propagate to service consumers.
Lastly, we also tried to keep the method lightweight by focusing on simplicity
and tool support. The method is influenced by ALMA [BLBV04], but also
by service-based change impact analysis such as in [WYZ10] and change
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categorization and patterns such as in [WHHC14].
7.2.1. Research Process
The design of our proposed method took place in the following way (see
also Fig. 7.1). First, we analyzed existing scenario-based methods like
SAAM [KABC96], ATAM [KKC00], and ALMA [BLBV04], but also specifically searched for lightweight or service-based approaches (see Section 3.4).
Based on these results, we iteratively designed our method. A design candidate for the method was implemented in a web-based tool and demonstrated
by applying it to an example system. We then analyzed method and tool for
possible improvements, which we incorporated into the method. Afterwards,
the next iteration started. Once method and tool reached a mature state, we
evaluated this version with an online survey as well as hands-on interviews
(see Section 7.3). We then used these evaluation results to improve method
and tool for a second time. In the next section, we present this improved
version.
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Figure 7.1.: Research process for creating the scenario-based method
7.2.2. Conceptual Model
Foundation for the method is a metamodel with five different entities (see
Fig. 7.2). The analysis target is a System that consists of at least one
Service. Optionally, dependencies between Services can be modeled.
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The potential evolution of the System (e.g. a service-based webshop) is
described by coarse-grained Scenarios (e.g. the addition of a new payment method). A Scenario consists of at least one Change. A Change
always targets a single Service and may be of different Types, namely
addition (adding a new Service), modification (changing an existing
Service), or deletion (removing an existing Service). Additionally, a
Change may also ripple to other Services, especially if it modifies a service
interface. Previously specified service dependencies are used to suggest
potential ripple effects. Changes also have associated Effort as a measure
for their implementation duration or complexity. Currently, we support the
estimation techniques hours, ordinal scale (1 to 10, with 10 being the most
01time
23420435consuming / complex), COSMIC function points,
6789 and story points.
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Figure 7.2.: Simplified conceptual model of the method (rectangles represent
entities, ellipses represent attributes, arrows without cardinality
represent 1-to-1 relations)
Based on the created Scenarios, an evolvability Evaluation for the
System is synthesized. Effort is aggregated to the Scenario level and
then used to compile various system evaluation metrics. In general, infor-
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mation and metrics provided through an Evaluation should support the
estimation of the system’s evolution qualities and the identification of weak
spots in the architecture. An Evaluation is based on the list of Scenarios
and relies on the following metrics:
• Metrics per Scenario:
– Number of Changes: the number of Changes this Scenario consists of
– Scenario Effort: the total estimated Effort for this Scenario,
i.e. the summed up Effort of all its Changes
– Number of Affected Services: the number of Services that are
impacted by this Scenario
– Most Impactful Change: the Change that ripples to the largest
number of Services
• Metrics per System:
– Total Effort per System: the total estimated Effort for this System,
i.e. its summed up Scenario Efforts
– Average Effort per Scenario: the average Scenario Effort for this

System
– Hardest Scenario: the Scenario associated with the highest

Effort

– Most Impactful Scenario: the Scenario that affects the largest
number of Services
– Critical Service Based on Changes: the Service that is impacted
by the largest number of Changes
– Critical Service Based on Effort: the Service that is associated
with the highest combined Change Efforts
– Service with Lowest Effort: the Service that is associated with
the lowest combined Change Efforts
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7.2.3. Method
The model presented above is the foundation for the four different process
steps of the method. We designed them to also produce reasonable results
with only very few users, but the quality of the results will increase if various
stakeholders with both technical and business roles are involved. Work
within different steps can also be distributed and performed independently
with a later synchronization meeting.
1. Describe the system architecture: a list of Services with a short
description and (optionally) dependencies between them is created.
This step has to be performed by technical stakeholders like developers
or architects. If the System is very large, a subset can be modeled
instead, e.g. a domain or subsystem.
2. Elicit evolution scenarios: possible future evolution Scenarios are
collected and documented. Fitting candidates are cases likely to happen or cases intuitively posing a high risk for the System. For a broad
range of Scenarios, business and domain experts should be included
in this step.
3. Specify and estimate changes for each scenario: the details and impact of the identified Scenarios are now worked out by documenting
the concrete Changes. This step again requires technical stakeholders.
a) Specify and estimate initial changes: the initial set of Changes
(one per affected Service) is defined and the Effort for each
Change is estimated. Stakeholders should agree on a single estimation technique, e.g. hours. If work in this step is distributed,
stakeholders should first calibrate their estimation with some
example Changes.
b) Identify ripple effects: for each Change, potential ripple effects to other Services are identified and documented as new
Changes. Service interface Changes are especially important for
this step.
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4. Evaluate results: created Scenarios are analyzed, estimated Effort
is aggregated, and Evaluation metrics are calculated. Based on this,
System evolvability is interpreted, weak spots are identified, and architecture improvements are derived. This step should be a synchronized
group activity.
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Figure 7.3.: Architecture of the prototypical tool support
7.2.4. Tool Support
To reduce manual efforts and to enable faster and more reliable Evaluation,
we developed a simple web-based application that supports all steps of
the described process. Users can create and manage all entities of the
model via various forms, i.e. they can model a System with Services
and then create Scenarios with Changes for this System. After having
created all Scenarios, they can navigate to the Evaluation view, where
Effort is automatically aggregated and the described metrics are calculated.
Additionally, pie charts are provided to illustrate the distribution of Efforts
and Ripples. Convenient filtering and sorting can be used to explore
the created list of Scenarios. The prototype consists of a RESTful API
7 22    6826
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implemented in Node.js using the Express framework. Data is persisted in
MongoDB. User access is possible via a web interface implemented with
Vue.js. Components can be easily deployed using Docker containers. We
present the architecture of this tool in Fig. 7.3. We published the tool on
GitHub1 .
7.2.5. Example Demonstration
To demonstrate the application of the described method, we present some
concrete scenarios as well as the aggregated Evaluation metrics. We use
the microservice architecture of the peer-to-peer ridesharing platform Uber
as a running example2 . A simplified architecture diagram of this platform is
presented
in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4.: Simplified architecture of the Uber platform
1

https://github.com/xJREB/ms-scenario-evaluation
See https://dzone.com/articles/
microservice-architecture-learn-build-and-deploy-a
2
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For this System, we can then elicit Scenarios. We present three simplified Scenario examples, two business-driven ones with ripple effects (see
Fig. 7.5 and 7.6) and a technical one with local scope (see Fig. 7.7).
Name: Add Bitcoin as new payment method
Description: To give users more flexibility, add Bitcoin as a new payment
method in the system. Drivers can configure whether they accept this option.
Changes:
• Add Bitcoin payment option to Payments
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 80 hours
– Ripples to: Passenger Management, Driver Management,
Mobile App, Passenger Web UI, Driver Web UI
• Add Bitcoin payment functionality to Passenger Management
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 20 hours
• Add Bitcoin payment functionality to Driver Management
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 30 hours
• Add Bitcoin payment UI elements to Mobile App
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 30 hours
• Add Bitcoin payment UI elements to Passenger Web UI
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 20 hours
• Add Bitcoin payment UI elements to Driver Web UI
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 30 hours

Figure 7.5.: Scenario 1: add Bitcoin as new payment method
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Name: Add the Rider Music feature
Description: To allow passengers to play their favorite music, add functionality to integrate music streaming services and to select playlists for a ride.
Drivers can configure whether they support this feature.
Changes:
• Create a new Music Management service with the basic functionality
for the Rider Music feature. This service also includes a database to
persist associated data.
– Change type: addition
– Change effort: 150 hours
– Ripples to: Trip Management, Mobile App, Passenger Web
UI, Driver Web UI
• Add functionality for configuring a ride playlist to Trip Management
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 40 hours
• Add Rider Music UI elements to Mobile App
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 30 hours
• Add Rider Music UI elements to Passenger Web UI
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 20 hours
• Add Rider Music UI elements to Driver Web UI
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 10 hours

Figure 7.6.: Scenario 2: add the “Rider Music” feature
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Name: Replace database of Trip Management
Description: To improve the performance of trip matching and searches, the
current relational database of the Trip Management should be replaced
with Elasticsearch.
Changes:
• Replace the database of Trip Management with Elasticsearch
– Change type: modification
– Change effort: 80 hours
– Ripples to: /

Figure 7.7.: Scenario 3: replace the Trip Management database
If we now perform an exemplary Evaluation with these Scenarios via
the tool, the described set of metrics will be calculated automatically. A list
of Scenarios will be shown in the tool’s Evaluation view with all metrics
on the Scenario level (illustrated in Table 7.1).
ID
1

# of Changes

Effort

6

210 hours

Affected
Services

Most Impactful Change

6/9

Add Bitcoin payment option to

Payments
2

5

250 hours

4/9

Create new Music Management
service

3

1

80 hours

1/9

Replace the Trip Management
database with Elasticsearch

Table 7.1.: Scenario evaluation: list of scenarios with metrics
Additionally, the System-level metrics will be calculated. The Total Effort
per System is 540 hours, while the Average Effort per Scenario is 180 hours.
The Rider Music introducing Scenario 2 is the Hardest Scenario with most
Effort. Most Impactful Scenario on the other hand is the Bitcoin payment
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Scenario 1, since it affects the most Services. Since Trip Management
and the three UI components are impacted by two Changes as opposed to
the other Services, they comprise the Critical Services Based on Changes.
With 120 hours, Trip Management is also the Critical Service Based on
Effort (even though Music Management is associated with 150 hours, it
is currently not part of the System, as it is a hypothetical new Service).
Lastly, the Service with Lowest Effort is Passenger Management with 20
hours.

7.3. Evaluation: Survey and Interviews
As a first indication for the usefulness and usability of our tool-supported
method, we conducted a two-fold evaluation study, namely a web-based
survey and personal hands-on interviews1 . The survey primarily had the goal
to get expert opinions on different Effort estimation techniques and our
proposed Evaluation metrics. It consisted of 17 questions and was hosted
on Google Forms for four weeks during April and May 2019. We distributed
the survey via social media, mailing lists, personal contacts, and platforms
like Surveycircle or Xing. In the end, we received 40 valid responses that we
subsequently analyzed with descriptive statistics and exploratory correlation
analysis.
Of our 40 participants, 14 were active in industry, 13 in academia, and 13
in both fields. Participants had a median of 8 years of professional experience
(mean: ∼11 years). On a scale from 1 (“not familiar”) to 5 (“very familiar”),
the median of their indicated familiarity with service- and microservice-based
systems was 4 (mean: 4.1), while the median for familiarity with scenariobased methods was 3 (mean: 2.8). Exactly 50% (20) had already used a
scenario-based method for a real-world project. In the first part, participants
were presented with five different effort estimation techniques for Changes,
namely hours, lines of code, an ordinal scale (1-10), COSMIC function
points, and story points. For each of these, they had to use a 5-point Likert
1
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We shared all study data and artifacts in the GitHub repository (_docs/evaluation).
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scale to rate how precise the technique is and how applicable the technique
is for such a method. The results indicate that our participants favored
story points and hours for both precision (see Fig. 7.8) and applicability
(see Fig. 7.9). COSMIC function points and the ordinal scale were seen as
somewhat neutral, while only lines of code received mostly negative ratings.
As a consequence, we removed LOC estimation from our tool.
Estimating with story points
is precise

18%

38%

45%

Estimating with hours is
precise

38%

32%

30%

Estimating with Cosmic FP is
precise

42%

35%

22%

Estimating with an ordinal
scale (1−10) is precise

40%

42%

18%

Estimating with LOC is
precise

65%

8%

28%

100

50

0

50

100

Percentage
Response
strongly

disagree (1)

disagree (2)

somewhat agree (3)

agree (4)

strongly agree (5)

Figure 7.8.: Precision ratings for effort estimation techniques (survey)
Story Points are applicable
for the method

20%

20%

60%

Hours are applicable for the
method

22%

35%

42%

An ordinal scale (1−10) is
applicable for the method

38%

28%

35%

Cosmic FP are applicable for
the method

45%

38%

18%

LOC are applicable for the
method

65%

20%

15%

100

50

0

50

100

Percentage
Response
strongly

disagree (1)

disagree (2)

somewhat agree (3)

agree (4)

strongly agree (5)

Figure 7.9.: Applicability ratings for effort estimation techniques (survey)
In the second part of the survey, participants were presented with screenshots from our Evaluation view (see Fig. 7.10 and 7.11) and were asked to
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rate the perceived usefulness of five Evaluation metrics with a Likert scale
(see Fig. 7.12). The best-rated metric was # of Affected Services / Scenario
(75% agreement). Participants saw the metrics Most Modified Service, Service
with Highest Effort, and Change Impacting Most Services as moderately useful
(around 50% agreement with 20-30% neutral). Only AVG Effort / Scenario
was rated negatively overall (45% disagreement, 35% neutral).

Figure 7.10.: Scenario-level metrics from the evaluation view (tool screenshot for survey)

Figure 7.11.: System-level metrics from the evaluation view (tool screenshot
for survey)
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# of Affected Services /
Scenario is a useful metric

12%

12%

75%

Most Modified Service is a
useful metric

22%

22%

55%

Service with Highest Effort
is a useful metric

18%

30%

52%

Change Impacting Most
Services is a useful metric

18%

32%

50%

AVG Effort / Scenario is a
useful metric

45%

20%

35%

100

50

0

50

100

Percentage
Response
strongly

disagree (1)

disagree (2)

somewhat agree (3)

agree (4)

strongly agree (5)

Figure 7.12.: Usefulness ratings for scenario evaluation metrics (survey)
The interviews had the primary goal to evaluate the simplicity and usability
of the tool. Participants first read a hand-out with task descriptions that
served as a step-by-step guide for applying the method to an example system,
i.e. modeling the described System with Services, creating Scenarios
with Changes, and lastly, coming to an Evaluation. They then used the
tool to work on these tasks while the moderator observed and sometimes
asked questions about their rationale. After each step, the moderator asked
some retrospective questions about the perceived complexity and suggestions
for improvements. For the Evaluation view, the hand-out also contained
some comprehension questions about the results. Afterwards, we created
a small case description for each interview. These descriptions were later
analyzed and improvements were derived from them. Seven PhD candidates
participated in hands-on interviews (see Table 7.2). They had a median of
6 years of professional experience (mean: 9.3), a median familiarity with
service-based systems (1 to 5) of 2 (mean: 2.4), and a median familiarity
with scenario-based methods (1 to 5) of 3 (mean: 2.9). They were not as
experienced as the survey participants, but since usability was the focus, this
was not problematic.
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Experience

Familiarity
Scenarios
(1-5)

Familiarity
Services
(1-5)

Complexity
of System
Creation (1-5)

Helpfulness
of Evaluation
View (1-5)

1

19 years

3

2

2

4

2

17 years

4

3

2

4

3

6 years

2

3

1

4

4

8 years

4

2

1

5

5

6 years

2

2

1

4

6

6 years

1

3

1

4

7

3 years

4

2

1

4

Median:

6 years

3

2

1

4

9.3 years

2.9

2.4

1.3

4.1

ID

Mean:

Table 7.2.: Interviews: participant demographics and ratings
The interview results indicate that the tool is generally easy and convenient to use, e.g. participants rated the complexity of the System creation
step (1 to 5) with a median of 1 (mean: 1.3) or the helpfulness of the
Evaluation view (1 to 5) with a median of 4 (mean: 4.1). However, they
also had many suggestions to improve clarity and ease of use, especially
w.r.t. to the Scenario creation step. In total, we implemented 15 of these
improvements, such as making suggested ripples clickable to automatically
select them, refining the Scenario creation UI flow, or adding a graphical
System representation.

7.4. Threats to Validity
While our two empirical studies indeed led to further improvements for
method and tool support, these small evaluation steps are not sufficient. The
effectiveness of the method can only be reliably assessed in an industrial setting with potentially larger systems and experienced stakeholders. Moreover,
survey and interview results may have suffered from typical survey-based
threats to validity. Participants may have misunderstood or misinterpreted
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questions. For the survey, participants also had no direct access to the tool,
but had to answer based on descriptions and screenshots, which made it
more difficult for them to judge the usefulness of proposals. Another limitation may be the participants’ self-reported experience. While the general
experience level for the survey looks sufficient, participants may have overestimated their qualifications. Lastly, we must be careful to generalize from
a sample size of 40 survey and seven interview participants.

7.5. Conclusion
To provide means for efficient qualitative analysis, we designed a lightweight
scenario-based evolvability evaluation method that targets service- and
microservice-based systems. We implemented web-based tool support to
ease manual efforts. Method and tool were incrementally improved and
finally evaluated with a survey (N=40) and interviews (N=7). While our
participants generally perceived the usefulness and usability of method and
tool as positive, these evaluations led to the implementation of 15 additional
improvements. In conclusion, the method is now ready for first industrial
case studies, from which we expect further refinements.
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Chapter

8

Evolvability Patterns and
Antipatterns for Service
Orientation
Our last contribution chapter comprises our studies in the field of serviceoriented evolvability patterns and antipatterns. We collected existing SOA
design patterns and analyzed their applicability to microservices. To gain
a qualitative notion of a beneficial evolvability influence of patterns, we
mapped the identified patterns onto architectural modifiability tactics. We
then empirically tested the evolvability impact of a subset of these patterns
in a controlled experiment (N=69) and metric-based analysis. Lastly, we
collected existing service-based antipatterns and created a holistic repository
for them. The chapter extends the following publications:
• J. Bogner, A. Zimmermann, and S. Wagner. “Analyzing the Relevance
of SOA Patterns for Microservice-Based Systems.” In: Proceedings
of the 10th Central European Workshop on Services and their Compo-
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sition (ZEUS’18). Dresden, Germany: CEUR-WS.org, 2018, pp. 9–
16 [BZW18]
• J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “Using architectural
modifiability tactics to examine evolution qualities of Service- and
Microservice-Based Systems.” In: SICS Software-Intensive Cyber-Physical
Systems 34.2-3 (June 2019), pp. 141–149 [BWZ19b]
• J. Bogner, S. Wagner, and A. Zimmermann. “On the impact of serviceoriented patterns on software evolvability: a controlled experiment
and metric-based analysis.” In: PeerJ Computer Science 5 (Aug. 2019),
e213 [BWZ19a]
• J. Bogner et al. “Towards a Collaborative Repository for the Documentation of Service-Based Antipatterns and Bad Smells.” In: 2019 IEEE
International Conference on Software Architecture Companion (ICSA-C).
Hamburg, Germany: IEEE, Mar. 2019, pp. 95–101 [BBP+19]
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8.1. Context and Goals
Software design patterns are a well-established form to document proven solutions to recurring design problems within a specific context in a technologyagnostic yet easily implementable way. They base their origin in Alexander’s
building pattern language [AIS77] and went mainstream with the famous
Gang of Four “Design Patterns” [GHJV94]. Meanwhile, there is also a significant body of patterns in the field of service-oriented computing. Most of
these have been conceptualized for the context of SOA. Prominent examples
are the pattern catalogues by Erl [ECPB12; Erl09], Rotem-Gal-Oz [Rot12],
or Daigneau [Dai11]. These patterns are usually on an architectural level
and are e.g. concerned with service inventories, communication, and composition. Nonetheless, they can also focus on the design of an individual
service. Despite existing similarities between SOA and microservices, the first
stand-alone pattern languages for the younger service-based architectural
style are emerging [Ric19]. Several of these “new” microservices patterns
have existing ancestor patterns from SOA or other contexts.
One issue with existing service-oriented design patterns is that their relevance for microservice-based systems is not fully clear. Microservices characteristics like decentralization may influence the applicability of SOA patterns.
We therefore conducted a qualitative study for a large number of SOA patterns to analyze whether they apply to microservices (see Section 8.2).
Furthermore, we wanted to identify service-oriented patterns with a positive impact on evolvability so that software professionals can use them for
systematic evolvability construction. To achieve this, we first performed a
second qualitative mapping study via the proxy of architectural modifiability
tactics (see Section 8.3), which yielded a candidate list of service-based
evolvability patterns. To provide empirical evidence for the impact of a small
subset of these patterns on evolvability, we then conducted a controlled
experiment and analysis with metrics (see Section 8.4).
Lastly, we wanted to improve the systematic knowledge on service-based
antipatterns, i.e. frequently occurring suboptimal solutions in service-oriented
design, so that software professionals can educate themselves and avoid rel-
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evant design pitfalls. We therefore collected service-based antipatterns with
an SLR and created a holistic repository to browse them (see Section 8.5).
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8.2. Applicability of SOA Patterns for Microservices
As described in Section 2.3.2, there is still an ongoing discussion about the
differentiation of SOA and microservices. Even though microservices patterns
are slowly emerging, it would therefore be useful to know which of the many
existing SOA patterns are also relevant in a microservices context. This would
enable software practitioners to strategically reuse proven service-oriented
design knowledge without having to reinvent the wheel. Moreover, such an
architecture- and design-centric comparison could further the understanding
of context-specific limitations of these patterns and also adds a pattern-based
perspective to the “SOA vs. microservices” discussion.
Guided by popular microservices characteristics, we therefore conducted
a qualitative study to analyze the applicability of existing SOA patterns for
a microservices context. The study aimed to answer the following three
research questions:
RQ1: To what degree are SOA design patterns applicable to microservices?
RQ2: What pattern categories are the most or least applicable?
RQ3: What are the most frequent microservice-specific properties violated
by not or partially applicable patterns?
8.2.1. Research Design
As a basis for our SOA pattern catalogue, we used Erl’s [ECPB12; Erl09] and
Rotem-Gal-Oz’s [Rot12] books as sources, as they are well established in
industry and academia and have minimal overlap. From literature (see Section 2.3), we compiled the following list of microservice-specific principles.
• Bounded Context: fine-grained services according to Bounded Contexts [Eva04]
• Decentralization: decentralization of control and management, low
degree of standardization, choreography over orchestration
• Lightweight Communication: communication via RESTful APIs or
lightweight messaging (no ESB, no workflow engine), “dumb pipes”
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• Single System: building a single service-based system of medium size
• Technological Heterogeneity: support of diverse programming languages, databases, or used frameworks / libraries
With these criteria, we qualitatively analyzed the patterns in our three
sources and documented if the usage of a pattern violates the compiled
characteristics. Based on the violations, a pattern was categorized as fully
applicable, partially applicable (with certain limitations / modifications),
or not applicable. The aggregated results of all these pattern categorizations
were then used for further analysis to answers our research questions.
To illustrate this process, we present an example for each label: the pattern
Enterprise Inventory that provides architecture, standardization, and governance boundaries for every service within the enterprise is categorized as not
applicable because this violates the microservice principles Decentralization,
Single System, and Technological Heterogeneity. Likewise, the pattern Protocol
Bridging that enables communication between consumers and providers that
rely on different protocols is rated partially applicable because this is usually
not necessary in a microservice-based system. The principles Lightweight
Communication and Single System could be violated by this. However, there
could be rare evolutionary use cases where this pattern could indeed be
applied, e.g. when a service that uses message-based communication (e.g.
AMQP) should interact with one that relies on RESTful HTTP because of
new or changed requirements. Lastly, the Lightweight Endpoint pattern,
where a series of fine-grained capabilities replaces a single coarse-grained
capability to avoid wasteful data exchange and consumer-side processing, is
categorized as fully applicable. It violates none of the defined microservices
principles and is, in fact, in line with the core values of this architectural
style.
8.2.2. Results
Erl’s catalogue comprises a total of 92 patterns (85 SOA patterns [Erl09]
and seven REST-inspired patterns [ECPB12]). He structured the patterns
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into five different categories, namely Service Inventory Design Patterns (24
patterns), Service Design Patterns (31 patterns), Service Composition Design
Patterns (23 patterns), Compound Design Patterns (7 patterns), and RESTInspired Patterns (7 patterns). Rotem-Gal-Oz’s more compact book presents
26 patterns [Rot12] in six categories, namely Foundation Structural Patterns
(5 patterns), Performance, Scalability, and Availability Patterns (6 patterns),
Security and Manageability Patterns (5 patterns), Message Exchange Patterns
(4 patterns), Service Consumer Patterns (3 patterns), and Service Integration
Patterns (3 patterns). So all in all, we analyzed 118 SOA patterns with
very few duplicates (examples being Service Bus or Orchestration). For
transparency and replicability, we shared the mapping details in a GitHub
repository1 .
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Figure 8.1.: SOA pattern applicability to microservices
From Erl’s 92 patterns, we have found 54 patterns to be fully applicable
(59%), 26 to be partially applicable (28%) and only 12 were categorized as
not applicable (13%). That means that 87% of the patterns were estimated
at least partially applicable in a microservices context. For Rotem-Gal-Oz’s
smaller catalogue, the numbers were even higher: of the 26 patterns, 20
1
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were categorized as fully applicable (77%), four as partially applicable
(15%), and only two were deemed not applicable (8%). So 92% of these
patterns were found to be at least partially applicable for microservices.
When combining both catalogues (118 patterns), this accounts for 74 fully
applicable (63%), 30 partially applicable (25%), and 14 not applicable
patterns (12%). This distribution can also be observed in Fig. 8.1.
When looking at Erl’s five pattern categories, an immediate observation is
that all of the seven REST-Inspired Patterns are fully applicable. In light of
microservice-related communication preferences, this seems understandable.
Furthermore, 22 of 31 Service Design Patterns (71%) and 15 of 23 Service
Composition Design Patterns (65%) were fully applicable, which makes these
two categories also very useful design sources when building microservicebased systems. The seven Compound Design Patterns were the least applicable
category with zero fully and only four partially applicable patterns (57%).
This can be explained with the complexity and centralized nature of these
patterns. For Rotem-Gal-Oz’s six categories, both Message Exchange Patterns
and Service Consumer Patterns are 100% fully applicable. Moreover, Performance, Scalability, and Availability Patterns with 83% and Security and
Manageability Patterns with 80% fully applicable patterns are mentionable.
All in all, the categories here consisted of fewer patterns, which makes it
harder to compare them with Erl’s.
When analyzing the most frequent causes why patterns were not or only
partially applicable (see Fig. 8.2), the Decentralization characteristic was
the most violated one (42% of all violations for Erl, 55% for Rotem-Gal-Oz).
After that, Single System (29%) and Bounded Context (17%) were the
next frequent violations in Erl’s catalogue, with Lightweight Communication only accounting for 9%. Interestingly, Technological Heterogeneity
was violated only twice by Erl’s patterns (Enterprise Inventory and Domain Inventory) and in Rotem-Gal-Oz’s catalogue only by one single pattern (Service
Host). The reason for this small number of violations may be the technologyagnostic form of design patterns. Moreover, SOA implementations are no
strangers to diversity, so even an increase in technological heterogeneity in
a microservice-based system will not invalidate the vast majority of patterns.
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Figure 8.2.: Violated microservice-related principles of not fully applicable
SOA patterns
8.2.3. Threats to Validity
Limitations of our work are the qualitative nature of the comparison. Result
precision could have benefited from a more rigorous method to rate patterns
and to confirm a principle violation. Similarly, external validation of the
pattern ratings by experts in the field of microservices would have improved
the results further. This would have reduced the possibility of subjective
bias and increased the reproducibility of the study. Follow-up research could
include such methods as well as trying to identify SOA patterns in existing
microservice-based systems. Lastly, it will be interesting to analyze the
currently forming catalogue of microservices patterns to check for either
“SOA backwards compatibility” or existing SOA pattern ancestors.
8.2.4. Summary
Based on five derived microservices principles, we qualitatively analyzed the
applicability of SOA design patterns for the context of microservices. Of 118
patterns, we have found 74 to be fully applicable (63%), 30 partially applicable (25%), and 14 not applicable (12%). The most violated principles
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were Decentralization and Single System while Technological Heterogeneity
had minimal impact. The findings suggest that, from a pattern-based perspective, microservices and SOA have some small distinct areas of differences,
but share a broad set of design-related commonalities.
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8.3. Impact on Evolvability: Qualitative Mapping via
Architectural Modifiability Tactics
While service- and especially microservice-based systems allegedly provide
a high base degree of evolvability, it is still challenging to generalize the
evolution qualities of systems based on service orientation. A blind belief in
the inherent modifiability of a service-based system – without having a clear
understanding of the factors that influence this quality attribute – can lead
to violations of essential principles and therefore negatively impact software
evolution. To prevent this, systematic knowledge of service-oriented evolution qualities and how to achieve and preserve them via design patterns
is necessary. Our approach to address this is based on relating architectural modifiability tactics to a) principles of service- and microservice-based
systems and b) to design patterns for these systems.
Architectural tactics are general techniques that support software architects
in achieving quality attribute goals [BCK12]. They have been conceptualized
by the Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute in Pittsburgh, PA,
and exist for various quality attributes such as availability, performance, or
security. An architectural modifiability tactic therefore is a design decision
or an architectural transformation that positively affects system properties
related to modifiability with the final goal of reducing the time and effort
necessary to introduce future changes [BBN07]. As opposed to patterns,
tactics are described in a more general and less complex way without much
implementation guidance. Moreover, they are only related to a single quality
attribute and are therefore not concerned with design trade-offs.
The result of our qualitative study is a matrix that maps these general
modifiability guidelines into a service-oriented context and relates them to
concrete patterns that provide realization blueprints for systematic evolvability construction. Practitioners can use these results to deepen their
understanding of the evolution qualities of their systems and implement
suggested patterns to enhance modifiability. Moreover, our mapping provides another comparison between the two service-based architectural styles
service-oriented architecture (SOA) and microservices and their different
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strategies to achieve evolvability. Our study was framed by the following
research questions:
RQ1: To what extent are architectural modifiability tactics related to
principles of service- and microservice-based systems?
RQ2: What concrete design patterns from the domain of service- and
microservice-based systems can be used to realize modifiability tactics?
RQ3: What general statements about the evolution qualities of the two
service-based architectural styles can be derived from the results of RQ1 and
RQ2?
8.3.1. Research Design
As the first step in our study, we had to choose recognized principles of
service- and microservice-based systems. For the first, we used the serviceoriented design principles from Erl [Erl05], while for the latter, we relied
on the microservices characteristics described by Lewis and Fowler [Fow15]
(see Table 8.1).
Table 8.1.: Principles of SOA and microservices
SOA [Erl05]

Microservices [Fow15]

Standardized Service Contract

Componentization via Services

Service Loose Coupling

Organized around Business Capabilities

Service Abstraction

Products, not Projects

Service Reusability

Smart Endpoints, Dumb Pipes

Service Autonomy

Decentralization

Service Statelessness

Infrastructure Automation

Service Discoverability

Design for Failure

Service Composability

Evolutionary Design

Minor issues with this comparison are that a lot of Erl’s service-oriented
principles are undoubtedly valid for microservice-based systems as well.
Moreover, the characteristics for the microservices architectural style touch
several new dimensions (e.g. operations, development, organization) that
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most “traditional” architectural styles (including SOA) do not consider.
Nonetheless, we decided to explicitly include microservices principles to
also incorporate the other side of the service-oriented spectrum. This inclusion also has the added benefit of providing another perspective on the
controversial “SOA vs. microservices” debate (see Section 2.3.2).
For the service-oriented patterns, we combined the SOA design pattern catalogues from Erl [ECPB12; Erl09] with the one from Rotem-Gal-Oz [Rot12],
since they have minimal overlap and provide the most comprehensive essence
of industry knowledge in this regard (118 patterns in total). Following the
same reasoning as with the principles, we decided to include microservices
patterns as well. Since this is a very young and emerging topic, there are
not many options, results may be preliminary, and there certainly is controversy around the novelty of these patterns. We used Richardson’s catalogue
that consisted of 42 patterns at the time of writing [Ric19]. While we are
aware that all of the sources for principles and patterns are not scientific
peer-reviewed publications, we believe them to be valuable nonetheless.
Moreover, they are quite popular in industry and most of them have been
used and referred to in scientific publications.
For the other part of the mapping, we compiled a list of existing architectural modifiability tactics from the most prominent sources [BBN07; BCK03;
BCK12]. After the extraction and merging process, we arrived at a total of 15
different modifiability tactics that represent abstract techniques to increase
the evolution qualities of a system. We present these tactics in Fig. 8.3 and
they are organized in three main categories:
• Increase Cohesion (to localize changes)
• Reduce Coupling (to prevent ripple effects)
• Defer Binding Time (to increase flexibility)
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Figure 8.3.: Compiled list of architectural modifiability tactics based
on [BBN07; BCK03; BCK12]
After completing the collection process, we first created a qualitative mapping between principles (for both service- and microservice-based systems)
and tactics, i.e. which principles are related to or have an influence on which
tactics? As the second step, we related patterns (again for both service- and
microservice-based systems) to the tactics, i.e. which patterns can be used
to realize which tactics? We then documented the mapping results to capture the underlying evolvability-related knowledge and analyzed them for
7 22    6826
020
interesting distributions or anomalies. Please refer to our GitHub repository
for the complete data set1 .
1

https://github.com/xjreb/research-modifiability-tactics
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8.3.2. Results
After mapping the eight service-oriented principles from Erl and the eight
microservices principles from Lewis and Fowler onto the modifiability tactics,
we quantitatively analyzed the results (see Fig. 8.4). First, while a maximum
of 120 relations would be possible per service-oriented paradigm (8 principles
* 15 tactics), we identified only 26 for SOA and only 15 for microservices.
In both paradigms, “Reduce Coupling” was the tactic category with most
relations (although for SOA this number was considerably higher), which
emphasizes the importance of loose coupling for systems based on service
orientation. Second, since SOA principles had nearly twice the number of
mappings than microservices, the SOA design principles seem to be much
more directed towards architectural aspects related to modifiability than the
microservices principles. As already mentioned, the latter span more than
architectural aspects, which is why principles like “Products, not Projects” or
“Decentralization” are hard to map onto tactics.
Number of Relations between Tactic Categories and Principles

18
16

16

14
12
Reduce Coupling
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Increase Cohesion
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5
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Defer Binding Time
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Figure 8.4.: Number of relations between tactic categories and principles
The principle with the highest number of mappings was “Service Loose
Coupling” (7) for SOA, while it was “Evolutionary Design” (5) for microservices. When looking at the tactics with the most mappings to principles
in each paradigm, “Maintain Existing Interface” was related to six SOA
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principles and “Restrict Dependencies and Communication Paths” to three
microservices principles. The following sections provide more detailed information for each of the principles.
8.3.2.1. SOA Principles
The SOA principle Standardized Service Contract was related to two tactics, namely “Maintain Existing Interface” and “Restrict Dependencies and
Communication Paths”. Both tactics capture the important SOA concern to
restrict how functionality is offered by standardizing service interfaces and
maintaining them as long as possible to provide backwards compatibility.
As mentioned above, Service Loose Coupling was the SOA principle with
the most mappings and is unsurprisingly related to each of the four tactics
from the “Reduce Coupling” category. On top of that, we related it to “Abstract
Common Functionality”. Although this is primarily a cohesion tactic, the
newly created dependency on abstracted and relocated functionality should
manifest itself in a loosely coupled way in SOA. Moreover, we related it to
“Runtime Registration and Dynamic Lookup” and “Publish-Subscribe”, which
are “defer binding” tactics with great importance for SOA that can also help
to reduce coupling.
Service Abstraction was mapped onto the coupling tactics “Use Encapsulation”, “Maintain Existing Interfaces”, and “Use an Intermediary”. They
reflect the goals of raising the abstraction level for business logic and to hide
the implementation of it while providing a stable interface for its access.
The two principles Service Reusability and Service Composability go
hand in hand and have therefore been mapped to the same four tactics,
namely “Generalize Module”, which refers to operations in the service interface in this case, “Abstract Common Functionality”, “Use Encapsulation”,
and “Maintain Existing Interface”. These tactics ensure that services are
general enough to be reusable by many consumers and provide stability as
well as information hiding for sustainable usage.
With five mappings, Service Autonomy is the SOA principle with the
second most relations. The tactics “Use Encapsulation”, “Maintain Existing
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Interface”, and “Use an Intermediary” ensure that a service implementation
or even its interface can evolve in a consumer-friendly way. “Runtime Registration and Dynamic Lookup” enable a service to autonomously offer its
capabilities and to choose from available offerings, while “Publish-Subscribe”
provides a mechanism to autonomously consume or publish events without
having to care too much about potential consumers.
We could only map the very specialized Service Discoverability principle
onto one single – albeit perfectly fitting – tactic: “Runtime Registration and
Dynamic Lookup”.
Lastly, the principle Service Statelessness could not be related to any
modifiability tactic and is therefore the only SOA principle without a mapping.
8.3.2.2. Microservices Principles
For the microservices principles, the total number of mappings was considerably smaller. With four relations, Componentization via Services was
one of the more relevant principles. We mapped it onto the tactics “Abstract
Common Functionality”, “Use Encapsulation”, “Maintain Existing Interface”,
and “Restrict Dependencies and Communication Paths”. These tactics ensure
that the only way to access functionality is via the provided interfaces that
encapsulate the implementation.
The principle Organized around Business Capabilities was related to
the “Increase Semantic Coherence” tactic, which perfectly describes the
rationale of this principle. In a microservice-based system, each service tries
to offer only tightly related functionality via the construct of a Bounded
Context.
For Smart Endpoints, Dumb Pipes, the identified relations were rather
weak. Nonetheless, we decided to map this principle to the tactics “Restrict
Dependencies and Communication Paths” and “Publish-Subscribe” because
this principle prescribes limitations for communication channels and a simple
topic-based “Publish-Subscribe” mechanism is a potential implementation of
a “dumb” pipe.
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The Decentralization principle was similarly hard to map onto tactics. In
the end, we decided to relate it to “Restrict Dependencies and Communication Paths” because it includes the restriction of not sharing databases. Data
owned by a service has to be accessed via the API of this service.
As expected, the Evolutionary Design principle maps rather well onto
modifiability tactics and is the microservices principle with the most relations (5). The cohesion tactics “Increase Semantic Coherence”, “Anticipate
Expected Changes”, and “Split Module” perfectly describe the service decomposition and refactoring philosophy of microservices. Furthermore, “Use
Encapsulation” and “Maintain Existing Interface” add to this by providing
important foundations for sustainable evolution.
For Products, not Projects, we could not relate any tactic, since it describes organizational aspects. Likewise, the Design for Failure principle is
related to reliability and could probably be mapped very well onto availability tactics. Since we were only concerned with modifiability in this study,
this microservices principle is the second one with zero relations.
8.3.2.3. SOA and Microservices Patterns
As the second mapping activity, we analyzed the relations of 118 SOA patterns
and 42 microservices patterns with modifiability tactics. Because it was
sometimes hard to choose a single tactic for a pattern and we did not want
to relate one pattern to several tactics, we compressed multiple closely
related tactics together in some cases (e.g. “Abstract Common Functionality”
and “Generalize Module”). For SOA, we were able to relate a total of 47
patterns (∼40%), while for microservices, we mapped a total of 21 patterns
(50%). The “Reduce Coupling” tactic category was again the most prominent
category for SOA with 23 patterns (∼49%), but for microservices it was
“Defer Binding Time” with 11 patterns (∼52%). Fig. 8.5 presents more
details about the category distribution. The following sections provide more
information for each tactic or tactics collection. For the complete list of
patterns, please refer to the GitHub repository1 .
1

https://github.com/xjreb/research-modifiability-tactics
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Figure 8.5.: Number of related patterns per tactic category
Since the three tactics Increase Semantic Coherence, Anticipate Expected Changes, and Split Module can be realized by roughly the same
patterns, they were collectively addressed. In a service-oriented context,
these tactics are mostly concerned with decomposition and normalization.
We related six SOA patterns to this incentive, e.g. “Service Decomposition”,
“Service Refactoring”, or “Lightweight Endpoint”. We also chose two microservices patterns concerned with decomposition, namely “Decompose by
Business Domain” and “Decompose by Subdomain”.
Also related to cohesion, the two tactics Abstract Common Functionality
and Generalize Module were treated in unison. Since generalizing capabilities to create agnostic and therefore reusable functionality is an important
theme in SOA, eight patterns were identified for these tactics, e.g. “Entity
Abstraction”, “Canonical Resource”, or “Service Host”. For microservices, we
selected one pattern, namely “Microservice Chassis”, which is the equivalent
of “Service Host”.
Coupling tactics were sufficiently distinct to not require compression. The
Use Encapsulation tactic can be realized by the basic SOA patterns “Service
Encapsulation” and “Decoupled Contract” while in a microservices context,
“Service-per-Container” or “Service-per-VM” can be used.
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For Maintain Existing Interface, SOA provides the patterns “Canonical
Versioning”, “Compatible Change”, and “Version Identification”. A specific
microservices pattern could not be identified for this tactic, although the
versioning of e.g. RESTful APIs is also a popular theme in this space.
With governance and centralization being important SOA properties, the
tactic Restrict Dependencies and Communication Paths can be realized
by eight patterns, e.g. “Canonical Protocol”, “Canonical Schema”, or “Official
Endpoint”. Similarly, we identified two microservices patterns, “Database
per Service” and “Command Query Responsibility Segregation (CQRS)”.
Use an Intermediary with the goal to reduce coupling by indirection was
the tactic with the most SOA pattern matches (9). It can be realized by e.g.
“Service Façade”, “Proxy Capability”, or “Service Broker”. For microservices,
we chose three patterns, “API Composition”, “API Gateway”, and “Backend
for Front End”.
Tactics that defer bindings could also be treated on a single basis. The tactic
Runtime Registration and Dynamic Lookup which is so central to service
orientation matches surprisingly only one SOA pattern, “Metadata Centralization”. On the microservices side however, we identified five patterns, e.g.
“Self Registration”, “Client-side Discovery”, or “Server-side Discovery”, which
makes this the tactic with the most microservices pattern matches.
For Runtime Binding, it is the other way around. While we chose six
SOA patterns (e.g. “Intermediate Routing”, “Workflodize”, or “Endpoint
Redirection”), we could not relate a single microservices pattern to this
tactic.
The Publish-Subscribe tactic can be related to three patterns in each context, namely “Service Messaging”, “Event-Driven Messaging”, and “Inversion
of Communication” for SOA, while “Event Sourcing”, “Application Events”,
and “Messaging” were identified for microservices.
Lastly, Start-Up Time Binding had no related SOA pattern, but can be
realized by the microservices pattern “Externalized Configuration”. Similarly,
no SOA pattern could be identified for Deployment Time Binding while
two microservices patterns are available, “Service Deployment Platform” and
“Serverless Deployment”. For the Compile Time Binding tactic, no pattern
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could be related in both of the service-based styles, which makes this the
only modifiability tactic without pattern mappings.
8.3.3. Discussion
When trying to interpret the mapping results, several things are of interest.
First, the SOA principles are of a more general and technical nature and
therefore produced a larger number of mappings to architectural modifiability than the microservices principles (26 vs. 15). Interestingly, SOA
focuses on a smaller number of tactics (seven of 15 tactics had no mapping,
the coupling category had more than 60% of mappings), while the latter
spread more evenly (only five tactics with no mapping, coupling category
with ∼47%). The microservices principles often fit extremely well for just a
few tactics, e.g. the principle “Organized around Business Capabilities” and
the tactic “Increase Semantic Coherence”. If we had specified the strength
of each mapping (which is very difficult to achieve objectively), the results
might not look as far apart as is currently suggested. Furthermore, the
“Decentralization” principle could only be mapped to one tactic, but could
potentially influence modifiability further via the development process and
technology choices, both of which are not represented amongst the existing
tactics.
Second, when looking at the mappings of patterns to tactics, we could
relate ∼10% more microservices patterns than SOA patterns, although both
the total number as well as the number of mapped patterns was smaller (SOA:
47 of 118, microservices: 21 of 42). This could suggest that microservices
are slightly more tailored towards modifiability in this regard. During the
analysis, however, we identified a number of SOA patterns that we instinctively deemed beneficial for modifiability but that we could not easily relate
to existing tactics, e.g. “Process Abstraction”, “Process Centralization”, or
“Brokered Authentication”. Therefore, the total degree of pattern mappings
of the two service-based styles seems to be similarly close as for the principles. The distribution, however, is focused on different categories. For
SOA, ∼49% of the mappings are in the category “Reduce Coupling” while
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for microservices, ∼52% of mapped patterns are in “Defer Binding Time”.
Interestingly, only three of the 21 mapped microservices patterns are in the
“Increase Cohesion” category, although small and highly cohesive services
according to Bounded Contexts are a key philosophy within microservicebased systems. This suggests a lack of systematic approaches and detailed
patterns to achieve this postulated property.
Unsurprisingly, mappings around loose coupling were very prevalent
throughout both service-based styles, which quantitatively strengthens the
importance of this characteristic. The “Reduce Coupling” tactic category
had most mappings for both principle lists (SOA: 16, microservices: 7), the
most mappings for the SOA patterns (23), and the second-most for the microservices patterns (7). Moreover, “Service Loose Coupling” was the most
frequently mapped principle (7). A wide variety of patterns exists to ensure
this important service-oriented design property.
When comparing the two styles further, however, they both strive for
evolvability in different ways. For SOA, governance through restrictions,
reusability via abstraction of common functionality, and the usage of intermediaries are essential. Furthermore, interoperability, integration, and
preserving interfaces are common themes. Microservices, on the other hand,
focus more on “Evolutionary Design” as a key principle to achieve modifiability. They also bring in a focus on “Infrastructure Automation” which can
be related to modifiability tactics (deployment and compile-time binding),
although it is not really an architectural property and could also be applied
to SOA. Detailed patterns for “Runtime Registration and Dynamic Lookup”
further strengthen the importance of the “Defer Binding Time” category for
microservices. Interestingly, “Restrict Dependencies and Communication
Paths” was the tactic with most principle mappings (3), which at first seems
counterintuitive to the decentralized and heterogeneous nature of microservices. When examining these mappings, however, the restrictions are based
on the usage of service interfaces as the sole access point for functionality,
the restriction to not share databases, and the incentive to keep as much
logic as possible inside services and not inside communication channels.
So, while microservices generally are not related to strong governance and
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standardization, they provide standardization on a few foundational topics
and achieve a base level of modifiability with this. Similarly, microservices
concentrate on just a small number of communication protocols (most often
RESTful HTTP and a single asynchronous messaging protocol like AMQP),
while SOA allows for a much higher degree of heterogeneous interoperability,
usually via a central enterprise service bus (ESB).
8.3.4. Threats to Validity
We need to mention several threats to validity with this research. First, the
qualitative nature of the approach ties the results to the personal experience
and judgment of the authors. This weakness introduces the possibility of
subjective bias and could limit research reproducibility. Moreover, microservices are much younger than SOA and can therefore not provide such an
established foundation of principles and patterns. This could add an uneven
and temporary connotation to the comparison. As already mentioned, several principles and patterns are applicable in both architectural styles or
even exist under a different name. Lastly, our results scrutinize “theoretical”
evolvability. In a practical setting, software developers can create systems of
arbitrary quality in both architectural styles. The actual value of this research
relies on how well the results can be transferred to a practical context. In its
current form, practitioners may have difficulties to leverage this research for
design and implementation activities.
8.3.5. Summary
To strengthen systematic knowledge of service-oriented evolution qualities,
we related 15 architectural modifiability tactics in three categories to a)
principles for both SOA and microservices and b) design patterns for SOA
and microservices. As an answer for RQ1, we identified 26 mappings for
SOA principles, while the mapping number for microservices principles was
15. In the case of patterns (RQ2), we could map ∼40% of SOA and 50%
of microservices pattern candidates to tactics, thereby producing a list of
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service-based patterns that are allegedly beneficial for evolvability. While
the two service-based styles showed some similarities in how they achieve
evolvability (loose coupling and encapsulation), we could also extract notable
differences (e.g. standardization and governance vs. evolutionary design)
that seem to be in line with the general understanding of these types of
systems.
As a result of these mapping activities and to provide a partial answer to
RQ3, we can conclude that both service-based styles have several intrinsic
properties that are beneficial for evolvability and that a wide variety of
patterns exists for concrete realizations of the presented tactics. The main
difficulty, however, will be to summarize the essence and preconditions
of these qualities in an easily consumable form for software professionals.
Follow-up research could be concerned with methods to unobtrusively and efficiently use these theoretical results for practical design and implementation
scenarios.
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8.4. Impact on Evolvability: Controlled Experiment and
Metric-Based Analysis
One issue with design patterns is that their relationship with quality attributes (QAs) is often complex and governed by trade-offs. Moreover, while
the benefits of patterns for e.g. evolvability seem plausible in theoretical and
qualitative studies like the one described by us in Section 8.3, quantitative
empirical evidence for their effectiveness is more controversial. In scientific
literature, we find studies that do report a positive impact on quality attributes, studies that do not, and studies that do so under certain conditions
or only for selected patterns (see Section 3.5). Awareness of and familiarity with the concrete patterns is often discussed as a prerequisite for their
effectiveness.
Since most of these studies are concerned with object-oriented or architectural patterns and there is very little empirical research on service-oriented
patterns and evolvability, we conducted a controlled experiment to partially
address this gap. 69 students in two groups changed and extended two functionally equivalent versions of a service-based webshop system (one pattern
version, one non-pattern version) while the time was measured for each task.
Independent of this experiment, we also collected structural maintainability
metrics (e.g. size, coupling, cohesion) for both system versions to have a
foundation for a second comparison. We therefore summarize the research
objective for this study in the following way:
Analyze selected service-oriented patterns
for the purpose of improving evolvability
with respect to effectiveness, efficiency, and structural metrics
from the viewpoint of inexperienced software developers (students)
in the context of a service-based webshop system
We follow the basic structure of the reporting guidelines for experiments
in software engineering as proposed by Jedlitschka et al. [JCP08].
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8.4.1. Research Design
The research goal for our experiment was to analyze if selected servicebased patterns have a significant impact on the evolvability of a system in
terms of the completion of modifications within a given time (effectiveness)
and the time needed per modification (efficiency). The experiment object
was a simple service-based webshop system that we specifically constructed
for this experiment1 . It consists of several RESTful Java services for e.g.
customers, orders, products, and notifications and a web-based frontend.
Data persistence and unnecessary CRUD operations have not been fully implemented. As such, the system is reasonably close to a real-world webshop,
but is still of manageable complexity for an experiment. The online shop
domain was chosen because most people are somewhat familiar with it from
personal experience. Moreover, it is very common to implement such systems
in a service-oriented way.
We created two functionally equivalent versions of this webshop. One
version was built in an “ordinary” way (see Fig. 8.6 and 8.7), while the other
version was designed with several service-based patterns that are believed
to be beneficial for evolvability, e.g. Process Abstraction and Service Façade
(see Fig. 8.8 and 8.9). Table 8.2 lists the selected patterns together with
their source, intended effect, and relevant task number. In general, the
pattern version of the system exhibits a higher base complexity (e.g. more
services, special patterns), but has been intentionally prepared for the nature
of the task modifications through the used patterns. We chose these patterns
because their theoretical benefit for evolvability is well documented.

1

See

https://github.com/xJREB/research-modifiability-pattern-experiment for

source code, task descriptions, survey questions, data set, and analysis results. Zenodo mirror
for non-source code artifacts: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3340971
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Table 8.2.: List of applied patterns in system version #2
Pattern Name

Source

Intended Effect

Process Abstraction

[Erl09]

Details of the order process are abstracted in composition controller;
changes can be made in central location (OrderProcessSrv)

#1

Service Façade

[Erl09]

Shields the ProductSrv against
all consumers; changes to the interface only have to be addressed
at the façade

#2

Decomposed Capability

[Erl09]

Large

#2

and

Task

incohesive

ProductSrv is prepared for
future decomposition by internally isolating domain concepts

Event-Driven Messaging / Inversion of
Communications

[Erl09] /
[Rot12]

ProductSrv publishes events instead of directly calling other services; decoupling of producers
and consumers

#3

While professional software developers who are familiar with servicebased systems and patterns could be fitting experiment subjects, we instead
opted for more inexperienced developers, i.e. students. First, it is very
difficult to convince a large number of software professionals to spend two
hours of their valuable time for free on seemingly meaningless coding. And
second, if the patterns’ advantages materialize even with inexperienced
developers that have little or no conscious knowledge of them, their effect
on evolvability must be substantial. However, while it is common to use
students in software engineering experiments, one must be more careful
when generalizing the results to the population of all developers. On the plus
side, students are often relatively homogeneous participants. Finally, several
studies have shown that using students instead of software professionals
may affect the results only marginally in a lot of cases [FJW+18; HRW00;
SMJ15].
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Our experiment subjects therefore were Bachelor students (N=69) that
needed to participate in an experiment as part of the “Introduction to Software Engineering” lecture (mostly 2nd and 3 r d semesters). Students could
choose one of two experiments based on a short description. Data collection
was anonymous and experiment performance did not influence the students’
grades. Participating in the experiment without data collection was also
possible to pass the course. During experiment execution, students assigned
themselves randomly and unknowingly to one of the two groups by choosing
a seat in the PC pool room: either the non-pattern version #1, i.e. the control
group, or the pattern version #2, i.e. the treatment group. As experiment
materials, we provided students with a fully configured virtual machine in
the university PC pool room. They had documentation and task descriptions
in both digital and printed form. They were allowed to use internet search
in case of issues. We also provided a web interface with automatic tests for
validating the completion of each of the three tasks. Students were advised
to measure their own time per task with a stopwatch of their choosing.
Participants had to solve a total of three tasks that depended on each other
(see Table 8.3). In the first task, the ordering process of the webshop system
should be adjusted (e.g. customer credit rating check) and extended with
an additional process step (sending of an email via the NotificationSrv).
Version #2 had been prepared with the Process Abstraction pattern so that
all changes had to be implemented in the OrderProcessSrv as opposed
to in three different services like in version #1. In the second task, the
large ProductSrv had to be decomposed into three smaller services: a
ProductSrv to manage only product domain entities, a CategorySrv to
manage product categories, and a WarehouseSrv for product availability.
Version #2 incorporated the Decomposed Capability pattern to ease the
decomposition as well as the Service Façade pattern that shielded the former
ProductSrv from consumers. In the final task, a new process in response to
adding a new product to the database should be implemented (e.g. sending
out emails, adding the new product to a marketing database). Version #2
provided message-based communication via an Apache Kafka broker that
allowed publishing a NewProductEvent, which implements the patterns
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Event-Driven Messaging and Inversion of Communications. Please refer to the
documentation files per version in our GitHub repository1 for the complete
task descriptions.
Table 8.3.: List of experiment tasks
Task

Task Description

#1

Adjust the webshop ordering process (customer credit rating
check, minimum available number of products) and extend it
with an additional process step (sending of an email via the
NotificationSrv).

#2

Decompose the large ProductSrv into three smaller services: a ProductSrv to manage only product domain entities, a CategorySrv to manage product categories, and a
WarehouseSrv for product availability.

#3

Implement a new process triggered in response to adding a new
product to the database. The new process sends out emails and
adds the new product to a marketing database.

As response variables for our experiment, we analyzed effectiveness
and efficiency (duration per task). The effectiveness of a participant was
measured as the percentage of the three tasks he/she completed within the
90 minutes, i.e. 0%, 33%, 67%, or 100%. Efficiency was recorded in seconds
or as not available if the task was not completed. Median effectiveness per
group was only calculated and tested for the total of all three tasks. For mean
efficiency, we additionally also analyzed and compared every individual task
to derive the effect per pattern. While these two response variables also
depend on the skill of the participants, they can characterize the systems’
evolvability if the two groups are large enough and roughly equal in skill.
The predictor variable was the group or system version (i.e. control or
treatment group). It was either #1 for the non-pattern version or #2 for the
pattern version.
1
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To formalize our research objective, we constructed five experiment hypotheses H1i j and their respective null hypotheses H0i j , where i denotes the
research goal identifier and j the counter if there is more than one hypothesis
per goal (see Table 8.4). For effectiveness (i = 1), we have one hypothesis
( j = 1), while for efficiency (i = 2), we have four (1 ≤ j ≤ 4, j ∈ N), namely
one per individual task and one for the complete set of tasks at once. Since
we have five hypotheses, this also means that we need Bonferroni correction
for the significance level of our hypothesis tests to account for the increased
probability of type I errors. The necessary significance level α therefore
is calculated by dividing the desired significance level by the number of
hypotheses, i.e. α = 0.05/5 = 0.01.
The experiment execution took place in the following way. To prepare
participants for the experiment, an introductory presentation was given on
a separate day (45 min). 55 of the 69 students attended (∼80%). In this
session, we explained the structure and procedure of the experiment. We
also described the data collection and analysis process. Furthermore, an
introduction to the basic concepts of service-oriented computing and RESTful
HTTP services was given to ensure a common base level of knowledge. Lastly,
we presented details about the experiment workspace (e.g. Ubuntu VM,
Eclipse IDE, directory structure, build scripts, task validation).
The actual experiment took place over the course of the week following
the introductory presentation in slots of 10 to 20 students. In such a slot
(∼2 h), there was first a short introduction (5 min) explaining the procedure
and agenda. Details of what would be measured and what data would be
collected via the post-experiment survey were presented. We pointed out
that experiment performance had absolutely no influence on the grade. Data
collection would be anonymous and participant IDs could not be linked
to student IDs. Following these explanations, we asked if there were any
questions regarding this process and if it was acceptable for everybody
(verbal consent). We also specifically pointed out the option to participate
in the experiment without data collection.
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Efficiency / Task Duration

Effectiveness

Table 8.4.: Pairs of experiment hypotheses (alternative hypothesis H1i j and
null hypothesis H0i j , where i is the goal identifier and j the
hypothesis counter; effectiveness: i = 1, efficiency: i = 2; E v x
is the effectiveness for version x ; Dv x is the task durations for
version x ; Dv x,t y is the task durations for version x and task y )
Alternative Hypothesis

Null Hypothesis

H111 : More tasks for the pattern
version #2 of the system can be
completed within the given time
than for the non-pattern version
#1:

H011 : There is no difference in
how many tasks can be completed for both versions of the
system:

median(E v2 ) > med ian(E v1 )

med ian(E v1 ) ≈ median(E v2 )

H121 : It takes less time to complete task#1 for the pattern version #2 of the system than for
the non-pattern version #1:

H021 : There is no difference in
the time it takes to complete
task#1 for both versions of the
system:

mean(Dv2,t1 ) < mean(Dv1,t1 )

mean(Dv1,t1 ) ≈ mean(Dv2,t1 )

H122 : It takes less time to complete task#2 for the pattern version #2 of the system than for
the non-pattern version #1:

H022 : There is no difference in
the time it takes to complete
task#2 for both versions of the
system:

mean(Dv2,t2 ) < mean(Dv1,t2 )

mean(Dv1,t2 ) ≈ mean(Dv2,t2 )

H123 : It takes less time to complete task#3 for the pattern version #2 of the system than for
the non-pattern version #1:

H023 : There is no difference in
the time it takes to complete
task#3 for both versions of the
system:

mean(Dv2,t3 ) < mean(Dv1,t3 )

mean(Dv1,t3 ) ≈ mean(Dv2,t3 )

H124 : It takes less time to complete a task for the pattern version #2 of the system than for
the non-pattern version #1:

H024 : There is no difference in
the time it takes to complete a
task for both versions of the system:

mean(Dv2 ) < mean(Dv1 )
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After that, there was a familiarization period (15 min) during which
students should get comfortable with the workspace and the system by
reading documentation and playing around with the IDE and the build
scripts. This period was followed by the actual task execution with time
measurement. Participants had 90 minutes to complete all three tasks. A
web-based evaluation application with automated tests was provided to
check for successful task completion. Participants recorded their own time
with a stopwatch and paused upon successful validation of a task via the
evaluation UI. They then notified an experiment administrator to verify the
completion and to document the duration. The timer was then reset and the
next task began. After solving all three tasks or after 90 minutes, participants
finally filled out a short web-based survey with questions about the perceived
difficulty per task, personal information (e.g. course of study and semester),
and their self-reported experience with e.g. Java, service-based systems,
and patterns. Their participant ID and system version were also recorded to
relate it to the task durations. It was not possible to identify the student by
name via the participant ID, which guaranteed the anonymity of the results.
Please refer to the repository for the full list of questions. After completing
this survey, participants finished the experiment slot and were allowed to
leave.
8.4.2. Experiment Results
For the analysis, we first combined the documented task duration measurements per participant with the exported survey results via the participant ID.
We then divided the resulting data set into the two groups (version #1 and
version #2) and analyzed it with descriptive statistics. Initially, we wanted
to ensure that both versions had comparable characteristics and experience,
which is the case in most areas (see Table 8.5).
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Table 8.5.: Group characteristics and self-reported experience (SD represents
the standard deviation; for experience questions based on the
10-point ordinal scale, 1 represents “not experienced” while 10
represents “very experienced”)
Group #1
(no patterns)

Group #2
(patterns)

36 (52%)

33 (48%)

B.Sc. Business Information Systems

9 (25%)

7 (21%)

B.Sc. Computer Science

4 (11%)

4 (12%)

B.Sc. Software Engineering

22 (61%)

20 (61%)

Other Study Programs

1 (0.03%)

2 (0.06%)

Introduction Attendance

31 (86%)

24 (73%)

Mean

2.36

2.45

SD

1.15

1.09

Mean

2.13

2.70

SD

1.80

2.63

Mean

6.03

6.55

SD

2.36

2.18

Mean

3.61

4.30

SD

2.86

3.19

Mean

1.58

2.42

SD

1.30

2.68

Mean

3.94

4.61

SD

2.93

3.16

Mean

1.86

2.85

SD

1.55

2.48

Mean

3.41

4.15

Participants

Semesters
Years of Programming
Experience
Java Experience (1-10)
Web Development Experience
(1-10)
Service-Based Systems
Experience (1-10)
Design Patterns Experience
(1-10)
Service-Based Patterns
Experience (1-10)
All Experience-Related
Attributes (1-10)
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On average, group #1 with 36 participants and group #2 with 33 participants were of roughly the same study program distribution and semester
(∼2.5). When comparing programming experience and self-reported skills,
group #2 seems to have been slightly more experienced. More participants of
group #1, however, attended the introductory presentation (∼13 percentage
points more), a factor that was correlated with effectiveness (Kendall’s tau:
0.346, p-value: 0.0019). The standard deviation for most attributes was also
similar in both groups and reasonably low in general (e.g. around or below
3 for most 10-point ordinal scale questions). Therefore, we consider the set
of participants as sufficiently homogeneous. So all in all, the two groups
were similar enough to assume equal conditions for an effectiveness and
efficiency comparison with respect to the treatment, i.e. the patterns.
With 1/3, median effectiveness was identical for both groups. Overall, 48
of 69 participants (∼70%) were able to solve task #1, 26 of these additionally
solved task #2 (∼38%), and only 17 participants finished all three tasks
(∼25%). Roughly 30% were not able to solve any task, namely 10 out of
36 for group #1 (27.8%) and 11 out of 33 for group #2 (33.3%). The
self-reported difficulty / complexity per task (1-10) was also fairly similar
for both groups. The only notable exception for this was task #3 which was
perceived as 2.61 points less difficult by pattern group #2 (6.15 vs 3.54
points). When filtering only for the 17 participants who finished this task,
the difference is nearly identical (2.64 points), even though the estimated
difficulty is lower (4.86 vs 2.22).
When analyzing participant efficiency, i.e. duration for task completion,
we observed that the mean duration per completed task for the total of all
three tasks was about 12% lower for the pattern group #2 (00:32:45 vs.
00:28:50). The analysis per individual task revealed that this is caused by
task #2 and #3: group #2 needed on average ∼22% less time for task#2
and ∼51% for task#3 respectively. Task#1, on the other hand, took group
#2 ∼15% more time to complete. Table 8.6 lists the detailed results for this.
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Table 8.6.: Result measures per group (SD represents the standard deviation;
for difficulty questions based on the 10-point ordinal scale, 1
represents “not difficult” while 10 represents “very difficult”)
Group #1
(no patterns)

Group #2
(patterns)

Participants that
Solved Task#1

26 (72%)

22 (67%)

Participants that
Solved Task#2

15 (42%)

11 (33%)

Participants that
Solved Task#3

7 (19%)

10 (30%)

Median

1/3

1/3

1 Quart.

0/3

0/3

Quart.

Effectiveness

st

2/3

3/3

Reported Difficulty
for Task#1 (1-10)

Mean

3.52

3.35

SD

2.26

1.92

Reported Difficulty
for Task#2 (1-10)

Mean

5.60

5.43

SD

2.63

2.91

Reported Difficulty
for Task#3 (1-10)

Mean

6.15

3.54

SD

2.60

2.82

Duration per
Individual Task

Mean

00:32:45 (1965 sec)

00:28:50 (1730 sec)

SD

00:17:09 (1029 sec)

00:19:11 (1151 sec)

Duration for
Task#1

Mean

00:30:32 (1832 sec)

00:35:10 (2110 sec)

SD

00:18:41 (1121 sec)

00:22:03 (1323 sec)

Duration for
Task#2

Mean

00:39:41 (2381 sec)

00:30:47 (1847 sec)

SD

00:15:38 ( 938 sec)

00:12:27 ( 747 sec)

Duration for
Task#3

Mean

00:26:07 (1567 sec)

00:12:45 ( 765 sec)

SD

00:09:23 ( 563 sec)

00:04:32 ( 272 sec)

Duration for All 3
Tasks (in total)

Mean

01:15:30 (4530 sec)

01:03:39 (3819 sec)

SD

00:10:20 ( 620 sec)

00:18:18 (1098 sec)

3
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The next step was hypothesis testing, i.e. analyzing if the differences
between the groups are statistically significant so that we can reject the
null hypothesis. To prepare the selection of a suitable statistical test, we
first used the Shapiro-Wilk test to check if our samples were non-normally
distributed. For all samples, the p-value was substantially smaller than
0.05, so we had to reject the null hypothesis that our data came from a
normal distribution. We therefore needed a non-parametric test that could
handle non-normal distributions. The Mann-Whitney U test (also known as
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test) fulfills this requirement. It checks the null
hypothesis that the probability is equal that a random value from one group
is less than or greater than a random value from another group. We used an
exact implementation correcting for ties that were likely to happen for the
effectiveness test (only four different values: 0/3; 1/3; 2/3; 3/3).
Since the median effectiveness of both groups is identical (1/3), the resulting p-value for the hypothesis test is much too large (0.5903). We therefore
cannot reject H011 and have no support for H111 that more exercises can be
completed for pattern version #2. For efficiency, we first tested all three
tasks at once (H124 ), where we identified a mean difference of about 12%.
The resulting p-value of 0.0496 is barely below the 0.05 level, but since
we need a significance level of 0.01 due to multiple hypotheses, this is still
too large. We therefore cannot confidently reject our null hypothesis H024 ,
i.e. we cannot support H124 that the pattern group #2 was overall more
efficient on a statistically significant level. When performing the same test
for the three tasks individually, the resulting p-values are 0.741 (task#1),
0.082 (task#2), and 0.0006 (task#3) respectively. This means that with our
Bonferroni-corrected significance level of p ≤ 0.01 (desired significance level
divided by the number of hypotheses ⇒ α = 0.05/5 = 0.01) we could only
reject H023 and identify support for H123 (task#3, patterns: Event-Driven
Messaging / Inversion of Communications). A post-hoc power analysis for our
only successful hypothesis test (i.e. the probability that the test correctly
rejected the null hypothesis) revealed that the statistical power is sufficient
(0.931). As pointed out, we could not reject all other four null hypotheses
(H011 , H021 , H022 , H024 ).
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8.4.3. Metric Analysis
For a second comparison of the two system versions, we chose and collected
measurements for nine different maintainability metrics (see Table 8.7)
related to structural design properties such as size, complexity, and coupling
from the final systems (post-experiment optimal solutions, see Fig. 8.7
and 8.9). Some of these metrics are pretty simple (e.g. # of Services or Lines
of Code). Since several more sophisticated maintainability metrics explicitly
designed for service orientation have been suggested in scientific literature
(see Chapter 6), we also chose some of these (e.g. Service Interface Data
Cohesion or Absolute Dependence of the Service). All metrics (except for # of
Services) were collected per service and then aggregated to the system level
with aggregation functions such as SUM, MEAN, or MAX. Before we describe
the detailed metric results, we briefly present the selected metrics, explain
our rationale for choosing them, and point out how they were collected.
Table 8.7.: List of the nine selected maintainability metrics for the analysis
Metric Name

Property

Source

# of Services

Size

–

Lines of Code (LOC)

Size

–

Weighted Service Interface Count (WSIC)

Size

[HCA09]

LOC / WSIC

Granularity

–

Cyclomatic Complexity (CC)

Complexity

[McC76]

Service Interface Data Cohesion (SIDC)

Cohesion

[Per09]

Absolute Dependence of the Service (ADS)

Coupling

[RSD06]

Relaxed ADS

Coupling

–

Absolute Importance of the Service (AIS)

Coupling

[RSD06]

8.4.3.1. Metric Definitions
In the area of size and granularity, we selected four metrics. The premise
with these metrics is that a smaller system with appropriate service gran-
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ularity (not too many services, not too large services) will be easier to
understand and maintain. The first one was # of Services, which already is a
proxy for system size and therefore does not need to be aggregated. So, if we
assume unchanged granularity, fewer services are generally easier to grasp
and maintain. We manually derived # of Services from the final architecture
diagrams. In both versions, the WebUI was counted as a service, while in
the pattern version #2, the Kafka broker was not counted as a service, as it
does not contain custom code and is an infrastructure component.
As a second metric, we selected the prevalent Lines of Code (LOC) metric that we collected for each service via the static analyzer SonarQube1 .
We then created system-level LOC aggregates with SUM, MEAN, MEDIAN,
and MAX. Since LOC is sometimes seen as controversial (e.g. if several
programming languages are involved), we also selected a volume metric
specifically designed for service orientation, namely the Weighted Service
Interface Count (WSIC) by [HCA09]. WSIC represents the count of publicly
available operations in a service interface with possible weights for different
types of operations (e.g. synchronous and asynchronous). We used the
standard weight of 1, which is the same as # of Operations. We automatically
derived values for WSIC from the existing OpenAPI2 files using the RAMA
CLI (see Section 6.3). Like LOC, WSIC was also aggregated with SUM, MEAN,
MEDIAN, and MAX.
To gain further granularity-related insights in addition to the means and
medians of our two volume metrics, we also calculated their ratio, i.e. LOC
/ WSIC. For a given service, this represents the number of lines of codes that
are on average necessary to provide a single operation. Larger values for
LOC / WSIC mean a service has large and potentially complex operations.
This metric was aggregated with MEAN, MEDIAN, and MAX.
As a measure for complexity, we selected Cyclomatic Complexity (CC)
from [McC76] as a traditional source code metric. While some suggestions for
service-based complexity metrics like Response for Operation (RFO) [PRFT07]
1
2

https://www.sonarqube.org
https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification
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or Message Entropy (ME) [MZM+17] exist, tool support for their collection
is not available and they are hard to calculate manually. Despite its criticisms [OW14], we therefore relied on the widely used CC metric that we
gathered for each service via SonarQube. We then subsequently aggregated
the values with MEAN, MEDIAN, and MAX. Lower values for CC suggest that
a service is easier to understand and maintain.
In the context of cohesion, we chose the Service Interface Data Cohesion
(SIDC) metric proposed by [Per09]. SIDC rates the cohesion of a service
interface in percent based on the input and response parameter data types
of its operations. If a service interface operates on the same or only a small
set of data abstractions (e.g. CRUD operations for a Customer entity), the
values for SIDC will be closer to 100% and the service will be easier to analyze
and change. We used the already mentioned RAMA CLI to automatically
calculate the percentage values for SIDC. These values were then aggregated
with MEAN, MEDIAN, and MIN (as lower values are worse).
The last maintainability-related design property that we wanted to measure was coupling. In the service-oriented space, “loose coupling” is a prevalent theme aiming to reduce the number and strength of service dependencies
and therefore preventing or mitigating ripple effects on changes [PW09].
We therefore chose three metrics to analyze the degree of coupling in both
versions, where lower values mean less coupling and therefore increased
maintainability. We manually derived all coupling metrics from the final
architecture diagrams that also include the dependencies between services.
Moreover, we used the same aggregations for all of them, namely MEAN,
MEDIAN, and MAX.
First, we selected the Absolute Dependence of the Service (ADS) metric
proposed by [RSD06]. For a given service, ADS represents the number of
other services that this service depends on, i.e. of which it invokes at least
one operation. For pattern version #2, dependencies to the Kafka broker
were counted as well. Since ADS treats every static dependency exactly
in the same way, we also collected values for an adjusted variant of ADS
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that respects looser types of coupling. In that sense, Relaxed ADS works
like ADS, except that dependencies to a Service Façade or the Kafka broker
were counted with 0.5 instead of 1. The rationale for this was that these
two patterns are introduced as intermediaries to reduce coupling. As a
consequence, dependencies to them should not be weighted in the same way
as direct invocations of services. In version #1 of the system, the values for
Relaxed ADS are therefore the same as for ADS. Only in the pattern version
#2, the values for the two variants differ.
The third and last coupling metric, also proposed by [RSD06], is complementary to ADS, namely the metric Absolute Importance of the Service (AIS).
For a given service, AIS represents the number of other services that have
a dependency on this service, i.e. that invoke at least one of its operations.
Since the invocation origin is irrelevant, we did not gather a Relaxed AIS
variant.
8.4.3.2. Metric Results
To compare the two system versions, we only present the aggregated systemlevel metrics in this section (see Table 8.8). For a detailed comparison of
the underlying service-level metrics, please refer to the metric evaluation
spreadsheet in our repository1 that includes the measurements for each
service.
When comparing the system-level metrics for size, we immediately see that
pattern version #2 is larger. It has two more services (OrderProcessSrv
and ProductSrvFaçade) and therefore consists of ∼29% more LOC and
∼47% more operations. Even though the Kafka broker is also new in version
#2, we did not count it as a service. While MEAN and MEDIAN for the size
metrics are only slightly worse or stay roughly the same in version #2, the
MAX value for WSIC increases by ∼33% (from 9 to 12 operations). This
increase is caused by the newly introduced ProductSrvFaçade that relays
calls to the ProductSrv, CategorySrv, and WarehouseSrv. Lastly, the
1
https://github.com/xJREB/research-modifiability-pattern-experiment/
blob/master/_results/metric-analysis.xlsx
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Table 8.8.: System-level metric results per version (Change in % refers to the
change of the metric value from V1 to V2; a positive percentage
means V1 is better, a negative one means V2 is better; in cases
with a change of at least 15%, the better version is marked with
a colored background)
Version #2 Change in %
Metric
Aggregate Version #1
(no patterns) (patterns)
# of Services
LOC

WSIC

LOC / WSIC

CC

SIDC

ADS

Relaxed ADS

AIS

264

–
SUM
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
SUM
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
MEAN
MEDIAN
MIN
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX
MEAN
MEDIAN
MAX

7
2555
365
324
591
32
5.33
5
9
79.09
77.33
112.40
48.57
50.00
93
0.370
0.40
0.16
1.57
1
5
1.57
1
5
1.57
1
3

9
3303
367
362
668
47
5.88
5
12
105.77
71.73
373.00
48.44
48.00
100
0.374
0.40
0.16
1.56
1
4
1.28
0.5
3.5
1.22
1
3

28.6 %
29.3%
0.5%
11.7%
13.0%
46.9%
10.2%
0.0%
33.3%
33.7%
-7.2%
231.9%
-0.3%
-4.0%
7.5%
-1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-1.0%
0.0%
-20.0%
-18.7%
-50.0%
-30.0%
-22.2%
0.0%
0.0%
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introduction of the OrderProcessSrv in version #2 impacted the LOC /
WSIC ratio. While the MEDIAN is slightly better for version #2 (∼7%), both
the MEAN value (∼34%) and the MAX value (∼232%) are worse. The reason
for this is that the OrderProcessSrv provides only a single operation while
simultaneously consisting of slightly above average LOC.
For both complexity and cohesion, our chosen metrics do not show many
differences between the two versions. CC aggregates are very similar, with
the only notable difference being a slightly larger MAX value (∼8%) for
version #2. This is caused by adding the messaging functionality to the
NotificationSrv. Aggregates for SIDC are even more similar, which
suggests that the patterns at hand do not influence service cohesion all that
much.
The only design property that seems slightly better in pattern version #2
is coupling. While the MEAN and MEDIAN aggregates of ADS stay the same
in both versions, the MAX value in version #2 has been reduced by 20%:
the ProductSrvFaçade shields the services behind it so that the WebUI
has one dependency less (four instead of five). If we treat looser forms of
coupling differently, version #2 improves even further. For Relaxed ADS, all
aggregates are better in the pattern version (MEAN by ∼19%, MEDIAN by
50%, and MAX by 30%) because the Kafka broker and ProductSrvFaçade
reduce the weight of service dependencies. Finally, even though the MEDIAN
and MAX aggregates for AIS are the same in both versions, the MEAN value
is improved by ∼22% in version #2. This improvement is caused by the
Event-Driven Messaging / Inversion of Communications patterns. The Kafka
broker does not actively call services, but services have to publish or subscribe
to it. Therefore, the SUM values for ADS and AIS would also be different in
version #2, even though they would be the same in version #1.
8.4.4. Discussion
From the experiment results, we could not derive support for the majority
of our hypotheses that service-based patterns had a positive impact on participant effectiveness and efficiency. The mean difference in duration was
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only significant for task#3 in isolation. We offer three main interpretations
to explain these results. One straightforward possibility is that the patterns
of task#1 (Process Abstraction) and task#2 (Service Façade and Decomposed
Capability) were simply not effective enough to enhance the modifiability
of the system under test. Their theoretical benefit for the chosen evolution
scenario did not (or only partially) translate to a practical setting. Only
Event-Driven Messaging / Inversion of Communications from task#3 led to a
significant advantage for the system’s evolvability. While this seems plausible at first sight and our chosen patterns may undoubtedly differ in their
effectiveness, we believe that our second and third interpretations are more
likely.
Another explanation for the results may be that the effect of familiarization
and experience was stronger for the pattern version #2. As they progressed
through the tasks, participants naturally grew more accustomed to the
system and workspace environment. Since the pattern version #2 exhibited
a higher base complexity (more services, more inter-service communication,
more build scripts to start before task validation), participants of this group
were initially slowed down more than the control group. Throughout the
experiment, they gradually adjusted to this so that the effectiveness of
the chosen patterns for the evolution scenario could unfold (slightly in
task#2 and entirely in task#3). This effect could have been weakened by
randomizing the order of tasks per participant. Unfortunately, this was not
possible because tasks depended on each other.
We also offer a third possible explanation in conjunction with the familiarization effect. The patterns’ effect on evolvability seems to have been influenced by whether participants had conscious knowledge of and experience
with patterns beforehand. When we analyzed existing correlations between
effectiveness and self-reported experience-related factors, we observed that
both knowledge of general design patterns as well as service-oriented patterns was more strongly correlated with effectiveness in the pattern group
#2 than in group #1: about 19% more for general patterns (Kendall’s tau:
0.485 vs 0.579) and about 242% more for service-oriented ones (r-values:
0.093 vs 0.318). Years of programming experience, for example, was simi-
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larly correlated with effectiveness in both groups (r-values: 0.509 vs 0.497).
So using students instead of experienced professionals who have worked
with patterns before seems to have hurt treatment group #2 more. The
potential modifiability-related benefit of a pattern may be lessened or even
negated by its complexity and impact on understandability if the participant
is not familiar with the pattern. Potential support for this can be found by
narrowing down the sample for both groups to only the best participants.
When we filter for only the 26 students that solved at least task#1 and
task#2 (effectiveness >= 67%), the mean efficiency difference increases:
instead of ∼12%, participants of pattern group #2 now needed ∼31% less
time per task.
Overall, the results suggest that the theoretical evolvability-related advantage of service-oriented patterns is difficult to replicate in controlled
experiments: familiarity with the system and experience with the selected
patterns seem to have an impact on the patterns’ effectiveness. For inexperienced developers unfamiliar with the system, the additional complexity
introduced by the patterns seems to reduce or even outweigh the theoretical
positive effect on evolvability. Implications of such a conclusion could be
that appropriate documentation of used service-oriented patterns as well
as thorough pattern-focused initial training of new developers become all
the more critical to ensure a long-term and sustainable effect of patterns on
software evolvability.
Concerning the metric analysis, we observed that the pattern version #2 is
worse in the area of size and granularity and better for coupling. The patterns
did not impact our chosen complexity and cohesion metrics. When counting
only changes in metric values of at least 15%, version #1 is superior for six
size and granularity aggregates (# of Services, LOCSU M , WSICSU M , WSIC M AX ,
LOC / WSIC M EAN , and LOC / WSIC M AX ), while version #2 is better for five
coupling aggregates (ADS M AX , Relaxed ADS M EAN , Relaxed ADS M E DIAN , Relaxed
ADS M AX , and AIS M EAN ). However, three of these five improvement areas for
version #2 are aggregates of Relaxed ADS, a metric that we specifically
constructed for the loose coupling nature of the used patterns. Without
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Relaxed ADS, the pattern version would only be significantly better for two
coupling aggregates (ADS M AX and AIS M EAN ).
All in all, the comparison of structural metrics showed no decisive maintainability improvements in the pattern version, which seems to be in line
with the experiment results. The increased system size and slightly worsened
granularity in version #2 may support our interpretation that it took longer
in this group until the familiarization effect kicked in. More services and
operations meant that participants were potentially under higher cognitive
load and required more effort to get familiar with the system. Lastly, the partially improved coupling measurements in the pattern version could explain
why participants in this group required less time for task#2 and especially
task#3: these tasks relied on the patterns Service Façade and Event-Driven
Messaging, which are both related to decoupling.
8.4.5. Threats to Validity
Threats to validity have to be examined in several areas of this empirical
study. With respect to construct validity, our operationalized experiment
measure (namely the time necessary to implement a feature) seems valid
to represent the construct in a practical real-world setting. Efficiency is
one of the most used measures for software engineering experiments and,
in contrast to maintainability metrics for e.g. coupling and cohesion, it
is not a structural approximation of this quality attribute. Effectiveness,
i.e. the degree to which participants solved all tasks within the given time
frame, is a similarly popular measure in software development, even though
efficiency is more relevant in a real-world industry setting. Most often, it
is not the question, if something can be implemented, but how long it will
take. Lastly, the results of the metric analysis rely on the maintainability
prediction quality of the chosen metrics. Several of these metrics (e.g. LOC
or CC) are well-known and have been extensively studied, but especially
some of the younger service-oriented metrics have not been evaluated in
or accepted by large-scale industry environments. So, while the chosen
design properties seem very fitting for a service-oriented context, the metrics
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selected to represent them may be of differing quality. Similarly, only a
limited number of metrics was analyzed and there is always the possibility
for more or different metrics.
Internal validity is concerned with how much the treatment was responsible for the observed effect and if there were unknown factors that influenced
the results. During the experiment discussion, we already mentioned the
observed impact of the participants’ pattern knowledge on the effective
evolvability of the patterns. A possible solution to this could have been to
only accept participants with a base-level of pattern experience or to include
a small lecture on service-oriented patterns in the introductory presentation.
We also already described the familiarization effect for later tasks, which
makes it harder to analyze the effectiveness of each pattern. Task randomization as a solution to this was not possible because the task order was
important in the constructed evolution scenarios.
Furthermore, we required participants to use the provided experiment
workspace via a virtual machine. While most students should be somewhat
familiar with Eclipse, their preferred IDE, OS, or build tool may be different
from the provided environment. This could have hindered their development
speed. We have to assume that this effect was similar for each group and
task. Moreover, participants were allowed to ask questions if they were not
related to the actual coding, but to the experiment environment (e.g. IDE,
build tool, and evaluation UI).
A last potential threat in this area is the general coding ability of participants that may tamper with the results: students that are very slow / fast in
general work with similar speed regardless of the group. Since participants
only worked on one version in our experiment, an uneven distribution of very
slow / fast students could have affected the groups’ mean efficiency. While
our population of 69 has a smaller risk to be influenced by this than e.g.
20 participants and our post-experiment survey did not reveal significant
experience differences between the groups, the self-reported nature of the
comparison still leaves some room for issues. Possible solutions could have
been to conduct a pilot evaluation study with the participants to divide them
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into two groups of similar skill or to let participants work on tasks from both
groups in a rotating manner. We did not use both solutions because of time
and effort constraints.
Concerning the metric analysis, we relied on the correctness of the collected measurements. More complex metrics were gathered automatically
with tool support, while simple metrics were manually derived (e.g. from
architecture diagrams) and double-checked across researchers. Even though
it is not very likely, there remains the slight possibility of incorrect metric
values that may have clouded the analysis.
External validity refers to the generalizability of the results to the target
population and setting. While the usage of students may be a valid proxy
for the desired target population in many cases, our experiment was very
challenging for Bachelor students. Only ∼25% solved all three tasks and
∼30% could not solve any task. We also hypothesize that the missing degree
of pattern experience influenced the treatment group’s effectiveness and
efficiency. Therefore, we expect that a replication with experienced software
professionals from industry would yield different results. However, such a
replication with a sufficient number of participants is very complicated to
organize.
We created both versions of the webshop system as close to the real-world
as possible. Nonetheless, controlled experiment tasks are still inherently of a
somewhat artificial nature with the potential for subjective bias. The experiment results are also bound to the used programming language (Java) and
service-based communication style (RESTful HTTP). Moreover, we designed
the tasks with the intuitive feeling that the pattern version #2 might be faster
to change because the patterns are ideally suited for the changes at hand.
The benefit of a pattern will always heavily depend on the specifics of the
performed evolution scenario. In conjunction with this, developers are usually decently familiar with the system that they extend. So, in a real-world
software maintenance scenario, the benefits of evolvability mechanisms and
patterns often manifest over a long time with increasing developer familiarity
with the system.
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The artificial construction of the two system versions may also have impacted the reliability of the metric-based analysis. After all, we evaluated
the internal quality of artifacts that were created by ourselves, which leaves
possibilities for researcher bias. To mitigate these threats, external research
assistants performed the metric collection and the final set of metrics was
not known during the system construction period. Nonetheless, using several
existing industry or open source systems for the metric-based analysis of
patterns would have provided more objective results. In the case of our study,
however, the goal of the evaluation with metrics was to provide a second
perspective on the two experiment system versions.
Lastly, one must be very careful to generalize from the results of four
patterns, 69 student participants, and nine metrics to all patterns and software developers. The controlled experiment presents first empirical insights
for the evolvability of selected service-oriented patterns with inexperienced
human participants, while the metric study provides additional structural
insights that aim to further the understanding of the patterns’ effects. However, many more similar studies should follow to either support or reject the
conclusions of this research.
8.4.6. Summary
Our interpretation of these results is that we have no clear indication that
three of the four selected service-based patterns were beneficial for evolvability. We theorize, however, that the additional volume introduced by the
patterns hindered participants to leverage their modifiability-related benefits
at first, which seems to be supported by the size and granularity metrics.
Throughout the experiment, participants became more and more familiar
with the system and the patterns, which allowed the treatment group to get
a slight edge in task #2 and finally produced full statistical significance in
task #3. These results implicate that documentation and training of used
service-based patterns should not be neglected in software maintenance and
evolution scenarios.
With respect to possible future work, we already mentioned the lack of
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quantitative empirical research on service-oriented patterns and quality
attributes (in our case evolvability). It is therefore necessary that future
research provides additional support in this area. Many patterns for SOA and
also some for microservices are available and one study can only cover so
many of them. Moreover, additional research could also aim to confirm and
quantify the impact of developers’ pattern experience on the effectiveness
of the patterns. Additionally, the metric-based analysis of patterns could be
extended to existing industry or open source systems to mitigate the construction bias. As an alternative, several practitioners or external researchers
could implement systems with these patterns to allow for a more objective
analysis. To support such endeavors and to enable potential replication
studies, we shared all artifacts related to the experiment and metric analysis
on GitHub1 and Zenodo2 (source code, task descriptions, survey questions,
result data sets, analysis script).

1
2
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8.5. Service-Based Antipatterns: Systematic Literature Review
The earliest software antipatterns were focused on source code [Fow99]. Today, code smells and object-oriented design smells are arguably still the most
known antipatterns and several tools like SonarQube [CP13] exist for their
detection. Their importance and origin are fairly well understood [TPB+15;
YM13]. In the area of service-oriented computing, however, the concept is
not as cohesive. Instead, antipatterns are scattered across the two different
service-based architectural styles service-oriented architecture (SOA) and
microservices or implementation techniques like web services. While several
antipattern related publications exist for SOA and also for microservices (see
Section 3.5), a holistic repository containing the majority of service-based
antipatterns does not exist. Even though many SOA antipatterns may not be
applicable to a microservice-based system, we believe that there is still much
value to be gained from a general service-based view on antipatterns. Some
antipatterns may apply for both SOA and microservices, while others may
further the understanding of differences between them. The context and
origin of the antipatterns become especially important in this regard. All in
all, such a holistic repository would be a valuable source for researchers and
practitioners that makes it easy to browse, compare, and discover relations
between antipatterns. It could be used as a common point of reference, for
continuous quality assurance activities like architectural reviews, and the
training of novice developers.
The identified publication that comes closest to such an objective is the
extensive systematic literature review (SLR) from Sabir et al. [SPR+19]
who covered both object-oriented and service-oriented antipatterns. They focused specifically on antipattern detection approaches suggested in scientific
literature and how these approaches evolved. However, they also created
lists of antipatterns as a byproduct of their analysis. While they discovered
56 object-oriented smells, they identified only 19 service-based smells. They
conclude with the following: “As the software concept has already diverted
into the Web era that is service based, researchers should put more effort on
service-oriented smells to ensure high-quality service-based systems.”
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In summary, we identified the following issues with the existing scientific
literature on service-based antipatterns:
• The described antipatterns are scattered across many different publications with very little links between e.g. SOA, microservices, REST,
or SOAP. This distribution makes it difficult to categorize them and to
form relationships between them.
• Researchers do not use consistent names and schemas to describe the
antipatterns, which makes it more difficult to compare them. In several
cases, there is only a short description, but no context or solution.
• In short: we lack a holistic repository and taxonomy for the majority
of service-based antipatterns.
To provide a solid foundation to address this gap, we conducted a research
project that can serve as a reference for scientific follow-up activities in this
area. The following research questions served as guidance for it:
RQ1: What service-based antipatterns are described in scientific literature?
RQ2: How can these antipatterns be documented in a common data
structure?
RQ3: How can these antipatterns be categorized with a holistic taxonomy?
RQ4: What is a feasible collaborative repository to browse and extend the
created antipatterns collection?
8.5.1. Research Design
Our study consisted of three major steps. First, we conducted an SLR to
collect the majority of service-based antipatterns as an answer to RQ1. We
describe the details of this process below and present its results in Section 8.5.2.1. In a second step, we analyzed the identified antipatterns,
merged duplicates with different names, and synthesized a standardized
data model for their structured documentation (RQ2). This model was then
used to document each antipattern from the included primary studies in a
holistic collection. Likewise, we created a taxonomy for the categorization
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of the documented antipatterns and implemented links between related
antipatterns (RQ3). We describe the results of this step in Section 8.5.2.2.
In the third and last step, we developed a web application for the convenient
browsing of the created antipatterns collection. The app includes functionality like full-text search, sorting, filtering by category, and navigating between
related antipatterns. By relying on a collaborative GitHub repository1 and
GitHub Pages2 , we also implemented a workflow for changing and extending the preliminary collection, therefore providing an answer to RQ4 (see
Sect. 8.5.2.3).
As a general framework, we followed the guidelines described by Kitchenham and Charters [KC07] to plan and conduct our SLR. For transparency
and replicability, all related artifacts can be found in our GitHub repository3 .
An essential part of the search strategy are keywords, which have to
support the creation of an effective search string. Our research focuses on
a combination of two parts, namely a) antipatterns and bad smells and
b) service- and microservice-based systems. Therefore, the keywords “bad
smell”, “antipattern”, “services” and “microservices” were the first to be
included. Based on our initial literature sighting, we selected five more
suitable keywords. Lastly, we also added “pattern” as a keyword, since
literature about patterns often includes sections describing antipatterns as
well. Fig. 8.10 contains the used list of keywords ranked by their priority.

1

https://github.com/xJREB/service-based-antipatterns
https://xjreb.github.io/service-based-antipatterns
3
https:
//github.com/xJREB/service-based-antipatterns/tree/master/slr
2
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1. antipattern
2. bad smell
3. services
4. microservices
5. web services
6. service oriented architecture
7. soa
8. service oriented computing
9. pattern

Figure 8.10.: List of search keywords
For the creation of the search string, we split our keywords into two buckets. One contained the keywords “antipattern”, “bad smell”, and “pattern”
while the second one contained all remaining keywords. Each bucket was
represented as an OR relation of its keywords, while the complete search
string was an AND relation between the two buckets (see Fig. 8.11).
(antipattern ∨ bad smell ∨ pattern) ∧ (microservices ∨ services ∨
web services ∨ service oriented architecture ∨ soa ∨ service oriented
computing)

Figure 8.11.: Created search string
Concerning search engines and digital libraries, we used four of the
most common libraries for software engineering related topics, namely IEEE
Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, and Science Direct. Additionally,
we used Google Scholar as a general search engine for publications. This list
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(see Fig. 8.12) aimed to ensure unbiased coverage across multiple popular
digital libraries.
• Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com
• IEEE Xplore: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
• ACM Digital Library: https://dl.acm.org
• Springer Link: https://link.springer.com
• Science Direct: https://www.sciencedirect.com

Figure 8.12.: Used search engines and digital libraries
Due to differences in the APIs of the chosen search engines, the search
string was initially not confined to specific attributes like the title or the
abstract. However, after retrieving the initial set of publications, several
filtering stages were applied. In the first two stages, we used inclusion
criteria to narrow down the field of publications with relevant content. We
defined that the title of any identified publication had to include at least
one of the key terms “antipattern”, “bad smell”, or “pattern”. If this rule
matched via the term “pattern”, the title additionally had to include at
least one service-oriented keyword from our second bucket, i.e. “services”,
“microservices”, “web services”, “service oriented architecture”, “soa”, or
“service oriented computing”. This was automated with a script in an Excel
spreadsheet. As a second content filter, publications had to include one of
the key terms “antipattern” or “bad smell” in their abstract, table of contents,
or conclusion. Several researchers shared this manual activity.
After these content filter stages, we filtered for quality via exclusion
criteria that required manual analysis of large parts of each publication.
We defined that a publication must have a consistent and structured way
of describing the presented antipatterns. Furthermore, we also excluded
publications that mention antipatterns without providing a description
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or context. Lastly, a publication was excluded if the antipattern description did not cover at least one of the attributes solution, detection, or
cause. This filtering ensured basic quality and rigor for the final collection
of antipatterns and also enabled us to conveniently process and extract the
information for our repository.
As a last stage, we performed one level of snowballing [KFD17] in both
directions for all primary studies that had been included so far, i.e. for each
included publication, we analyzed its references and research that cited
it. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied. This citation
search ensured that important publications that we may have missed with
our selection of search engines and terms were discovered nonetheless.
8.5.2. Results
In the following sections, we present and discuss the detailed results. We start
with the list of primary studies identified by the SLR and the extracted servicebased antipatterns. After that, we describe the synthesized antipattern data
structure and taxonomy. Lastly, we provide details about the created web
application and collaborative antipattern repository.
8.5.2.1. SLR Results (RQ1)
As detailed in the SLR protocol (see Sect. 8.5.1), we first retrieved a set of
757 publications from the selected search engines and libraries. This set
was then filtered via the automatic title keyword search leaving us with 239
publications. These were now manually filtered via the keyword inclusion
criteria for abstract, table of contents, and conclusion, which further reduced
the set to 45 publications. In the third filtering phase, we manually assessed
the quality and excluded studies with an inconsistent schema or that missed
important attributes, which left us with 13 publications. For these 13 studies,
we then performed snowballing, which yielded one additional publication
that we missed with our previous search. Fig. 8.13 summarizes this process
and the number of publications in each stage. Table 8.9 lists the final result of
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our SLR, namely the 14 primary studies. Publication years ranged from 2002
up to 2018 and the studies had 11 different first authors. We then extracted
the antipatterns from these publications and tried to eliminate duplicates
that are known under different names. All in all, we finally collected 36
antipatterns as listed in Table 8.10.
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Figure 8.13.: SLR process with the number of publications at each stage

8.5.2.2. Antipattern Schema and Taxonomy (RQ2 & RQ3)
While the specification and documentation of patterns usually rely on a
common format with well-known attributes (“Alexandrian form” [AIS77]),
the same does not equally apply for antipatterns. Even though some attributes like context or description are useful for the documentation of
both concepts, antipatterns can additionally benefit from new attributes like
cause or detection. During our initial antipattern literature sighting, we
therefore started the definition of a general schema for the documentation
of antipatterns that included all essential attributes to grasp the antipattern
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Table 8.9.: Final list of the 14 primary studies identified by the SLR
Reference

Year

Authors

Title

[DAKW03]

2002

J2EE antipatterns

7

[Jon06]
[KZ07]

2006
2007
2009

SOA anti-patterns
The most important serviceoriented antipatterns
Popular SOA antipatterns

4
5

[KŽ09]
[GPEM09]

2009
2012

Toward a catalogue of architectural bad smells
SOA patterns

4

[Rot12]
[NMV13]

2013

Dudney et
al.
Jones
Král and
Žemlička
Král and
Žemlička
Garcia et
al.
RotemGal-Oz
Nayrolles
et al.

5

[AAC14]

2014

[PMTG14]

2014

[PM15]

2015

Improving SOA antipatterns
detection in Service Based
Systems by mining execution
traces
Architectural bad smells in
software product lines: An exploratory study
Specification and detection of
SOA antipatterns in web services
A study on the taxonomy of
service antipatterns

[OGKI15]

2015

[Ric16a]

2016

Richards

[OKIC17]

2017

[TL18]

2018

Ouni et
al.
Taibi and
Lenarduzzi
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de
Andrade et
al.
Palma et
al.
Palma
and
Mohay
Ouni et
al.

Web service antipatterns detection using genetic programming
Microservices Antipatterns
and Pitfalls
Search-based web service antipatterns detection
On the Definition of Microservice Bad Smells

# of Antipatterns

4

4

4

6

15

5

1
7
6
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Table 8.10.: Final list of the 36 service-based antipatterns extracted from
the primary studies (alphabetical order)
Antipattern Name

Sources

Ambiguous Interface
Ambiguous Service
API Versioning
Big Bang
Bloated Service
Bottleneck Service
Business Process Forever
Chatty Service
Client Completes Service
Connector Envy
CRUDy Interface
Cyclic Dependency
Data-Driven Migration
Data Service
Duplicated Service
Extraneous Adjacent Connector
Golden Hammer
Hard-Coded Endpoints
Low Cohesive Operations
Megaservice

[AAC14; GPEM09]
[OGKI15; OKIC17; PM15; PMTG14]
[TL18]
[KŽ09]
[PM15]
[NMV13; PM15]
[KZ07]
[NMV13; OGKI15; OKIC17; PM15; PMTG14]
[DAKW03]
[AAC14; GPEM09]
[OKIC17; PM15]
[TL18]
[Ric16a]
[OGKI15; OKIC17; PM15; PMTG14]
[Jon06; PM15; PMTG14]
[AAC14; GPEM09; PM15]
[DAKW03]
[Jon06; TL18]
[PM15]
[DAKW03; NMV13; OGKI15; OKIC17; PM15; PMTG14;
TL18]
[DAKW03; KŽ09; NMV13; OGKI15; OKIC17; PM15;
PMTG14; Rot12]
[KZ07]
[KŽ09; Rot12]
[KZ07]
[KZ07; KŽ09]
[KZ07; PM15]
[AAC14; GPEM09]
[Jon06; NMV13]
[TL18]
[Jon06]
[DAKW03]
[DAKW03]
[DAKW03; PM15]
[NMV13; PM15; Rot12]
[Rot12]
[TL18]

Nanoservices
No Legacy
Nothing New
On-Line Only
Overstandardized SOA
Sand Pile
Scattered Parasitic Functionality
Service Chain
Shared Persistency
The Shiny Nickel
Silver Bullet
SOAPY Business Logic
Stovepipe Service
The Knot
Transactional Integration
Wrong Cuts
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and enabled categorization and relationships. Inspired by the Alexandrian
form for patterns as well as popular antipattern literature, we then iteratively
refined this schema with the SLR results until we had a holistic data model
to document all necessary aspects of the identified antipatterns. Table 8.11
describes the complete set of attributes we used to uniformly document the
antipatterns. Since the extensiveness of antipattern documentation varies
depending on the source, it is also possible to leave attributes empty except
for the name, description, and the list of sources.
Because the repository should be machine-readable and we also wanted to
provide a web application, we chose JSON as a data format representation.
Other considered candidates were XML and YAML, but in the end, we selected
JSON because it is readable by humans and can be natively used in JavaScript.
For each identified antipattern, we created and filled out a JSON file with
the same structure (see Fig. 8.14).
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Table 8.11.: Synthesized antipattern schema: attributes with their data types
and description
Concept
Attribute
Data Type
Description
name

string

The name of the antipattern
(also used as an identifier).
aliases
string array
An array of alternate names
for this antipattern.
description
string
A description providing a
brief overview of the antipatAntipattern
tern.
context
string
A description of the context
and environment in which
the antipattern applies.
cause
string
A description of how the
antipattern comes into existence.
consequences string
A description of the antipatterns implications (e.g. for
software quality).
solution
string
A description of how to resolve the antipattern.
detection
string
A description of how the antipattern can be detected.
example
string
An example how the antipattern is typically used.
sources
string array
An array of literature references that describe the antipattern (BibTex format).
tags
string array
An array of keywords that
categorize the antipattern.
relatedItems RelatedObject An array of objects reprearray
senting related antipatterns.
relation
string
An identifier representing
RelatedObject
the type of relation in a single word (e.g. follows).
name
string
The name of the related antipattern.
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{

}

"name": "",
"aliases": [""],
"description": "",
"context": "",
"detection": "",
"consequences": "",
"cause": "",
"solution": "",
"example": "",
"sources": [""],
"tags": [""],
"relatedItems": [
{
"relation": "",
"name": ""
}
]

Figure 8.14.: JSON representation of an antipattern
As a second important concept, we wanted to provide a holistic taxonomy
for the categorization of the identified antipatterns. Such a categorization
helps to organize the collection and enables the grouping of antipatterns by
important criteria. In the created JSON schema, the flexible tags array can
be used for the taxonomy implementation. Palma et al. [PM15] proposed
such a taxonomy that is focused on antipattern detection mechanisms. On the
first level, they distinguish between intra-service and inter-service antipatterns
and on the next level between dynamic and static detection approaches. This
taxonomy is, however, limited when it comes to organizing and grasping an
extensive collection. Therefore, we instead followed the approach of Král and
Žemlička [KZ07] who categorized patterns by the level of abstraction of their
applicability and influence. We transferred this classification to antipatterns
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and used it as the first dimension of our taxonomy. Each antipattern therefore
has to be assigned to exactly one of the following categories:
• Architecture antipatterns impact architecture- and design-related aspects of the system.
• Application antipatterns impact interactions of application components and application-level functionality.
• Business antipatterns impact interactions of users, business, and data.
Additionally, our taxonomy includes a differentiation of the architectural
style in which the antipattern applies. Each antipattern can therefore be
tagged with microservices, SOA, or both of these styles. Note that the
architectural style tag does not necessarily mean that the antipattern has
been conceptualized for or is frequently encountered in this style. It simply
means that, in this style, the antipattern is usually perceived as a suboptimal
solution. For example, this is why the contrary antipatterns Nanoservices and
Megaservice are both categorized with soa as well as microservices, even
though what is considered too small or large may ultimately be very different
in each architectural style. Fig. 8.15 visualizes the distribution of antipatterns
in this taxonomy. Most antipatterns are placed in the architectural category,
while we assigned only three antipatterns to the business category. Moreover,
only three antipatterns are purely applicable to microservices. About half
of the remaining antipatterns are dedicated to SOA, while the other half
is applicable for both architectural styles. In addition to this fixed part of
the taxonomy, there is also a dynamic tag system that allows creating other
means of categorization. So far, seven different tags have been assigned,
such as coupling, cohesion, ambiguity, or migration.
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Microservices
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Figure 8.15.: Number of identified antipatterns per architectural style and
category
8.5.2.3. Web Application and Collaborative Repository (RQ4)
We had two main goals for the created structured collection of service-based
antipatterns. First, we wanted a convenient way to browse and search the
collection to make it easy for researchers and practitioners to absorb and work
with the antipattern information. And second, we wanted an established
collaborative process for the continuous refinement and extension of the
created collection. With these goals in mind, we developed a small web
application that displays a list of all identified antipatterns. The list is
sortable, searchable, and can be filtered by architectural styles, categories,
or tags. We also introduced the concept of an antipattern’s evidence as a
measure for its reliability and renownedness. This measure should help
to judge an antipattern’s importance and relies on the number of distinct
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sources that reported the antipattern as well as the citation count of these
sources. In particular, the evidence for an antipattern a1 is calculated as
follows, where sour ces(a) returns the list of all sources for an antipattern
and numC i t at ions(s) returns the citation count for a source:

evidence(a1 ) =

X

1 + l o g(numC i t at ions(s))

(8.1)

∀s∈sour ces(a1 )

Since the number of citations is usually much higher than the number
of sources, we decided to include a logarithmic adjustment such that both
numbers contribute almost equally. As an example, an antipattern with three
sources with one citation each will have the same evidence score of 3 as
an antipattern with one source with 100 citations. Based on the median
of the collection, each antipattern’s evidence e was then distributed over
the four labels low (e < 3), medium (3 ≤ e < 10), high (10 ≤ e < 20), and
very high (e ≥ 20). To ease visual identification, these labels were then
used to additionally display the evidence as a color gradient below the title
of each antipattern. Antipatterns can also be opened in a detail view where
all documented information is presented. In this view, it is also possible
to navigate to related antipatterns or to copy the literature sources of the
antipattern in various formats. Since the application consists only of static
file-based content and the source code is managed on GitHub, we rely on
GitHub Pages to host a publicly available version of the web application1 .
Via Travis CI, every successful commit that reaches the master branch is
automatically deployed.
Since every antipattern is stored as a JSON file in the repository, it is
straightforward to use the standard GitHub flow for the refinement and
extension of the collection. Moreover, this type of collaboration should be
familiar to most researchers and practitioners and does not require the
development of elaborate functionality for user management or review
processes. By creating pull requests or issues, anyone with a GitHub account
1

https://xjreb.github.io/service-based-antipatterns
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is able to contribute to the collection. We also created a template for the
creation of new antipatterns and documented contribution guidelines1 to
make the collaboration easier for others. This crowdsourcing approach may
significantly improve the quality and quantity of the collection in the long
run and provides the foundation for active collaborative research.
8.5.3. Threats to Validity
We need to mention several limitations with this research. Concerning
internal validity, we tried to reduce the most common threats and biases
for SLRs by following the Kitchenham guidelines [KC07], defining and
adhering to a review protocol, as well as double-checking important steps
between several researchers. Nonetheless, our SLR still included qualitative
and subjective parts with possibilities for researcher bias, especially for the
study exclusion based on soft criteria like the usage of a consistent schema.
While we aimed for a high degree of scientific rigor and replicability by also
publishing all SLR artifacts in our GitHub repository2 , the limited time of
the research project did not allow us to invest more efforts, like conducting
a pilot study or assigning the complete search result set simultaneously
to all researchers. Similarly, the synthesis of a holistic data model and
antipattern taxonomy, the placing of antipatterns into categories, as well as
the definition of relations between antipatterns is a qualitative process with
room for interpretation. Even though we tried to perform these activities
as systematically as possible and discussed different variants between most
researchers, there is still the possibility for better solutions and others may
disagree with our suggestions.
With respect to external validity, one common threat in SLRs is a limited
number of search engines and digital libraries. While we used a total of five
different websites for our search, we did not include others like Scopus or
Web of Science due to time and access constraints. We tried to reduce this
1
https://github.com/xJREB/service-based-antipatterns/blob/master/
CONTRIBUTING.md
2
https:
//github.com/xJREB/service-based-antipatterns/tree/master/slr
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limitation by including Google Scholar as a general search engine that is
not bound to one digital library as well as snowballing. However, apart from
books, we did not include grey literature into our main search process as
for example Soldani et al. [STV18]. Their coverage of microservices “pains”
relies on a large number of web articles. The evidence of such findings,
however, is very challenging to estimate, which was the reason why we
relied primarily on scientific literature. While we cannot guarantee the
completeness of our created service-based antipattern collection, we still
believe our created repository to be of substantial quantity, especially since
we collected nearly twice as many antipatterns as Sabir et al. [SPR+19]
provided in their extensive SLR. Lastly, the collaborative nature of our repository should enable convenient future extensions and adaptations so that
missed antipatterns can be added or wrongly categorized antipatterns can
be edited.
8.5.4. Summary
Since the literature on service-based antipatterns is very scattered and no
holistic collection exists that covers the majority of antipatterns for both SOA
and microservices, we conducted a research project to address this gap. Our
contribution with this study is threefold. First, our SLR identified 14 primary
studies in the field and we extracted 36 service-based antipatterns from them.
Second, we synthesized a holistic data model and JSON schema and used it
to document these antipatterns. Similarly, we created a taxonomy and categorization scheme for the antipatterns and also implemented relationships
between them. Thirdly, we developed a web application for the convenient
browsing of the created collection. Due to the GitHub-based repository, the
collection can be easily updated and extended in a collaborative process.
Future research in the area of service-based antipatterns can rely on this
repository as a reference. Moreover, it can be used for training and education
purposes as well as for quality assurance activities.
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8.6. Conclusion
We conducted four studies to enable developers of service- and microservicebased systems to make more informed choices about service-based patterns
for systematic evolvability construction and to raise awareness of servicebased antipatterns. First, we analyzed 118 SOA design patterns for their
applicability to microservices and found that 74 were fully applicable (63%),
30 partially applicable (25%), and only 14 not applicable (12%). In a second
step, we then created a candidate list of service-based evolvability patterns
by additionally mapping the mentioned 118 SOA and 42 microservices
patterns onto architectural modifiability tactics. The derived list comprises
68 patterns (SOA: 47, microservices: 21) that practitioners can use to realize
a modifiability tactic in a service-oriented context.
To add quantitative empirical evidence to this theoretical qualitative indication, we also conducted a controlled experiment with Bachelor students
(N=69) for four of these patterns. In three tasks, participants had to change
and extend two functionally equivalent versions of a service-based webshop
– one version with patterns (treatment group) and one version without patterns (control group). Even though participants in the treatment group
with patterns were on average 12% faster per task (00:32:45 vs. 00:28:50),
this difference was not on a statistically significant level. Only the group
difference for task #3 with the pattern Event-Driven Messaging turned out to
be significant (p-value: 0.0006). A subsequent analysis of the two system
versions with nine maintainability metrics revealed that the pattern version
#2 exhibited worse measurements in the area of size and granularity and
better measurements for coupling. Complexity as well as cohesion measurements were similar between the two versions. Overall, we did not observe
decisive maintainability metric improvements in the pattern version, which
seems to be in line with the experiment results. Our theory to explain this
is that the additional volume introduced by the patterns hindered the relatively unexperienced participants to leverage their modifiability-related
benefits at first. As they became more familiar with the system, the patterns’
evolvability-related advantages were able to take effect. The implications
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of these results are that documentation and training of used service-based
patterns should not be neglected in software maintenance and evolution
scenarios.
Lastly, we conducted a fourth study to create a holistic repository of servicebased antipatterns. Via an SLR, we identified 14 primary studies from which
we extracted 36 antipatterns for service- and microservice-based systems.
We then documented these antipatterns with a synthesized data model and
JSON schema. We also created a taxonomy and categorization scheme as well
as a web application for convenient browsing. The GitHub-based repository
of the collection can be easily updated and extended in a collaborative
process. Future research in the area of service-based antipatterns can rely
on this repository as a reference. Additionally, it can be used for training
and education purposes as well as for quality assurance activities.
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Part IV.
Discussion and Conclusion
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Chapter

9

Conclusion
This final chapter first briefly summarizes the contributions of this thesis. For
our three main research areas (metrics, scenarios, and patterns), we then
discuss the implications of these contributions from a holistic perspective
and also describe their limitations. This discussion leads to a section on
possible future research to address presented short-comings or to extend
our work. Lastly, we close with some words on the perceived importance of
this research field.
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9.1. Summary of Contributions
Over the last five chapters, we introduced our numerous contributions in
different areas related to the evolvability assurance of microservices. Before
discussing their implications for research and practice, we briefly reiterate
the contributions here (C0–C6).
C1: we provided an overview of the state of the art in service-oriented
maintainability assurance (Chapter 4). Using a systematic literature review (SLR), we collected existing scientific research, synthesized categories
for it, and analyzed the distributions of publications over these categories.
C2: we provided an overview of the state of practice in service-oriented
maintainability assurance (Chapter 5). By conducting two industry studies (a quantitative survey and qualitative interviews), we captured applied
practices, successful strategies, and frequent challenges.
C3: we identified service-based maintainability metrics and designed
tool-supported approaches for their collection (Chapter 6). With a literature study, we collected proposed metrics and analyzed their relevance
for microservices. We then designed a static collection approach based
on machine-readable API descriptions of RESTful services and a dynamic
collection approach based on runtime data. Both approaches are modular
and extensible and their prototypical tool support implements a variety of
service-based metrics.
C4: we designed a scenario-based method for analyzing the evolvability of microservice-based systems (Chapter 7). As a means for qualitative and architecture-centric evolvability analysis, we created a lightweight
method specifically focused on service orientation. We also provided tool
support for this method and evaluated its usability and perceived usefulness
with a survey as well as hands-on interviews.
C5: we collected and evaluated service-oriented patterns and antipatterns for evolvability (Chapter 8). First, we analyzed the applicability of
existing SOA patterns for microservices. Second, we derived a candidate list
of patterns with theoretical evolvability benefits via the proxy of architectural modifiability tactics. Third, we empirically analyzed the impact of four
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patterns on evolvability via a controlled experiment and structural metrics.
Lastly, we collected existing antipatterns for service- and microservice-based
systems with an SLR and created a taxonomy and a web-based repository
for them.
C6: we improved the understanding of commonalities and differences between SOA and microservices. During most of our studies within
the five contribution areas above, we either analyzed existing SOA techniques
for their relevance to microservices or compared similar concepts from both
the areas of SOA and microservices. This comparison helped to highlight the
large set of shared properties, but also discussed notable differences.
The entirety of these smaller related contributions leads to our central
and unique contribution provided by this dissertation, namely the conceptualization of a holistic and multifaceted evolvability assurance for microservices (C0). For this context, we are the first to thoroughly analyze
the scientific state of the art as well as the industry state of practice. Based
on the identified research areas and gaps as well as industry practices and
challenges, we provided several concrete design contributions. To relate
this back to our research objective and as an answer to our central RQ (see
Section 1.3), we supported developers of microservices with:
• a tool-supported static analysis approach for service-based metrics
based on RESTful API descriptions (RAMA),
• a tool-supported dynamic analysis approach for service-based metrics
based on distributed tracing,
• a tool-supported method for the scenario-based evolvability analysis
of service- and microservice-based systems,
• a collection of service-based patterns beneficial for evolvability and
the empirical evaluation of four of these patterns,
• a collaborative repository of diverse service-based antipatterns.
In line with the artifact requirements of the research objective, all these
approaches are lightweight, explicitly designed for service orientation, and
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try to reduce manual efforts with tool support wherever possible. In Fig. 9.1,
we relate the described contributions C0–C6 back to our research process
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Figure 9.1.: Contributions C0–C6 in relation to research process

9.2. Discussion and Limitations
The presented design contributions (C3–C5) have several implications for
research and practice, but also some noteworthy limitations.
Our static analysis approach (RAMA) can be used to efficiently calculate
suitable service interface metrics for e.g. size, cohesion, or complexity. Since
it requires API descriptions that often already exist in the design phase, it
can serve as a valuable means for early quality evaluation, but can also be
used within continuous quality assurance. Our prototypical tool support
takes the popular formats OpenAPI, RAML, and WADL as input so far and
should therefore apply to a large percentage of services. Due to its modular
structure, it can also be extended with additional formats like e.g. API
Blueprint with reasonable effort.
However, not every microservice uses RESTful HTTP for communication
and not every RESTful service provides a machine-readable interface de-
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scription. In the latter case, such documents can sometimes be generated
from source code (depending on the used framework), but for the former,
there is currently no simple solution. Even though similar documentation
standards for message-based microservices are slowly starting to emerge
(see e.g. AsyncAPI1 ), our current internal model and metric implementations are very REST-specific. While several metrics are undoubtedly valid
in both communication paradigms, substantial efforts would be necessary
to fully support messaging in addition to REST. Moreover, the approach is
very focused on the interface quality of a single service and no system-wide
metrics except for aggregates like mean or median can be calculated. As
a consequence, RAMA cannot support metrics for the coupling between
services.
Our dynamic analysis approach is therefore a suitable complement for
this. While it requires the complete running system and may come with
some efforts to integrate distributed tracing for each service, the approach
supports both messaging and REST and the variety of calculable metrics is
much larger. Especially in the area of (dynamic) coupling, this approach is
able to provide system-level metrics for a broader perspective. Like its static
sibling, it is designed in a modular way to efficiently support extensions.
While we demonstrated the feasibility of the approach with an example
open source system that was used by several participants, we did not conduct
a large-scale industry case study with it. In such a setting, the effectiveness
of the approach may be slightly reduced, even though all metrics were calculated correctly during the small demonstration. We also do not have reliable
insights into potential performance impacts, which at least requires some additional investigation when using this approach with a performance-critical
system. However, this theoretical performance impact is solely attributed
to the data collection, e.g. distributed tracing via Zipkin, and not to the
metric calculation within our approach. Such tracers are usually designed
for minimal overhead and also configurable to some degree to e.g. reduce
their message size or frequency.
1
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In combination, both metric collection approaches provide a broadly applicable and extensible basis for calculating a diverse set of service-based
metrics. However, the most significant limitation in the area of metrics is that
the effectiveness of the majority of them has not been sufficiently evaluated,
i.e., for most proposed service-based metrics, the respective authors did not
present enough empirical support that the metrics are suitably correlated
with evolvability. While this relation seems plausible on a theoretical level for
all metrics implemented by us, only a more rigorous evaluation can provide
reliable evidence and therefore help with the selection of the most effective
metrics. Our replicable threshold derivation study is a first step to make
these metrics more actionable, but looking at real-world value distributions
of metrics is no substitute for their empirical evaluation. Moreover, the
threshold study only applies to the static analysis approach.
The scenario-based evaluation method can complement the metricbased approaches and therefore helps to overcome their current shortcomings, as it provides a qualitative view on the system’s evolvability. While
the method is certainly more time-consuming, the approach is also very
comprehensive and able to evaluate specific evolution scenarios, e.g. the
most likely ones or the (presumably) most risky ones, whereas metrics are
oblivious to this. Moreover, it incorporates the valuable knowledge of system
stakeholders into the analysis and therefore provides a more human-centric
evaluation. Lastly, our prototypical tool support can mitigate manual efforts.
Method and tool support were developed and improved in an iterative
fashion and finally validated with a survey and hands-on interviews. Nonetheless, the approach’s effectiveness has not been evaluated in a large-scale
industry setting so far. While we believe that usefulness and usability of
the tool-supported method are sufficient for industry usage after the first
round of validations, we have not conducted any field studies to support this
claim with further empirical evidence. Lastly, in addition to the increased
analysis efforts, the method requires more learning and preparation efforts
in comparison to the metric-based approaches, which also has to be taken
into account by software professionals.
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In the area of service-based evolvability patterns, our collection can
be used by researchers and practitioners for systematic evolvability construction with selected candidate patterns, e.g. to reduce coupling or to
increase cohesion. We showed that there are many different ways to improve
service-based architectures in this context and that a large percentage of
patterns apply to microservices. Furthermore, our controlled experiment
and metric-based analysis with selected patterns highlighted that they may
simultaneously introduce additional size and complexity in the system. This
complexity may especially hinder new or inexperienced developers who
are not consciously aware of these patterns. Developers that decide to use
such patterns should keep this in mind: evolvability mechanisms should be
thoroughly documented and new developers should be made aware of them.
While we qualitatively derived a broad set of evolvability patterns for
service orientation, the beneficial impact was only theoretical in this list.
Only for four patterns, we analyzed the impact empirically and the results
from this study were not entirely conclusive, with several threats to validity
(see Section 8.4.5) and also modest generalization potential due to the
student participants. Therefore, we do not have empirical evidence for all
collected evolvability patterns.
Complementary to our pattern collection, our collaborative repository of
service-based antipatterns can serve as a foundation for future antipattern
research. Researchers and practitioners can browse the collection for education purposes or during quality reviews. The web-based interface makes
it easy to search for antipatterns and to filter for specific tags or categories.
The notion of evidence provides an indication for an antipattern’s relevance
and reliability based on its citation in literature.
However, the collected antipattern metadata strongly influences the usefulness of the repository. If essential attributes like the detection or the
resolution of an antipattern are not or insufficiently described by their initial
authors, those antipatterns from our repository will not be very actionable
for practitioners.
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9.3. Future Research Directions
Based on our contributions, a wide variety of follow-up research is possible,
either to address described limitations or to extend the scope of our work. In
the area of service-based metrics, a straight-forward option would be the
extension of our tool-supported approaches with additional input formats and
metrics to increase their applicability and utility. Additionally, industry case
studies with both approaches could bring further insights into the potential
for improvement and might reveal overlooked shortcomings. However, the
most critical expansion for this line of research would be the evaluation of
proposed service-based maintainability metrics. Due to the lack of automatic
collection approaches, such evaluation studies were previously challenging
to execute at scale. Our approaches can serve as a valuable foundation for
such endeavors. Possible research designs in this area could be based on
software repository mining, controlled experiments, industry field studies,
or rating-based expert reviews. In the end, it will be crucial for practitioners
to focus on a small set of reliable metrics instead of trying to make sense of
an extensive collection of different measures. Such evaluated metrics can
also be used in automatic service decomposition approaches to evaluate the
quality of proposed service cuts in a monolith.
For the scenario-based method, industry case studies are the most important line of future work. The effectiveness of the method can only be
reliably judged and improved based on its application with diverse realworld systems and stakeholders. Moreover, a systematic combination of this
method with a metric-based approach could lead to promising evaluation
synergies. Structural metrics could support stakeholders during scenario
effort prediction or for the final evaluation.
While there is a lot of design knowledge to construct evolvability in the
form of service-based patterns, there is little empirical evidence in this area.
A single controlled experiment can only cover a small number of patterns and
is not sufficient on its own. Replications and additional studies are necessary
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to reliably assess this complex relationship and to shed light on possible
influencing factors for the effectiveness of patterns. Additionally, we see the
potential for a systematic combination of metrics as an analytical technique
and patterns as a constructive technique. For example, patterns like Service
Façade or API Gateway could remediate an architectural hot spot with high
coupling identified by metrics. Based on the metric values, different patterns
could be proposed as a solution.
In the area of service-based antipatterns, our provided collection should
not be regarded as a final product, but as a living collaborative repository.
Future work could enhance its data quality and richness and extend it with
additional antipatterns. However, similar to patterns, detailed empirical
evidence for the negative evolvability impact of most antipatterns is missing
so far. Such studies could yield valuable insights into the circumstances
under which spending the effort to refactor an antipattern is worthwhile.
Additionally, automatic approaches for the identification and refactoring of
service-based antipatterns could save practitioners significant manual efforts.
As another potential synergy, structural service-based metrics could be used
as the basis for such an antipattern identification approach.
Lastly, there are also some general future research directions in the
context of the evolvability assurance for microservices that were out of scope
for this thesis. In a real-world industry project, software quality rarely exists
in isolation and different quality attributes have to be balanced out against
each other. We did not cover such quality trade-offs in this thesis, but in
many cases, improving the evolvability of microservices will have at least
slightly negative consequences for other quality attributes. As an example,
the usage of a Service Façade to reduce coupling may have an impact on
performance in the form of increased response times. In many cases, this
may be negligible, in others, it may be an issue. Research that analyzes
such trade-offs in the area of microservices and provides guidance based on
quality requirements may be very helpful for practitioners that are new to
this architectural style.
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This thesis took a very system-centric look at evolvability. However, humanand organization-related factors play a vital role in this as well. With microservices, this may manifest in the form of e.g. potentially reduced knowledge exchange due to decentralized teams or a lack of expertise in specific
fields due to the usage of hyped technologies and a substantial degree of
heterogeneity. Empirical studies in these areas could reveal the extent of
these potential disadvantages and provide reliable best practices to mitigate
their impact. While microservices are generally associated with continuous
product development, there are also IT service providers that develop microservices for external customers in a project mode. Investigating possible
downsides and ways to work around them may also be promising future
work.
Finally, while a lot of potential evolvability-related issues could be addressed in a project, it is not always essential or even desirable to fix all of
them. Especially in highly dynamic microservice-based systems with continuous experimentation and a low average service lifetime, some identified
problems may solve themselves when a service is decommissioned. Moreover,
improving evolvability always means that effort is spent which is not directly
visible as business value to the end-user. Therefore, research in the area of
evolvability-related issue prioritization, i.e. triage, may support developers
in selecting the improvements with the best cost-benefit ratio, especially if
there is a substantial number of issues.

9.4. Closing Remarks
In this thesis, we covered a lot of different facets to analyze and improve the
evolvability of microservices. Because this research field is very young, much
effort had to be spent on studies like our SLR, our survey, or our interviews
to motivate and frame our design contributions properly. Since we also
wanted to approach the topic from various perspectives (metrics, scenarios,
and patterns), we have not evaluated some of our design contributions to
an extent that completely satisfies us. We transparently described these
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limitations and pointed out the necessary steps to address them. Additional
studies in some areas are already planned or currently ongoing, but will not
find their way into this document. Nonetheless, we believe that this thesis
as a whole is a significant and unique contribution to this field and holds
value for both researchers and practitioners.
When we started our research, there were no publications on maintenance,
evolution, or technical debt of microservices. As we contributed our first
papers to this topic, other publications gradually emerged over the years.
By now, the interest has risen considerably and several authors regularly
publish on these topics. Because microservices are still a somewhat young
phenomenon, most systems developed in this style are also relatively young
and have so far not fallen to Lehman’s law of increasing complexity. Especially
if the system replaced a decades-old monolith, its evolvability would be
regarded as more positive in comparison. Even then, our industry analyses
revealed evolvability issues and challenges perceived by their stakeholders.
As these systems get older, it will be even more important to use diverse
evolvability assurance techniques. It will not be enough to trust in the
“inherent” evolution qualities of microservices and their “innate” low coupling
and high cohesion.
Lastly, a lot of early adopters of microservices have a very effective treatment to avoid low evolvability: companies like Google, Amazon, Netflix, or
Spotify hire the best of the best, provide them with abundant resources, and
empower them to do great things with their software. Many other companies do not have that luxury. Without systematic guidance, they will most
likely not be able to replicate the microservices success stories described in
countless blog posts and conference talks. As in many other fields, we have a
pronounced “survivorship bias” concerning microservices grey literature. It is
especially in this spirit that we want to highlight the importance of a holistic
and sustainable evolvability assurance for long-living microservice-based
systems.

9.4 | Closing Remarks
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